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LIBRA
Compact digital
music console

1081 channel

amplifier /eq

First made in 1972, this classic

input module has been carefully
re-created to original

specifications. Its unique sonic

warmth and character make it
the perfect complement to the

CORN
recording
mixing console

world's premier range of digital
and analogue consoles.

AMS
NEVE

HEAD OFFICE - AMS Neve plc
Tel: +44 (0) 1282 457011

GERMANY

Billington Road Burnley

Fax: +44 (0) 1282 417282

Tel: 61 31 9 42 520

Fax: 61 31 9 42 5210

HOLLYWOOD - Tel: (818) 753 8789
e -mail: enquiry@ams- neve.com

Lancs BB11 SUB

LONDON

Fax: (818) 623 4839

England

Tel: 0171 916 2828

Fax: 0171 916 2827

NEW YORK

Tel: (212) 965 1400

TORONTO

Tel (416) 365 3363

-

- http: / /www.ams- neve.com

Fax: (212) 965 3739
Fax: (416) 365 1044
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Smaller, smarter, cheaper

mailer, smarter and
\l S promised that digital would make this
cheaper. then why are we so surprised when it finally begins to happen? Why also
is this arrival interpreted as a threat rather than as an opportunity?
The key word is of course 'smarter' because the new affordable stuff is smarter
than what it replaces and it is only judged affordable by comparing the degree of
control it offers with what preceded it. The manufacturer can make it affordable by
building greater volumes of smaller units and it stands to reason that if a manufacturer has the technology already. slapping a digital desk onto a computer card
will he less of a big deal than it would le for those that don't.
We must, however. retain an element of realism and perspective about these
kinds of admittedly significant advances otherwise there is a danger of being blinkered into a vision of the business as spiralling downwards to oblivion and the
adoption of vanilla as the only flavour of choice. The technology will get cheaper
and smarter but its impact is on a sliding scale. A facility near the top of the heap
has less to gain in absolute real terms than someone sitting in a bedroom with only
a guitar and the family hifi to he creative with.
As with all major historical events. the magnitude of the effect of the revolution
depends greatly on your own circumstances. Note how the high end can indulge
in discussions on the relative merits of analogue and digital for sonic reasons and
how it was never really an issue in the low end's dive towards digital.
Affordable digital mixing and hard disk recording on your dad's PC is almost
damagingly mind -blowing for someone working on a 4 -track cassette portastudio
but it will be of only passing interest to someone who has earned the money hack
many times over on a top flight digital desk and hard disk editor.
Smaller, smarter and cheaper technology does offer new business opportuniPurchasing ability alone i, not
ties but only for those that are actually in busini
Zenon Schoepe, executive editor
a qualification.
WE. \CERE. AL\\
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From

start to finish

of audio everything \\
nee\. \ n+ine began on the sane
level playing field without the luxury of anyone else's lessons to guide then. The
tools were those of common sense, intelligence and an aptitude to deal with sound.
That was then...
Now were able to look hack over several generations of technologies. learn the
lessons they offer and, in principle at least. evolve better systems and practices to
realise our aims. It ought to he easier than it was in the beginning. but somehow
it ain't. Alongside useful experiences. the mix has acquired the technical and financial complications of other more mundane form of business. we've granted certain
people a special status that allows their preferences to impact on our own and
e've poisoned our once beautiful subjectivity with a million cues as to what we
should and shouldn't hear. Suddenly, the single goal we seek to serve with a
recording and the fat catalogue of equipment available to help us have devolved
into an ocean of possibilities so deep were often out of our depth. And yet we still
want more. And we want it for less.
Presently we're busy feeding ever more, and ever more conflicting demands
hack into the system that designs and dispenses our tools. Even to pursue this discussion is to invite new depths of complexity into the loop and to add the complication of the discussion to the original picture. But this is an exciting time - many
of the latest developments bring with them the opportunity to improve our working methods and develop completely new ones. Still others offer us the possibility
to bring new levels of fidelity to our work. And all invite a greater understanding
of sound. and the creatures that hear it. Surer it would take a Luddite to turn their
hack on all this.
I Itimately. we need to keep in mind the essentials of our goals and the means
that hest serve them. Only then can we hope to properly assess not only what's
new, but what we already have and are frequently in clanger of overkx>king. Its
not enough to know that a Yamaha has broken new ground in digital mixing technology with its D51' Farm or that Rupert Neve has put his name to a new EQ. Its
not enough to know that John Astley used as Genex GX8000 running at 24 hits and
%kHz to restore the BBC's Led Zeppelin recordings. Nor is it enough to know that
the UK AES is hosting a conference on mic and speaker design or that Sennheiser
has founded a scholarship scheme at the Liverpool Institute for the Performing Arts.
Although any of these may help you.
So if you've got to march. march at your own pace. And if you've got to fight.
Tim Goodyer, editor
pick it.
IN THE BEGINNING
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yUK: Trailed by the announce-

ment of its investment in a
pair of AMS Neve Prolog consoles.
London's new China Blue Post
Production has now opened
for business. Both studios are
equipped with Genelec monitoring
and intend to serve sound design.
music composition. voice -over.
track laying and mixing for
film. video. TV. broadcast and
commercial work. Established by
David Hamilton -Smith (below).
China Blue has already secured
work for Channel 4, film trailers
for Lethal Weapon IV. and a Swiss
television opera production. The
facility owes its name to the fact
that it occupies the original site
of the Wedgewood pottery showroom. China Blue Post Production.
Tel: +44 171 437 5999

.JAPAN: Shinagawa's Imagica studios has completed the commissioning of its new AMS Neve Logic 2 digital
console. Part of a new postproduction room christened No.5 MA in the Tokyo -based facility. the console will
serve high-definition and surround production work. Imagica. Tel: +61 3 3583 1681

Winter NAMM
I, w ing front its traditional location in Anaheim. this year's Winter NA-\l\l Show opened with the

LIS: \

boast that it was the first exhibition
to fill the LA Convention Centre.
And having filled three main halls
and numerous peripheral rooms
and 'villages'. it was no problem to
draw the crowds.
From its beginnings as an MI
event, the Shuvv ha steadily nude
itself more relevant to pro -audio

visitors through the attendance of
many of the professional players
and through many crossover manufacturers. sonie of whom are not
to he seen at AES Conventions. One
of the main drays this year was the

escalating budget digital desk war.
with challenges to Yamaha's ch
nance coming from Spirit's 328 and
Ramsa's I):\ -. Yamaha. meanwhile
had expanded its activities through
the introduction of its DSP Factor.
Plenty of other developments were
also in evidence (see this month's
New Product News) including new
ADAT variants. Roland's YS- l680.
Presonus' prey nps.. \udio 'l'echnica and TAD mics. wireless systems
from Sennheiser and . \KG. and
outboard front dbx and Dra\\-nmr.
Glamour too was in good supply with guitars and drums bringing in beautiful people. and advances in silicon( e I technology
bringing in keyboard players. engineers and blondes.

Playing the field
Net: Following its international
professional debut in Sludiu
Sound. Res Rocket took its DRGN
virtual studio into the television
studio for a liv e nt-air jam session.
Broadcast at the end of January
on the BBC science series Tomurrotr's 11îu /d. the event involved
jam between remotely loratei:
musicians conducted via MIDI
over the Internet. One of the per
formers was pictured performin:
in front of London's Big Ben am'
another in front of San Francisco's
Golden Gate bridge.
The program is available free
from Res Rocket's Web site at
www.resrocket.com

The mics formerly known as...

ltK

Denmark: Putting its
heritage further behind it. the DPA
tag will now appear on all the forKj:er models. The
mer Brüel
move follows those begun in 1992
when Danish Pro Audio took on
distribution of the Series 4000.

End games
II the development of digital
technology has enabled greater
control over the audio signal
chain. it has also placed a strain on

UK:

its ends.

.France: Stretching her legs in her recent appointment over the
Manor Mobiles. Siobhan Paine visited the Midem 98 convention with
one of her charges. The venture
a first for the group and sponsored by
Emtech Magnetics
pulled plenty of punters to look over the shoulder
of senior engineer Will Shapland. The Manor Mobiles. Tel: 181 756 0660

-

6

-

For while digital offers great
scope for exploration. mirs and
speakers continue to present familiar problems to their designers.
\ ainst this background. the forth onting UK AES Conference. MiLoudspeakers: the
crophones
his and Outs of Audio, seems par-

ticularly timely.
Set for Io-1
March

at

Deans

further de\ eloping it and new
lines for DPA. Since then. MK has
poured its efforts into test and
measurement equipment. Distribution lines for DPA mies are
unaffected. DPA Microphones.
Tel: +45

-+8 14

28 28

Yard. London. the event promises
to pull together representatives of
many major players in both fields.
These include Sennhciser. Shure.
Neumann. Schoeps. Sony. Trantec and Audio Technica at the
front end. and ATC. IBL. EA\1'.
Goodntans and NXT at the repro
end. Chairmen include Sony's Peter Easily. Chop em Out's Bernie

Sprat'. Crystal Semiconductors'
Steve Harris. Mordaunt Short's
Phil Knight and Harris Grant's
Neil Grant.
Closing comments will he offered by Tony Faulkner and John
Borwick. AES. Tel: +44 1628 663-25
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UK: Starring Nastassja Kinski and Kyle Maclachlan, One Night

saw Angel Studios' main room catering for a large
orchestral session and some serious LA groove work. Recorded by
Steve Price on an AMS Neve VR console. analogue 24 -track with
Dolby SR. and mixed to 1/2-inch with SR and DAT, the score was
compcsed by Mike Figgis.
Angel Studios. Tel: +44 171 354 2525

Dark Rhodes
UK: Trevor Jones and Sinton

Rhodes have heen putting : \hhey
Road through its paces on their
recent film scores -including
GL Jane. Laue¡ Dogs and the
impending Lark C'itt' whose
orchestral score was captured in

Studio I and 2 un digital ? -t track.
The feature was mixed to SI)1)S
in the Penthouse Suite on its
Capricorn console with an :\1'C
monitoring ,vstem stade up of
SC \I IIIi LA Pm, tier the forward five
channels. S(: \l21ISL surf( Rinds and
an active ,uh\\ x (ter.: \hhev R( rad.
lei; + i i 1-1 26()
o

'us

UK: Following Its Broadway success. the musical Chicago arrived
in London's West End complete with 80 channels' worth of Amek
console. A 56- channel Recall served FOH with the assistance of 24
channels from a 501 submixer under the control of Rick Clarke. Centre
stage throughout is a 14-piece band supporting the charismatic Ute
Lemper and Ruthie Henshall.

Tokyo's City Hall has taken delivery
of the first short -frame Midas XL4
console. A result of Midas' increased
activity around the XL4, the 24-channel
Tokyo delivery signifies increased interest in the broadcast and theatre applications where limited space is a major
consideration.
EVI Audio, UK. Tel: +441562 741515
Belgian VRT Radio, formerly BRTN
Radio, has taken delivery of 12 Orban
Optimod -FM 2200 digital processors.
10 for final processing of the station's
output and two backups. VRT serves
the Dutch -speaking Flanders area with
six networks delivering a range of
programming including music. sport.
politics and regional services. Spanish
national broadcaster. Radio Nacional
de España has taken delivery of 48
Optimod-AM 9200s for installation at
its transmitters throughout the country. Programming is similarly diverse
and occupies 5 national MW. 10 national SW and several local channels.
Madrid-based Spanish post house.
Sincronia, has recently installed its
second 64 -input Soundtracs Virtua
digital production console.
RNE. Spain. Tel: +34 9 1 346 1251
VRT Radio, Belgium.
Tel: +32 2 741 5061
Orban. US. Tel: +1 510 351 3500
Soundtracs, UK.
Tel: +44 181 388 5000
South America has recently seen an
SSL SL4048 G+ console installed in
Buenos Aires and an OmniMix installed
in Rio. Estudios El Pie's 40channel
4000 -series has already been involved
in a number of successful album projects for high -profile recording artists
while Estudios Mega's OmniMix has
been instrumental in the posting of the
Brazilian feature For All
Springboard
to Victory. which deals with the building
of the biggest military base outside the
US in 1942. It received four awards at
the Gramado Film Festival including
Best Soundtrack and Best Film.
Estudios El Pie, Argentina.
Tel: +54 1 545 1222
Estudios Mega. Brazil.
Tel: +55 21 537 0353

-

SSL, UK. Tel: +441865 842300
The Washington State -based Micro-

soft Interactive Media Group has
installed in excess of 24 Haller amplifiers to accompany KRK monitors. Pro
Tools 4.0. and Summit and Focusrite
outboard in serving its 12 sound
design rooms, audio compression
room and CD burn rooms. The Group is
responsible for 'product oriented
interactive media' for CD-ROM. DVD
and MSN applications.
Hafler, US. Tel: +1 602 967 3565
London -based broadcaster, The London Studios. has ordered a second
Calrec T- series console for installation
in its Studio 3 sound control room. The
72 -input digitally-controlled analogue
console will be used for a variety of TV
sound work and corporate productions.
Elsewhere in the UK. Surrey's Fountain
Television has installed a 36-channel
Calrec S- series desk in its broadcast
studio. It will see action on music and
light entertainment programmes.

Calrec, UK. Tel: +441442 842159
Seattle's King TV has purchased an
AMS Neve Libra Live digital console as
part of a move toward all -digital operation expected to come to fruition late
this year. The console will be used for
live newscast production.

Studio Sound February 1998

AMS Neve, US. Tel: +1 818 753 8789
London 24 -hour dance club The
Turnmill has installed a 32 -input Oram
Series 24 console as part of its unorthodox live broadcasting of its music
output. The European -wide broadcast
is fed to satellite as well as being
recorded. Elsewhere in London, the
Beat Farm has installed a custom
48 -input Series 24 to accompany its
massive collection of vintage outboard.
More London activity concerns Covent
Garden's International Broadcast
Facilities which has built a new digital
studio based on a 64 -input Soundtracs
Virtua -Fairlight MFX3 combination.
The studio will begin operation with a
multi -language dubbing of forthcoming
feature films.
Oram, UK. Tel: +441474 815300
Fairlight, UK. Tel: +44 171 267 3323
The New York -based Effanel remote
recording operation has unveiled a rew
24 -bit capable mobile called L7. Among
the outboard provision is a selection of
tc electronic equipment including an
M5000. M2000 and Finalizer.
Effanel, US. Tel: +1 212 807 1100
tc electronic, Denmark.
Tel: +45 8621 7599
Paris has seen two studios further
embracing 24 -bit audio in Guillame Tell
and Studio Jackson. Alongside its Sony
Oxford console and PCM -9000 optical
recorder, Guillame Tell has installed a
PCM- 3348HR 24 -bit 48 -track DASH
machine. while Studio Jackson has
adopted an identical machine for its
all- digital film production suite.
Guillame Tell, France.
Tel: +33 1 42 04 0505
Studio Jackson. France.
Tel: +33 1 4948 6313
Sony Broadcast. UK.
Tel:

+441256 483796

Italian state broadcaster, RAI. has
ordered five Stage Tec Cantus digital
consoles with custom broadcast software for installation in studios in Rome
and Milan. bringing its commitment to
Cantus to 10 consoles.
Stage Tec, Germany.
Tel: +49 951 97225 25
Belfast's Waterfront Concert Hall recently used Tannoy T12 dJalconcentric
loudspeakers for front of house duties
when it stages the musical Ocean.
Staged by the New York Merce Cunningham Dance Company, Ocean took place
in the round with 15 dancers and 112
musicians scattered around the audite
rium and used 8 T12s mounted on
arms above the stage which were required to move during the performance.
Tannoy, UK. Tel: +441236 420199
Korea's leading postproduction
house Blue Cap has moved its operation over to a Soundtracs' Virtua console to provide a digital audio chain
and surround sound. The studio handles foreign language dubbing of feature films and television programmes
in which it expects the console's
automation to play a significant part.
Soundtracs, UK. Tel: +44 181 388 5000
New York's The Toy Specialists studios has continued an intensive digital
shopping spree by adding a Yamaha
02R desk with surround software,
Genex GX8000 MO recorder, Pro Tools
24, Sony R -500 DAT machines, and
Pacific. Microsonics and Apogee convertors. The studio's focus is presently
on high -bit digital audio services.
The Toy Specialists, US.
Tel: +1 212 333 2206

7

www.americanradiohistory.com

A Class Apart
SSL's Axiom

large format digital

production system
as a

has been

adopted

benchmark console by many of the

world's most prestigious broadcasters
and audio designers.

The unparalleled power and flexibility

of the Axiom system, with its integrated
hub router and SSL's DiskTrack

recording optioi,

is

now available in

a

compatible family of application -specific
digital consoles.
Utilising the 'knob-per-function' design
and proven reliability of Axiom, the

A series family delivers unrivalled
advantages to those working in live

broadcast, mobiles, production,

post -production and motion picture

environments.
Distance yourself from the competition

with

a

digital console from SSL, world

leaders in audio engineering, and start

to enjoy hitherto unachievable levels
of creative freedom, productivity
and profitability.

NewYork
+I (I)2123i5

Los Angeles

IIII

+

1

(1)213 463 4444

Tokyo
+81 (0)3 5474

Paris
1

144

+33 (0)1 3460 4666

Digital Production System

Axiom Com)act Consol

l
Axiom Broadcast Console

Digital Film System

Digital Post -product on
System

Solid State Logic
International Headquarter;
Begbroke Oxford OX5 IRU England
Tel: +44 (0)1865 84230C
Fax: +44 (0)1665 8421

Toronto

Milan
+39 (0)2 2622 4956

+1

(1)416431 9131

Singapore
+65 (0)285 9300

I

E

Email: sales@sclic- state- cgic.com

http: / /www.solid- state- Iogic.con

Mumbai (Bombay). India.
Contact: Above & Beyond Exhibiton s.
Tel: +91 11 651 0205.
Email: vikas.gulaty@gems.vsnl.net .in

March
3 -5
Replitech Europe

18-21

Utrecht. The Netherlands.
Contact: Knowledge Industry
Publications.
Tel: +1 914 328 9157.
Fax: +1 914 328 2020.
Net: www.kipinet.com

ITA
Ritz Carlton, Laguna Niguel. Dana
Point. California.
Tel: +609 279 1700.
Fax: +609 279 1999.

11 -13

23 -27

The Production Show 98
Business Design Centre. Islington
London N1. UK.
Contact: EMAP Media.
Tel: +44 171 505 8130.
Fax: }44 171 505 8020.

4th BTV China 98 :1,,r1
3rd COMMTEL China 98
Contact: Business &
Tel: +852 2865 2633.
Fax: +852 2866 1770.

Musikmesse
Frankfurt. Germany.

Contact: Anke Witte.
Tel: +49 69 7575 6596

16-17
AES UK Conference: Microphones

104th AES Convention

Rimini Exhibition Centre, Italy

Conference Centre
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Tel -Fax: +31 35 541 1892.
Email: 104th -chairman @aes.org.
Net: www.aes.org

Contact: Ms Gabriella de Girolamo.
Fax: +39 541 711243

18 -20
Cable & Satellite 98

29 -1 April
SIB 98
Rimini Trade Fair, Italy
Contact: Tony Andrew -KMS
Tel: +44 1323 442747.
Fax: +44 1323 840014.
Email: andrewkms @aol.com

26 -28

Net: www.cabsat.co.uk

TV

98

Thermal Hotel Helia. Budapest
Hungary.
Tel: +361 153 1027.
Fax: +361 153 0451.

Email: hiradastechnika @mtesz.hu
Net: www.mtesz.hu/

Congress 3

hiradastechnika

26-29

Email: AESUK @aol.com

Cavalieri Hilton. Rome, Italy.
Contact: AIC Conferences.
Tel: X44 171 242 1548.
Fax: +44 171 242 1508.

16 -19

April

Technology India 98
Bombay Exhibition Centre,

Net: www.fierarimini.it

June
2 -5
5th Broadcast Asia 98
and others
World Trade Centre. Singapore.
Contact: Overseas Exhibition
Services.
Tel: +44 171 486 1951.
Fax: +44 171 413 8211.

Email: singex@montnet.com
Net: www.montnet.com

June

15-17
Mecon 98

Midem Asia 1998
Nusa Dua Beach Resort, Bali
Tel: +331 41 90 46 31.

Net: www.midem.com

29 -31

14-16

Miami Convention Centre.
Miami, Florida. US.
Contact: Studio Sound International.
Email: chris @ssiexpos.com
Net: www.ssiexpos.com

30-June 2

World VSAT Communications

Contact: AES.
Tel: +44 1628 663 725.
Fax: +44 1628 667 002.

5th Annual Latin-American Pro
Audio & Music Expo Miami 98

Nightwave 98

Earls Court 2. London. UK.

31 -2 April

and Loudspeakers:
the ins and outs of audio
Church House, London.

May
16-19
RAI

Industrial Trade Fairs.

11-15

PLASA: Light and
Sound Shanghai
Intex Centre. Shanghai, China.
Contact: P&0 Events.
Tel: +44 171 370 8231.
Email: shanghai @eco.co.uk

Medienforum NRW. KolnMesse
trade complex, Cologne. Germany.
Contact: Musik Komm.
Tel: +49 221 91655.
Fax: +49 221 91655 160.
Email: mecon @musikkomm.de
Net: www.mecon.de

DENON

Professional Audio Brand

Perfect Partners for production and live use
DENON
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DN -C680 CD Player

DN- M105OR MiniDisc Recorder /Player

Common features Matched

3u rack mount chassis, displays, operation. Carefully designed front panel with
intuitive layout enabling fumble free operation. Varipitch, Jog /shuttle wheel, illuminated control buttons,
balanced + unbalanced analogue /o, AES /EBU -SPdif digital /o, serial + parallel control ports, track select dial.
i

Option Cards - Sync

i

Sony 9-pin, Word clock, SMPTE.

SRC 32/44.1 /48khz. `Hot'

start 20 track memory.

MD V4.0 Atrac, PS /2 Keyboard socket, 'undo' edit,
auto level record start, AB insert edit.

CD True instant start -10ms, cue to audio, enhanced
display, index search, hi -grade audio.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A DEALER LIST CONTACT:

IAN DOWNS OR CHARLES COOK

HAYDEN LABORATORIES, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT -ST- PETER,
BUCKS. SL9 9UG. TEL: 01753 888447

FAX: 01753 880109
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Loved by The
The Chairma

The Material

some Hot Tun
everyone aboa

.

the Airplane.
Don't tell Al Schmitt that names aren't important in recordint.He has recorded, mixed, and produced some of the greatest ratres
in history - everyone from Elvis to Frank Sinatra, Madonna I Steely
Dan, Barbra Streisand to Toto, and Natalie Cole to .leffcrson Airplane.
His Neumann mics (which he has been using since the mid- 1950's
have even helped him win six Grammy Awards for Best

Engineer.

"1

believe they are the best microphones in the

industry," he says.
And when you also believe, as Al does, that great
sound comes from good microphone technique
(and not from constant EQ adjustments) you

want to use the very best mies you can get.
The natural choice for Al is Neumann. And

while he has great affection for all his
Neumanns, he has grown particularly fond
of his new M149 Tube. "Like the original
M49, the M149 Tube never lets me down,"
he says.

-

"It's

an extraordinary microphone

clean and crisp."

Being the award -winning professional and
sound perfectionist that he is, Al has
chosen to record the voices and

instruments of so many of our favourite
- Tony Bennett, Jackson Browne,
Willie Nelson, Quincy Jones, Dr. John,
artists

Michael Bolton, and many, many others
through his favourite mics.

After all, nothing else sounds like

a

-

Neumann.

Neumann, FREEPOST,
High Wycombe,
Bucks HPI2 3BR.
Te1:01494 551551. Fax:01494
email: 06066.2217 @co
1

0

longer refer to their systems as 'Ocean Way
Monitoring'. Those interested in hearing true
Ocean Way installations can t kit our studios
In your article on LA's R .done Stud)), in Holl'woxxl and Nashville. and other loca(Studio Sonntl, November )v' there were tions such as Skywalker Ranch in San
considerable inaccuracies regarding the Francisco and Sarni in London.
Ocean Way monitor systems originally Allen Sides. Ocean Way,
Hollywood. California
installed there.
My relationship with Royaltone started
while the studio was still under construction
and developed with my attempt to correct
some major acoustical issues in the control
rooms. When we fired up the monitor systems for the first time and made measuresit )\ of their interesting
ments. it was fairly clear that the problems IN THE CO N(
stemmed from a concrete pit below the con- paper about stereo and surround sound
trol r<xtm window (which caused numerous problems in the December 199- issue of
acoustical anomalies) and a ceiling splay Slrrrlio Sound. Philip Newell and Keith
above the console (with a very hard finish Hodl.ind w-rote: 'lust say no to data comthat was not sufficiently angled or high pression in audio-only surround'. It seems
enough to avoid first -order reflections to me that this appeal is somewhat out of
adding and cancelling at the mix position). the subject. and so not agreeing with it
This same splay stopped two feet short of does not affect my appreciation of the rest
the monitor wall and allowed an opening to of the paper.
While agree to the general understanda Vast. iirtually untreated cavity running the
entire width of the control room. \luch of ing of 'say no to just good-enough technolthe direct LF energy dissipated into this cav- ogy', I should say that audio quality requires
ity. resulting in a significant lack of low -end a fair amount of bits per second. hut not
punch. There was also an RPG LF diffusion necessarily of raw linear sampling data.
A given bit rate. will compressed data of a
system installed along the rear wall that was
utterly ineffective below 25Hz. thus caus- higher sampling rate and wordlength. Plain
linear encoding of a less
accurate wave measurement, reproduced more
accurately die signal is
yet unsettled. I would bet
that the compressed for mula comes closer. The
digital signal is necessarily organised. otherwise it
is noise. If it is organised,
linear coding must be full
of redundancy: and more
hits in the wordlength
means more unused.
redundant. hits. If there is

Monitor monitor
I

I

Surround
compression
I

I

1

redundancy.

ing peaks and dips at the niix position in the
30Hz - 801Iz range. I suggested detailed
fixes for all these problems and they were
realigned the monitor sysimplemented.
tems in loth control rooms and achieved
excellent results.
Some months later. I began getting
reports from various clients I knew that the
1

Royaltone monitor systems didn't sound
anything like those at Ocean Way. I discovered that indeed the control rooms had
been 're- tuned' by new staff members. with
certain Ocean Way monitor components
altered or entirely replaced. Obviously,
when the Ocean Way name is associated
with any of our installations. its very important that our high standard of performance
be truly represented. Once my systems are
installed. the studio is free to do what it will.
but if they are altered it is no longer accurate to refer to them as Ocean \\'ay installarelationship with Royaltone is an
tions.
amicable one. and they have agreed to no

\l

12

compres-

sion may he efficient.
compression
Lossless
may be implemented
even if it means a yariable stacking ratio. but
psychuaroustic compression cannot be riled
out. Our brains do not pert rm accurate
measurements. they understand sounds.
Psychoacoustic compression is a matter of
how acoustic pressure becomes sound. The
problem is to set a model of the audio perceptions organisation to the human. Of
course. some care has to be taken as this is
probably culture dependant with a material.
physical and biological hase.
Professional acceptance of Dolby and
noise -shaping has shown that we need not
he deaf to clever use of psychoacoustic
research made to lower the cost. as they
may he used to improve the result of the
existing hit rate as well as diminish the hit
rate for a 'good enough' result. In practical
ternis. would not 3:1 compressed 96kHz 24hit recordings use the D\'D hits better than
16 -hit 48kfIz \\öuld not the price of RAM
the progress of CD players make this a better goal km iust '.n no to compression?
polbrian @world- net.sct.fr

Lc. electronic
International Head Office
Sindalsvej 34, 8240 Risskov, Denmark
21 75

Phone:( +45) 86

99

Fax:( +45) 86 21 75 98
E -mail:

info @tcelectronic.com

http: / /www.tcelectronic.com

GERMANY: TC Electronic GmbH, 5310 8399
U.S.A.: TC Electronic Inc., (805) 373 1828
ASIA: TC Electronic Asia, ( +813) 5456 4071

ARGENTINA: 774 7222
AUSTRALIA: 2 9975 121
AUSTRIA: 601 17
BELGIUM: 128 1458
BRAZIL: 11604 8339
BULGARIA: 52 600 172
CANADA: (805) 373 1828
CHILE: 2 2312356
CHINA: 02 191 3660
1

I

1

1

CYPRUS: 5 36 7985
CZECH REPUBLIC: 455 622 591/6
ESTONIA: 6418 006

FINLAND:
FRANCE:
GREECE:

5123 530

4863 221

1

I

8837 629/30

1

HOLLAND: 302 414 500
HONG KONG: 02 191 3660
HUNGARY: 22 328 990
ICELAND: 588 5010
INDIA: 22 633 5450
INDONESIA: 21 829 2202
ISRAEL:

3

ITALY:
JAPAN:
LATVIA:

51

LITHUANIA:
LEBANON:
MALTA:
NEW ZEALAND:
NORWAY:
PHILIPPINES:
POLAND:
PORTUGAL:

562 2361
766 648

(03) 5456 -4071

296828

2

722 3288
581 188

1

554195
09 279 7206
22 710 710

819 1243
58 5104 70

4754 348

1

RUSSIA: 503 956

1826

SINGAPORE: 748 9333
SLOVAKIA: 7 214 051
482 4470
SOUTH AFRICA:
SOUTH KOREA: 02 565 3565
SPAIN: 335 177 62
SWEDEN: 46 320 370
SWITZERLAND: 56 450 2170
I

TAIWAN:

1

2

719 2388

2

2369

??

THAILAND:

2 373

51 19

2722

940 9700

TURKEY:
U.A.E:
UK:

212 224 3201
4

626683

181

800 8288

THE WORLD
HEAVYWEIGHT MASTERING CHAMPION
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Introducing FinalizerTM Plus
Improving on the Multi -Award winning Finalizer platform, the Finalizer Plus delivers an
unprecedented level of clarity, warmth and punch to your mix.
With ar all new set of advanced features and enhancements, Finalizer Plus puts the
world of professional mastering within reach of every studio - large or small.
Inserted between the stereo output of your mixer or workstation and your master
recording media, the Finalizer Plus dramatically rounds out your material, creating
that "radio ready" sound - previously unattainable outside a professional mastering
house.

24 bit resolution A/D & D/A converters
Real Time Sample Rate converter

Industry standard connectivity - AES /EBU,
S /PDIF, Tos-Link and ADAT° /O's
Word Clock Input
Dynamic Filtering
External Insert. Simultaneous Inserts
MS Encoder /Decoder
NONg9/PpN6¡
I

STUDIO MASTERING PROCESSOR
The Finalizer Digital Master Fader

OTHER features

"TC Electronic has come up with a winner by

The Finalizer is capable of producing first-

packing tremendous flexibility into this unit.
The Finaiizer contains all the latest thinking in
dynamics control and it is easy to use."

rate professional results. There's a lot of
"bang for the buck" in this single rackspace
mastering tool."

Bernie Grundman

Bob Ludwig

Bernie Grundman Mastering
Six Time TEC Award Winner

Gateway Mastering Studios
Seven Time TEC Award Winner

Multiband Compressor
Five band 24 bit Parametric Equalizer
De- Esser, Stereo Adjust & Digital
Radiance Generator
Real Time Gain Maximizer
Variable Slope Multiband Expander
Variable Ceiling Limiter

t.C. electronic
TC

ELECTRONIC A/S. SINDALSVEJ 34, DK-8240 RISSKOV, DENMARK PHONE + 45 8621 7599
FAX+ 45 8621 7598
E-MAIL
N F O@TCELECTRONIC
COM
H T T P://WWW
TCELECTRONIC.COM/FINALIZER
ELECTRONIC GMBH
FLUGHAFENSTRASSE 52B
22335 HAMBURG
TEL (040) 5310 8399
FAX (040) 5310 8398
I

TC

WRAAD

NEW features

Finalizer
heavyweights:

roas

.,j1 uTanr

%

The Finalizer knocks out the industry

WAGE
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THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGY
IN MONITORS
FROM THE FIRST NAME
IN SOUND
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multichannel formats are challenging old monitor concepts.
While traditional stereo is still prevalent, 4, 5 or more channels are
being monitored in modern production environments, daily. The
LSR Family applies new technology to meet these requirements. By
VLgR
going beyond traditional design techniques with Linear Spatial
4f,O
Reference performance, JBL has literally redefined how a sys?
tem is created. The LSR concept helps to dramatically
expand the listening area, creating a larger, more accurate
ñ
ó
r'
mixing space.
The LSR32 introduced the world to the Linear
Spatial Reference philosophy. This 12" 3 -way mid
field monitor offers maximum performance in
\c,d.nuun+ Mutur titrminn:
both vertical and horizontal configurations.
nund \litt (1.1
r l'.dee.Rubber
tiurrunnd
' lint.
The LSR28P is an 8" bi- amplified near
field monitor, ideal for multichannel
mixing in small to medium -size production environments.
The LSR12P is a 12" powered
subwoofer that easily integrates
into a wide variety of stereo
and multichannel formats,
hr., Lu.. )nwnnm
I:untndlcd 1)1.per.mn
and complements both
sf
!lief] I'm.er 1.g,aclt,
\lavnuuu Ii.ununt Rc.p"m.c
the LSR32 and LSR28P.
e9
New

I).namn Braking
Luw Puss er Cumprr..iun
Differential Dyne'

I

1

1

o
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Q
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Hear Every Thing
I..ti1021\cnicalr

\Ild field

Relerence \lunin

11BL
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I,SR

For more information on the LSR Family

www.jblpro.com
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A Harman International Company

THE AMSTERDAM AES Convertion
will Ix the setting for the first SSAIRAs
-the Studio ,Sound Audio Industry

Recognition Awards. Before these can
be handed out in May. however, we
need to gather the nominations from which the
winners will he selected. And quickly. This is
where you come in...
In short. anyone can nominate a product for
a suitable award category and the resulting selection will he published in Studio Sound for
postal voting ( photocopies of this page are welcomed) and on the Studio Sound \\eh site
which will later permit interactive voting. To he
eligible, a product should have been released
since the Munich AES Convention (held in
March 1997) and needs to conform to the description of a particular category. It should be
noted that. in the case of outboard equipment.
his describes a function rather than a product
ype-hence a 'voice channel' may legitimate-

1

Large scale

console

2

Medium to small
scale console

he entered as a compressor if you feel it exin this area. Not all the categories work this
wan. however. but all are explained in the table
below km- .our guidance. and you are encouraged to make nominations in only those categories you feel justified. There is also a special
category in which you are invited to nominate
equipment. people. initiatives or anything else
that falls outside the other 12 categories yet warrants acknowledgement.
The object is not to make a list of all the
equipment launched in recent months. nor to
identify the best equipment in each area but
to identify those items that genuinely warrant
recognition as being special in some way. The
categories have been derived to encourage
ly

eck

entries covering all aspects of professional
audio but not all need necessarily be filled

t
111-8
rédcó'

awaras

-should

any remain empty. it will be as valid
judgement on our industr as one in which
there are plentiful nominations.
a

SSAIRA nominations

Analogue or digital. recording or film, has the
definitive audio console been built?
The more affordable end of the console market
has seen plenty of action and innovation in
analogue and digital domains. Has the

benchmark been set?

3

Outboard
dynamics

The first of the 'by-function' categories covers
any outboard featuring dynamic processing

4

Outboard
preamp

A 'by- function'

CJ

Outboard
equaliser

Graphic, shelf or parametric. and any colour
you like as long as it functions best

6

Outboard
Reverb

The final 'by function' category addresses

7

Combined
outboard device

Some units benefit from the combination of
their processes or even their combined
shortcomings rather than their excellence

Ó

Monitors

Big or small, unbelievably impressive or
unbelievably practical, the choice is yours

9

Microphones

From unprecedently cheap to imitating
yesterday's classics, everyone claims to have
delivered the definitive mic

to

Convertors

Made a hot topic by rising digital standards,
today's convertors will shape tomorrow's
recordings

11

Audio editor

Ripe for judgement; the boom in audio editors
has seen many welcome innovations made in
this particularly demanding area

12

Audio recorder

Your choice can be made anywhere from DAT
to hard disk and back to analogue

13

Special
category

This is your opportunity to recognise anything
or anyone that has benefited pro-audio. Think
carefully and laterally

choice from outboard including
microphone preamps

reverb processing

Nominations can be made by photocopying or cutting out this page, filling it in and returning it to: SSAIRAs Nominations. Studio Sourd.
8 Montague Close, London Bridge, London SE1 9UR UK. Fax: +44 171 401 8036. Alternatively, you can e-mail the category numbers and
your nominations to zschoepe @unmf.com
Any discussion may be conducted with Zenon Schoepe or Tim Goodyer on tel: +44 171 620 3636.
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Tascam MMR-8
The Timeline legacy lives on in Tascam's move from linear to nonlinear
brings us up to date in digital dubbing
recording. Rob

James

Nt) f CONTENT V\ith dominating the
market for low -cost. Hi-8-based. digital
tape recorders. lasc:um has
8 -track hard -disk
recorder. This machine is aimed fairly and
squarely at the digital dubber market. I should
say at the outset that this is not a Tascam
designed or manufactured machine. Designed
and built by Timeline it was first mooted several years ago as a partner for the Studioframe
( \Va eframe)
DA\\', which was a Timeline
product. A long time and many dramas later.
it has come to he marketed and sold as a Tascam. Although the appearance is superficiall
similar to other Tascam products closer
inspection reveals its true origins.
\I \IR -8 is constructed in the traditional
31'-high. 19 -inch. rtckmount box: although
installers would he well advised to use rails
because this is not lightweight. The rear panel
carries a barest of connectors. some rather
unusual. In addition to D -25s for analogue -0
(pin compatible with DA -88) there is a further
D -25 for AES -EBL' that is definitely not comidentical
patible with the physically
DA -88 TDiF connector. However. a DA -88
analogue cable can he used with SLR gender
changers to break out the AES -EBU interlace.
Any AES -EI3U input (stereo) can he routed
through a built -in rate convertor. Two 3- -pin
D- connectors cater for the parallel interfacing
of track arming and machine control with
appropriate tally lamp drives. Parallel interfacing is considered an essential by many film[
users as is hiphase synchronisation. The five
enigmatically labelled BOB sockets ( hiphase
Operations Board) take Ií112 plugs. These are
used for four hiphase inputs and one output.
The active hiphase input is menu selected.
BNCs cover wordclock and video sync I -O
-inch balanced
and \1TC in. LTC -0 is on
jacks. Editor and transport 9 -pin connections
are Ds as are two dedicated sockets for Timeline Lynx synchronisers and two further dedicated sockets for M\IR bus connections.
Nine-pin and 25 -pin D- connectors are provided for factory diagnostics. The remaining
connectors are the usual MIDI In Out and
Thna, a socket for external SCSI devices. IEC
mains in and unswitched out and a 3.5mmn
stereo jack that provides analogue mixed
mono out on the tip only. With two cooling
fans and whirring hard drives the NINIR -8 is a
noisy beast intended to be mounted in a
machine moon.
It comes with detachable rackmount ears.
an MMR bus sync cable for synchronising a
second machine. a 9 -pin serial cable. and a
small uxolkit with screwdriver and '[weaker
for adjusting analogue I -O levels. Metering
levels are menu selectable between -lidBFS
and -24dBFS for the Ovu point in 1dB steps.
The peter scale is expandable to .dß per
step for field calibration of the analogue
inputs. A 1kHz oscillator is menu selectable
and appears on all channel outputs to facili8- track.

introduced the NIMR -8,

1

1

.

'
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late alignment of the output cunyerturs.
The front panel. for the most part. follows
a similar format to the Tascam DA -88 DA 9)8.
and so on. with vertical meters. track status
tins and associated arm and select keys with
indicator IT Ds. Transport controls are large,
positive. internally illuminated buttons. and,
hurrah! there is a RE\ERst sy\( 11W button. The
centrally located hack -lit LCD is a rather
measly 10- character job in two lines that
necessitates a lot of scrolling to view information in the menus. Time display is in either
time and frames with optional suhframes. or
35nna feet (units of 16 frames) and frames. To
the right of this is a matrix of 32 1.En5 which
display configuration status. Below the o :n is
a group of numeric keys plus (TEAR. (Art RE.
and O)( ;rE. ru(tr. Las W. Sr( v t.. STORES. The
yellow 5111'r key accesses the secundan functions of all keys with supplementary yellow
panel legends.
First gripe: the yellow legends are almost
invisible in anything other than bright lighting. Since most of these shift functions will be
used less often than the primary functions it is
all the more important tin- the legends to be
easily read.
The jog wheel is a large chunky affair with
gearing well chosen for locating sync points
and editing. at least for my taste. if you don't
like it there isn't a choice. Above the wheel
are ux;. sera[.[:. TRIM. cursor and srrrE keys.
On the right of the front panel is a 3Y-inch
diskette drive for software updates. a 2 -character alpha display that indicates the assigned
machine number and a Kensington removable
drive hay.
Something that will be appreciated by
many a harassed Operator is the neat operation of the headphone monitoring. This follows the input monitor selection and
individual tracks can he selected allowing a
quick check of what is on given track or
tracks. input or inputs.
At the heart of the \DIR -8 is a Pentium PC
motherboard, in this case an Asustek with a
standard Symbios Logic SCSi adaptor card. proprietary PCI and IS:\ cards for analogue and
digital I -O. processing, user-interface biphase
and synchroniser. The unit contains a fully integrated Lynx 2 synchroniser. A-l) and I )-A
convertors. these are 20 -bit and have an independent power supply. They are housed) in a
separate cage to minimise noise break through.
There is one glaring omission. where is the
video display adaptor? I think this is quite
astonishing in a PC -based machine. This
means there is no scrolling track display.
which in turn means labour and time intensive written cue sheets for film work.
Initial power tap takes what feels like a
clog's ;age. Unlike looting a desktop PC there
isn't really much to hx)k at to distract you
from the time its taking. I checked and the
review machine consistently took almost a
minute from switch on to being able to do
:

anything useful. In
environment
the
\I \IR -8 is designed
for this should not be
a problem. in a clubbing theatre things
get turned on in the
morning and off at
night. if then. It
would be more of a
problem if it "v necessary to pot\ci
down to change drives. Fortunately the
Kensington removable chassis in conjunction with the
software
machine
allows 'hot swapping'. The drives can
be mounted and demounted in Mac fashion. Tascam includes

4
"

a list of recommended
hard drives. It also endorses the Nikon Beluga
LIMDO\\' optical drive: although it suggests
record performance may be limited to 6 tracks
tracks at 2-1 bits. simat 16 -bit resolution or
ilarly. Liz may be used \with the caveat that
record performance may well be more limited
than hard disks. They recommend the use of
LI\IDO \l' MO drives for backup as they consider Liz or Syjet media less robust. Tape
streamers are not currently supported.
The \I \IR-8 can read Studioframe or Waveframe sound files as well as Sound Designer
ii. AIR: and \\'A files all in 16 -bit or 24 -bit
resolution. \V.i etraume projects. O\1F Compositions and Pro Tools Session files may he
loaded. Recording is currently limited to
\\aveframe format. again in 16 -bit or 2-i -bit
resolution at -H.1kHz or 48kHz sampling
rates. Only Waveframe projects can be deleted
from disk. \\'here a project contains more
than 8 tracks. by default the first 8 will he
loaded with the project. Loaded tracks can be
moved to different tracks or replaced with
others from the same or another project.
Rudimentary cut -and -paste editing is performed using the shifted functions of the front
T. « my CLEAR and VASTE are
panel controls.
used in conjunction with the track select keys
x T register. The crossfade time is globand
ally fixed by a menu setting from O to 1(x)ms.
It all works. hut. in the absence of a track display, it feels a bit tortuous. TO be fair. this is
not intended to he an editing machine and the
provision of some editing functionality may
well get you Out of trouble [which would otherwise require the project to he moved back
to a tracklaying workstation. There are 10 levels of tondo- redo. Of a total of 21 time -axle
registers. ten allow time-code values to be
stored for later recall. other special -purpose
registers are automatically filled when tracks
are loaded. It is also possible to display the
remaining free time on the record disk which
a

.
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currently has to he the one with the lowest
SCSI address.
Three possible record nuxles exist. Nondestructive \chick as the name implies keeps all
takes on consecutive punch ins over the saute
area as new audio segments. These individual
segments can only be usefully accessed on a
workstation. Auto Clean -up mode is a
destructive record nutcle. It otherwise per timns as for Nondestructive with all editing
functions available. The third passibility. ':'ape
\loxle, is. perhaps. the most interesting for use
as a duller. This is also destructive. bu: far
less processor intensive than Auto Clean -up.
Each track is yieN\ eel as a continuous recording and new recordings directly overwrite
existing material. There are sonic restrictions.
:\ start time mast he set in menu 2311. The
'length of tape' is limited by the capacity of
the hard drive and also by the \Wawefra me file
format used that allows a maximum of 1Gh
per file (track). Thus with a 9Gb drive the
maximum length of reel is a generous three
hours. However. you cannot scatter recordings :anywhere within a 2-i -hour window as is
passible with the other nudes so you need to
chox)se a start time compatible with incoming
time c(xle if any or use an outset. In hiphase
operation this is irrelevant. Editing cannot he
pertiarned in Tape Mode but a project created
in this nuxle can be easily conrrted to either
of the other two for editing. It is also possible
to ronyen an existing project recorded in
either of the other modes to Tape \hxle by
copying it. This function can be found under
the \I\IR backup menu.
In Nondestructive record
got around ten
onisecutive punch -in and outs leti)re it gave
up the ghost with a inedia toxa stow' error.
Eventually it sons itself out after much disk
activity and a prod on the (11..\R key. In destructive or Auto Clean -up record, the same trick can
cause a crash. In Tape Mode the \I\IR-8
appears bullet proxtt kar all practical purpoises.
I

'
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As previously noted. the operational
The MMR -8 is massively connectable and
requirements for a 'digital dubber' present a
configurable. It should be possible to intemajor challenge to manufacturers. Not least
grate the machine into any film or video tape
in reclamation of disk space. A recorder used
environment. Most of this is handled opera in a conventional dubbing theatre needs to
tionally by the setup menus. With the number
he destructive since. with multiple attempts
of permutations on offer it is prudent of the
to get a section of the mix right. the disk
manufacturer to provide ten user menus for
would quickly fill up with redundant data.
alternative setups. The machine will hoxx with
A considerable amount of 'housekeeping'
the last used settings. If all else fails there is a
normally has to take place when dropping
non -volatile factory default.
into or out of record. Equally. take a normal
Whether the particular application requires
operational sequence of events in a dubbing
\ITC. LTC. \11'C. hiphase, 9-pin (Sony l' -2 protheatre. recording on all eight tracks. A mistom!), or Lynx machine synchronisation these
take is made but recording continues to the
options are all standard. In most instances the
end of the scene. Rewind is selected. lcwithmachine will function as master or slave.
out going through stop) the machines are
A plethora of time-code rattes are catered for.
spooled hack to a few feet before the misIf you require weird and wonderful pull -ups or
take. play selected. mixing console output is
pull-downs the chances are you will find them
compared with the existing recording to
here. The parallel interfaces are pretty comprematch levels. ( PEC- Direct switching) a punch
hensive. the only obvious missing item is pre into record is performed. the mistake fixed
read outputs. Digital synchronisation can be
and a punch out completes the exercise.
from the AES-EBU interface. wordclock. video
With high -speed filin machines the whole
or internal clock. External sample rates from
operation can be accomplished in. perhaps.
32kIlz to 51kHz are accepted.
5s and you can punch into and out of record
As many as 100 machines can he conin a second or so as many times as you might
nected together using the M\IR Sync Bus in
wish in quick succession. To some extent the
up to four sync groups. Surely 800 tracks
speed at which this can be accomplished in
)must be enough for even the most power
a digital dubber is dependant on
crazed Hollywood director?
disk bandwidth but. with fast
There will be a remote available
drives. principally depends on UK: Tascam.
from Tascam capable of conthe time required to do the Tel: +44 192 3 819630.
trolling from to 1110 machines
housekeeping.
or a Timeline KCt' control:er
Fax: +44 19 23 236290.
In Nondestructive and Auto US: Tascam.
can he used.
Clean -up. the \IMR8 manages to Tel: +1 213 726 0303.
So Toscan) has a pretty crediplay audio from rewind in Fax: +1 213 727 7635.
ble and creditable digital dubaround half a second, but there
her. Every operator will have
are limitations on how quickly you can go
their own wish list for future enhancements.
back into record and how many punch -in.
but the \I\Il1-8 should keep it fairly short.
punch -outs can be performed in quick sucNow all that's really needed is a DAVI' to go
cession. Tape Mode does tar better for this
with it. What a shame Timeline no longer
application.
has \\'avefr :tate and Studioframe. hut. perOther dubbing operations such as track
haps. the \I\1R -8 will spawn a full blown
slipping are easily and accurately achieved.
workstation. look forward to it.
)
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Yamaha 01V/DSP Factory
The inside track on Yamaha's direction, developments, and desks with the prospect
reports from Japan
of an 02R and 16 -track recorder or card. Zenon

Schoepe

em in uutk,uk than man% \\uuld think. and is
almost progressive in comparison to the country's other major players.

FLt SHED with the clear and unchallengeable success of its 02R and 03D
digital desks. Yamaha is aligning itself
\\uh its newly adopted three -word mission
statement of 'Open. transparent and speedy
to reflect the company's willingness to
respond to new directions and directives. the
approachability of its technology and the rate
at which it intends to respond. They're the
sort of typically Japanese sentiments that
seem strange to a Westerner, yet they come
from a company that is probably more West-
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A chat with a division head reveals that the
old rock'n'rollers. now in their 40s. who came
to the company and worked under a strict traditional Japanese managerial structure are
becoming managers themselves. They in turn
are encouraging enthusiasm in the young they
lead and what could be described as a more
liberal' attitude to the generation of ideas and
the whole business of making things happen.
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major omission is that of ()nix :ird automation
which is reduced to snapshots only with supplementary control afforded by >III)I autom:ation.
The desk surface is further streamlined
with even less channel hard control and more
screen. cursor. dial dependence.
Even so. it's a handsome package and certainly less brash looking than the (131). It will
ship in June for under $2?00 US.
inputs includFor that you're looking at
ing 8 digital inputs. iS 60mm nu)tor faders.
and I'r outputs. a configurable analogue outputs plus :a co -axial digital l -O as standard and
an optional I -O board for connecting digitall
to TDIF. ADAT and AES -EBI'.
Inputs have balanced SLRs and phantom
power and pads on the first 12 channels and
balanced jacks on Inputs I- lo You can strap
two desks together via digital stereo I -Os and
enjoy. 3 fader and mute groups. 99 snapshots.
stereo pairing. -hand EQ from the 02R with
40 preset and 40 user presets. and 2 multiefuser
fects built in and 42 preset and
patches. Dynamics are again from the 02R and
you get 40 preset and 40 user programs all
governed by a 320 x 811 dot display.
The more you look at this desk the more
obvious its appeal. The MIDI project user will
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Given the breadth of Yamaha's \II -based
activities -which. lest we forget. take in
pianos, brass. drums and guitars alongside its
more obvious keyboard and pro -audio inter amounts to a tremendous reserve of
ests
talent matched to the sort of big company
clout that can make things happen.
Often overlooked is the company's disk
drive technology. including its high -speed CD
recorders. and. of course. the in -house LSI
manufacturing capability that has continually
allowed Yamaha to break spectacularly into
new market territory. The ideal example is the
02R which rival manufacturers have admitted
they could not build themselves for the price
them. However, if there
ells then
at which YamahaYamaha sells
has been a blind spot then it has been in the
accumulation of strategic market intelligence.
Indeed. it is now clear that the 02R was
Launched with some trepidation by Yamaha
despite the confident presentations as the
company felt vulnerable and seemingly sure
that big -gun competition was threatening just
around the corner. This led to the adoption of
the desk's unbelievably difficult to match low
price. And all this despite the fact that it has
taken the opposition the hest part of two
years to ship a reply. Yamaha clearly had no
gauge on just how far ahead of the game it
was in this technology.
The recent \A \1\I show witnessed a clandestine. not -for-all -eyes appearance of the latest.
derivative of the 02R. Dubbed the 01V this is not
a development of the original III Programmable
Mixer, which uses an altogether older generation of technology. so much as a further stripping off of the 02R. It Icxlks like an (I I. but
internally it is. perhaps. closest to an (el). The
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First look at the 01V top and rear panel; no so much an upgraded 01 as
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GA Ilve-monitor desks; 12 buses

with group -aux aplttting

clearly to wooed. but the little hoard cloys a
good impersonation of a sidecar expander
with the digital benefits of total snapshot control for beer stoney.

An
additional
ins and outs can
be added with the
-t

AX-+ -+

board

and

two of these can he
WHILE THE 01 \'

will he a crowd
puller. the really significant development will be the availability in
June of what pretty much amounts to an 02R
and 16 -track hard -disk recording on a card or
under 5100( US. Called the DSP Factory
Yamaha will he staking 32 -hit DSP -based mixing and processing for the PC with Mac support to follow. First off is the DS2 -+16 digital
mixing card and the .AX-o audio expansion
unit (5300 CS). The card offers 02R level
24- inputs. 16 -bus operation with two multieffects units derived from the ProR3 and
Rev500. Through its PCI bus the DS2 416 gives
8 tracks of simultaneous recording and
16 tracks of playback and also has a pair of
20-bit analogue inputs and outputs. 24 -hit
capable co -axial stereo I -O. and Yamaha
claims it will add analogue and digital audio
expansion through peripheral products.

strapped

to

the

DS24 16 and fit in

the drive hays of
PC

ktiit
1-;,inra

towers.

Control of the
mixer is by third party software with
Yamaha announcing at \AMM that
ten major players
are involved.
Yamaha
has
delved in to computer- hosted pro- MD8-8 tracks on MD at double speed
cessing before, most recently with hard-disk
12 -buses for up to ten monitor mixes while a
recorders (CBX -D5). but the DSP Factory is
Group -Aux Diversity feature permits four
likely to he tar more serious. It is very competbuses to he configured as auxes or groups
itively priced. well spec'ed and looks like it will
depending on the application.
be well suppcmed. Perhaps more significantly
Both models have 4 stereo returns. stereo
Yamaha has for the first time located its protape input and record output and a talkhack
cessing remotely from any screen control or
circuit. Two matrix outputs can create indehardware remote that may be devised to operpendent mixes consisting of mix buses
ate it. Perhaps this gives an insight to yet
through 4 and the stereo bus.
another avenue of exploration for the company
Addressing small PA installations the
should it choose to go to a bigger digital desk
EMX2000 powered console combines a mixer
which I'm sure it will eventually.
with digital revert) and echo. a -hand graphic
Rumours from Internee that Yamaha had
and 2- channels of 200\V amplification. There
combined 8- tracks and MiniDisc were conare 8 mono inputs with
is -line switching.
firmed with the arrival of the MD8 which has
phantom. channel insert. 3 -hand EQ. 2 monirealised the extra tracks by doubling the MD
tor sends and an effects send. Outputs take in
Data drive speed. Features
Stereo 1 and 2. Mono. Effect. and
include 8 -track simultaneous
Monitor l and 2 and you get
recording and playback. plus US: Yamaha Corporation.
16 revert) anc effects programs to
4- track. 2- track. monoaural MD
choose `row and the graphic
Tel: +1 714 522 9011.
Data record and playback and Fax: +1 714 739 2680.
equaliser sits across the main
2 -track and monoaural standard
stereo outputs.
UK: Yamaha Kemble.
MD record and play modes. You Tel: +44 1908 366700.
Through its digital desk techcan ping -pong digitally from Fax: +44 19 08 368872.
nology Yamaha has now illus8 tracks to one or store. auto
trated
what
will
probably
punch in and out with 99 takes. song edit. and
represent the lowest price point for its mixing.
play with a jog -shuttle dial. The recorder is
You don't have to be particular) clever to
stuck on to an 8-channel analogue mixer with
work out that if the company wants to go )w its
Market share. which it undoubtedly ckes. then
3 -hand EQ. 2 auxes. pans and faders.
News on the GA32 12 and GA24 12
the next assault will he su`tstantially higher up
sound reinforcement consoles
2. -o99 Uh
the price tree. From past form. the effect is
also previewed at Internee is that they sport
likely to make a lot of manufacturers sit up.
1

,

m

DSP Factory: scaring the hell out

of everyone who understands
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Given what we were looking for, along

with dependability and signal quality,
there was really only one choice for
Westwind - the Euphonix CS3000."
Todd Langner of Westwind Media

Brooklyn South, Total Securities, Bella Mafia,
Under Wraps, Magnificent Seven

It's the obvious choice for any new

it is better than

console because

anything else around."
Mark Isham, Film Composer
Night Falls on Manhattan, Michael Hayes,
Gingerbread Man

it

The Euphonix sounds incredible and

has all the technology of tomorrow's

console -

it can

do so many things

no other console

that

can."

Chuck Howard of Curb Studios
Hal Ketchum, Wynonna, Eddie Arnold,
Blake & Brian

www.euphonix.com

lEupliunix

l

World Headquarters Tel: (650) 855 0400

Nashville (Central

US) Tel:

(615)327 2933

Los Angeles (West US) Tel:

digital control audio systems

(818) 766 1666

Lordon (Europe) Tel: (171) 602 4575

New York (East US) Tel:

Tokyo (Japan) Tel:

(212) 302 0696

(03) 3288 4423

Creamware
TDAT

16; A-16

The original challenge laid down to dedicated DAWs by TripleDAT has

been raised by new functionality.
A \( )TED in the original TripleDAT 2
review (Studio Sound. April 19(r):
'There is more than one way to
appn)ach the challenge of designing an
atti>rdahle digital audio workstation.' The original TripleDAT (lid all the pnxessing and
recording using a Pentium PC -the only additional hardware being a proprietary interface
card for audio -O and MIDI. Performance
was. :in I still is. governed by the speed of the
1

processor and storage system.
A year on. and the software has been
refined and significant additions have
appeared in the shape of a new interface card.
the TDAT 16. and a stand :alone convenor. the
A-I6. The new interface gives 16 simultaneous
channels of digital -0 and relies on ADAT
optical connections. For those people with
.\DATs or mixers such as the Yamaha 1)2R and
(13D this is a cost- effective solution. both in
hardware terns and. the not inconsiderable.
cost of decent quality audio cables. If the particular application requires analogue -0 then
the new A -16 convertor will fit the bill. This
offers 16 analogue inputs and outputs an(1
connects to the T DAT 16 via t ADAT optical 1

1

fibre 'leads
TDAT 16 requires Windows 91.. The board
itself is a PCI type and installation is plug-andplay. The driver for this is installed in the customary Windows 95 fashion. a great
improvement over the original. There is a further daughter-board that dyes not require a PC
slot and is connected to the TDAT 16 card
with a ribbon cable. It does use a PC case card
space but this should not Ix a problem unless
your machine is filled to the gunwales with
extra hardware. The main card has -+ optical
connection sockets and a stereo -inch jack
that provides analogue output of a monitor
mix. There is onboard DSP that gives the card
mixing. mincing and sample -rate Conversion
capabilities in hardware. The daughter sync
board has two It \C connectors for wordclock
and a 9 -pin I) -c )nnector for ADAT sync. The
optical connectors may also he used to connect to suitably equipped DAT or CD
machines in optical SPINE fin-mat.
The TripleDAT software installs withou
drama or Cuss. There is Copy pmtrction. hi!
.
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Rob James

boots it up

this takes the same form as the original yersion-a software 'key' number that is checked
against unique codes in the firmware on the
card(s I. The beauty of this is you only have to
do it once. New versions of software have all
been tree apart from chargeable plug -ins and
may be downloaded from Creamware's web
site. When installing an update. existing key
numbers are retained so you don't need to
fiddle about.
The new card clues not have MIDI. so. if
this is a requirement. a separate MIDI card or
a TripleBOARD will be needed.
The A- l6 convenor will no doubt find applications as a standalone unit as well as in coljunction with TDAT 16. A shallow 1U-high
19 -inch rarkmount box it contains 16 channels
of A
and 1)A. The convertors are 18 -bit
sigma -delta. I28x oversampling. Despite the
use of an external power-supply brick the unit
has a small and rather noisy fan for cooling.
Digital -0 is in the form of -+ EIAJ ADAT optical sockets. analogue -0 is all on
-inch balanced jacks. Small slider switches on the rear
panel adjust the input sensitivity between
+1(dliu and -2dliu for OdBFS on a per -input
basis. The outputs are svitchahle on block
from +11)(IBy to -2dBy at (OBI'S. If the -0 is
used unbalanced the input figures are reduced
by 2dBu and output by 8dBv. A pair of BNCs
cover wordclock -0 and a co -axial low voltage connector for
completes the so cketrv. The front panel is pretty sparse with 8 red
clip LEDs set at - I_08dBFS. LEI) shows clipping
on channels 1L\2 and so on. Two pushbuttons
with indicator Leis allow the sync source to be
selected between optical. wordrkxk (B \C) or
internal. and. if internal is used. a-+.1kHz or
-+8kHz sampling rate selection. If the unit is
slaved to an external clock it will sync at anything between 38141z and 501:11z.. If invalid
data is detected the outputs are muted.
All the plug -in options for the original
TripleBOARI) work with the new hardware
and many of the algorithms have been
enhanced. The TDAT Windows driver application rumen with its own setup options. mixer
and meters and Ix lint -to -point patching finconnecting logical inputs and outputs to physical ones. As the manual points out. all this is
largely superfluous when used with TripleDAT
software :and is provided for users \\ isiting to
employ the card as a multimedia device with
third -party software. When using TripleDAT
software all relevant settings are made within
TripleDAT. Indeed. the manual correctly warns
against changing settings here twain using
TripleDAT. I found this was the quickest tray
to crash it. The application appears as an icon
in the st:stem+ tray (taskbar) and changes colour
to red if errors are detected. This as the one
useful part of the application for TripleDAT
users. Some reported errors are insignificant or
irrelevant -for example. when an input reports
no sync simply because nothing is
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Sennheiser System 3000

- bridging the technological

gap and

smashing the price barrier be.tween professional multi -channel

radio microphone systems and small stand alone units.
System 3000 combines the SKM 3072

hand -held radio rtlic
EM 3031 is a

- with

- Sennheiser's latest

the EM 3031 or EM 3032 UHF receiver.

single 32- channel switchable receiver in

a 1U

rack

mountable housing, while EM 3032 incorporates two complete
32- channel switchable receivers into the same 1U space.
32

switchable

PLL

frequencies

Sennheiser HiDyn plus noise reduction system

'Low battery' indicators
Includes many superior features from Sennheiser's

famous EM 1046 mufti- channel system
A

world beating new radio system' at a price that's down to earth.

The American Academy of Television Arts and

Sciences' EMMY awards recognise those who

have displayed excellence in The entertainmenf fields.

(1

Awarded in recognition of the company's pioneering
advances in the field of wireless microphones and radio

frequency technology, an EMMY

is

the latest

prestigious accolade for Sennheiser. A companythat
has spearheaded research

into jadio technology for

over thirty years.
The Eurovision Song Contest.
One of Europe's largest

broadcasting events,
sponsored by Sennheiser.

r,

UK, Ireland and

Middle

East-.

Sennheiser UK Ltd,

3

Century Point, Halifax Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3SL,

U K

.,,.,w

Tel 01494 551551. Fax 01494 551550.

E

Rä`::

Or, nODV/.,..

-mail 106066.2217 ©compuserve.com

USA Sennheiser electronic Corporation: Tel -1- 860 -4349190. Fax -1- 860 -4341759. Web site www.sennheiserusa.corn

Germany and the rest of the world: Sennheiser electronic, Germany. "el -49.5130 -6000. Fax

49- 5130- 600300.

E

-mail: 106005.55©compuserve.com Web site: www.sennheiser.com

Tascam TM -D8000 Automation
Picking up from the in -depth review of the long- awaited TM -D8000 digital console last month,
Zenon Schoepe investigates the software package that automates and drives this desk
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\lacintosh
PowerPC -Irn) the

configuration of a
1\1-D8000 :nnont:tion software also
needs I2 \I1) of RAM and if the computers system software takes up more than -+\Ih of RAM
then this figure could rise to abuse 2 \I1). For
the record. the system will not nun on tiny
Povyerbook or (81)(X) series Mac and you need
system '.í.l or higher. Additionally. it is
recommended that you run this with at least a
--inch monitor [(if- the 1%-colour operation.
Connection between the computer and the
desk is down to a single serial ntultipin cable.
Thu plug in. power up. aucl all (if a sudden
the T\I- I)80(X) takes on a completely different
complexion.
The digital desk's software is the latest in a
line of automation breakthroughs for
Tascam which did nianellc>us things with
the first truly affordable \'CA- automated
\13 tst (how soon we forgett and also
Itad much lower profile moving fader
success with a system for its cup end
\1 -ul) analogue hoard. The crux of the
T \I- D8)0) automation is that it's not a
complicated concept or implementation.
On- screen activity centres around a
tool bar that contains dedicated pressable
icons and pull -down short menus for a
variety of functions. This tool bar is not
particularly elaborate or extensive. you
only get what you need. and. of course. you
can use the dedicated pushbuttons ill the
automation panel of the desk to physically
activate Read. Write, Update and Manual
modes, all select. null. and separate fader and
rut write enables. Indeed there is little on the
screen that cannot be found within the desk's
LCD menus.
Communication is fully bidirectional
I
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Above: faders and cuts
hem cen the .untputer and

-

but couldn't find this in the automati ni so!tware. Perhaps it will be added. Another curio
to join the two spare fader panels on the desk
surface that do nothing apart from making the
I

the desk

-if y'o're

really sick then you can pick up a pot with a
mouse if you want -and once I had squined
some code up the desk connector at a high
enough level and told it what frante rate was
talking about. the on -desk time -code display
I

and the on-screen computer display chugged
along quite happily as one. It will also run to
the co ale front a Tascam \II)\I or from its own
internal generator.
The expanded desk representations onscreen are called custom views and represent
selected sections of the signal strips. just the
faders and cuts. cull EQ or auxes tux only
' strips. and so on. and while you can create
your own. the templates provided cover must
+

eventualities. \ou run the automation pretty
much like :uw \C:\ -style system I have seen
with the proviso. of course. that you get the
knobs and switches thrown in ux>. You deride
what desk controllers you want to work with
from faders. cuts. EQ. aux and pan and do

vow stuff with then).
As a brief aside. the desks LCD implies it
can automate the dynamics and mix inserts.

numbers up.
In practice you don't really have to bother
with the computer screen all that much because
the majority of automation function control can
be found on the LCD in the desk which remains
operational in the usual wan. The functions cats
be activated using the desk cursors and I:vt:R
button. The Write. Read. Update and Manual
nxxbes are standard automation issue with no
surprises or curious interpretations which
means that in
automation knowledge
you have will transplant.
The clever mode touches will he recognisable to sonic, perhaps under different
names front different systems, so ill
describe them so you can draw your
oven analogies. Auto punch -in and auto
punch -out flip a fader from read into
write and from write into read respectively when the null point is crossed.
Soft Ruch is impressive in that fade -s
are thrown from read into write or
update, depending on which is
selected. as soon as they are moved.
and what's more they will reyen to read
if left for a length of time specified in
the preferences menu. These are good
ways of basing the faders effective) live'
while listening hack so you can grab a level
should the fancy take you. Autotakeoyer
assists updates in a single direction as the system will drop out of the mode once the original fader position is matched. Plus you get the
option to update until the end for setting a
continuous offset and the safety net of auto
disable which throws the faders into »>

\(\

»
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Windows

Neel I1me

erence default presets for different operators.
While you need the computer for the
automation. ghat I like abut the system is tha
WEIS
you don't need to be constantly nì using tht.
screen to run the automation. The desk is quite
N N N N ItI N N N N N
T:7T77T7,T. ,'11.-!Tr4-72-"T ,T.' .77 2-'.: - 27 rx.TA
independent of the computer in general mixing which sears mostly as a source of more
rra// yyae a//
JI
information. II hung up on me twice. Oncc
.->-7-rç-T2.-7-rezzt Tt-n
Tr ^277 2-` Tar-*
was certainly my fault: but I couldn't work out
//yay/
JI
J_.Y
!
what I'd done Io cause the second crash
aids
it didn't do it again. Operation is relatively simple and a far cry from some of the
te
24 2J 2J 2J
tul A N A N N
A gait
elaborate and turgid bolt -on VCA automation
'L' ."." rS71, 1r, "t-TT er-r AC," 27r 2T! rc-+nrT"S,?2packages that at one time looked like thcT
ill
a
2J2Jaene2JaseTJYtr rJ 5J s144
AL/ly
1y(nbcl be de /i eur for the mass of analogue
7.77 277271,277 2.T73T1 rx-r.rLdesks that crowded the world. Of course, the
244 YJr 2J 2J 2J C11 2J o-.. 2tI 2J aae te
tnith is that the automation packages that you
will now find on analogue desks like the
lar Ili Ski 1ae !v tse far fa/ 1°r 11e fae iv fai
Soundtracs Jade and Amek's SuperTrue genera !ti
Iyti Iti ty
it Ioti
Iti 1%
r
ation are refined and slick bits of programming
1¢y
ylytiy
A J.Yyti ü.Y Ji A ylyti
ta 3i
S3Y tPtl A
SAIL mm
my0..l.anmmmm. and the system for the TM -D8000 is of this ilk:
although I would say possibly even clearer.
The big question is what the addition of the
automation package cons to the console as a
whole. The obvious answer is that it takes the
IQe
'IxIBel411
stand -alone snapshot capable DI-D8000 and
Faders and auxes
renders it a fully dynamically automated desk.
read as soon as the axle i, stopped.
However, in order to enjoy this position -the
There are a host of backup possibilities,
desk comes complete with the automation
automatically. as soon as code is stopped to a
software-you will need a substantial comspecified depth of passes. or manually. Thank puter to run it and the chances are that most
fully you can abort a pass. and undo. and redo
will be unlikely to just have one of these mona pass for the purposes of comparison prosters lying around. Consequently. the cost of
vided you haven't set the auto backup in a
such a beast and the 1 --inch monitor minimum
manner that will interfere with this. Basically if
which is recommended for visualising events
the mix is getting a little tricky it is best to
has to he taken into account and added to the
switch over 0) manual backup for a while.
rather competitive desk -only price.
The easiest way to automate the F.Q. aux
However, if you take this step you are
sends and switches is to call up the relevant
unlikely to be disappointed. The desk has an
signal path module on the console LCD. put
excellent feel with a high level of functionality
the thing into Write and tweak with the desks
built in. while the automation system is clear
marvellous bank of rotary controls. If you get
and powerful and absolute automation beginit wrong. then the simplest thing is to try it
ners should be able to grasp the operational
again or split the sections out into separate
principles fairly quickly.
passes. It's a treat.
The biggest drawback remains that the
Editing provides horizontally scrolling bar
faders do not move and there can be no getting
graphic representation of fader moves which
away from this fact. Thu resort instead to the
can be redrawn. smoothed and tucked.
time- honoured principles of using on- screen
They're accompanied by thin broken lines
fader related markers to give positional infordepicting cuts and small triangles fir snapmation and the achievement of the inevitable
shots. Thu can cut and paste faders and cuts.
null. However. VCA -style systems are not all
But it is the Cue List that is used for the manipbad and it's a mixing process that can quickly
ulation of other parameters.
become natural. Its just that absolute fader
Faced with an interminable scrolling list of
positions are rarely represented physically on
my own doodling. with the exception of nudgthe desk faders. but then you do have the great
ing the occasional switch throw. I find the
boon of update.
whole prospect daunting. However. if you're
This degree of control extends to all the
not like minded and appreciate the ability to
other channel strip parameters. and I would
create fader moves, cuts. paramesay that this has not been made
ter changes. switch events. snapas complicated as it would have
shots. or MIDI events into a list UK: Tascam.
been easy to do. Keeping it simthen it is all here. Personally.
ple is always the best solution.
Tel: +44 1923 819630.
think it defeats the object of hay- US: Tascam.
IX'hat I think I'm trying to say is
ing
a
desk
like
the Tel: +1 213 72 6 0303.
that the combination of an
TM -D8000 to play with in the first
attractive and ergonomic desk
place: although MIDI event firing is. perhaps,.
with the extended control afforded by sepaits most useful application. There is a time -code
rate computer-based automation amounts to a
capturing GPI event list menu on the desk.
far more grown -up package than the other
Mixes can be emerged within the Cue List.
products you might be considering if you're in
Something I discovered in the manual. but
the market for a TM- D8000. you get the TDIF
never tried. is that the Mac's printer port can
interfaces as standard. surround capability.
le connected to a MIDI interface. and this is powerful automation. and something nice and
said to allow MIDI recording into the program.
big to sit behind. but don't forget the price of
You can then name signal paths on- screen.
the computer and monitor. Its still a very
rearrange their order and preset personal prefstrong package and I'm very impressed.
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Tel.
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Contact Philippe Desgue
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Contact. Uwe Seyten
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Contact: Thermos Kolikotsis
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Contact Peter de Form
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Contact: Clement Choi
IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD
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Contact Julian Douglas
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Fax 03 673 1894
Contact Oler Menashe

Tel. 03 673 1891

Tel

ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
039 212 221 Fax. 039 214 0011
Contact Marco Porro

KOREA: DAIKYUNG VASCOM CO LTD
Tel 2 745 6123 Fax 2 766 8504
Contact: Kyung -Ho Han
MEXICO: LOLA DE MEXICO

Tel 525 250 6038 Fax 525 250 6038
Contact. Carmen Juarez
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TAPE SALES NZ LTD

378 8778 fax 09 378 8776
Contact John Bicknell
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Contact: Egil fide
POLAND: STUDIO DAVE
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Contact Bogdan Wolclechowoki
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Tel 01 356 0563 Fax 01 57 2981

Contact Jorge Goncalves
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Contact Helena Lim
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Contact Dennis Feldman
SPAIN: LEXON
Tel 93 203 4804 Fax 93 205 7464
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SWEDEN: EM NORDIC AB
Tel: 46 8 603 2300 Fax. 46 8 603 2390

Contact: Mats Mattsson
SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel (1) 910 4141 Fax. (11 910 3544

Contact Roland Bricchi
TAIWAN: OMT TAIWAN
4318 Fax 02 515 9881
Contact Honton Sze

Tel: 02 516

USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA
Tel.

310 319 1111 Fax. 310 319 1311
Contact David Beesley

HUb
HHB Communications Limited
73 -75 Scrubs Lane London NW10 60U UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales @hhh.co.uk
Visit HHB on line at hop: //www.hhb.co.uk
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'rote professional DAT recorder with
ced XLR analogue ro and AES /EBU

PDR1000
44
45
1

Film. radio. TV. music recording

- whatever the application.

SPDIF mortal

Os

PORTADAT delivers.

From the deserts of Egypt to the jungles of Costa Rica. PORTADAT consistently proves itself to be

the most compact. reliable and best sounding professional DAT portable on the market.
No wonder PORTADAT users are amongst the busiest sound recordists in the business.

And now. PORTADAT is more affordable than ever before. So talk to HHB today about PORTADAT.

And put yourself in the action.

..
PDR1000TC 4 nead. 4 motor professional po
:der
eouipped to record. generate and eierence to timecoue in ad

ersnng nternahonal standards

HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 0181 962 5000
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626 Santa Monica Boulevard. Suite 110. Santa Monica. CA 90401, USA
Tel: 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311 E -Mail: sales ©hhbusa.corr

HHB Communications Canada Ltd
Tel:

260 King Street East. Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5, Canada
416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080 E -Mail: hhbcan@istar.ca
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Spirit Digital 328
The stakes are hotting up in the war for an affordable digital desk with the announcement of a new

British contender.

\

Zenon Schoepe gets the exclusive insight into the first Spirit digital desk

T HAS RI
Rl \IOIRED for some time
that Spirit was close to its first digital
sojourn and \:1 \L \I saw the first showing
of it 328 digital desk priced at under £3ß00 for
a 32:8:2 configuration. What you get for this is
a console that is big enough in size and presented in a manner that is distinctly different
from all other existing attempts. While the
stated intention of creating a digital desk that
feels analogue may he a little unrealistic for
the price. Spirit has nevertheless managed to
make the 328 feel accessible by using cleverly
demarcated areas on the control surface and a
surprising number of oval. or should I say BSS
Opal -style illuminated function switches. The
16 main faders are motorised Alps units that
work in conjunction with rotary controls to
yield a surprising amount of hard control.
It is a 32- input. 8 -bus digital desk configured as an in -line' with 16 mic -line inputs.
16 tape returns on digital (two lots of TDIF
and ADAT optical -0 are included as standard). plus an 8:2 submix and another stereo

I

I

1

input for a maximum of 42 inputs at mix down. However. the desk has been designed
to he cascaded to another via a connection
that sends busing. logic. and everything else
for 32 -track digital recording. straight out of
the box. One serves as master. the other as
slave in such a configuration: although the
two Lexicon effects processors that are built
into the hoard can he separated out for independent operation. The processors are said to
be based on the Reflex units with some extras
such as more dual effects.
maximum of
10 parameters in the re'erbs and 128 different
presets. Additionally. you'll find two stereo
as

assignable dynamics processors units that can
be strapped across any input or output with
the compressor. limiter. gate and ducker algorithms said to he based. albeit loosely. on dbx
technology.
Parameter editing and configuration setups
and options are performed from a rather small
SPX90 -sized Lcn and this is also used to display numerical read-outs of such things as
EQ values.
Spirit is at pains to point out that it has not
produced a screen with faders. but a real console control surface with everything accessible
from it with a couple of button presses maximum. First impressions would suggest that its
not wrong.

TWEAKING centres around a
horizontally aligned E (for encoder)
strip that often 16 encoders surrounded by t.En circles for positional information and some buttons. Dedicated buttons
assign functions to the strip. Press the channel
button and it becomes the channel strip of a
selected channel with encoders for the 3 -band
fully parametric EQ with frequency limited LE.
ME and LF hands, -I external aux sends.
2 .ends to the internal Lexicon effects and a
LL THE
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pan. 'elect the At X switch and the encoders
become the Ai x sends for each channel. The
same applies for pans while a t.r\FL switch
provides level control for the upper 16 tape
t

t

returns.

Another

switch marked

MASTERS

assigns the faders to the 8 groups. -I aux and
2 Lexicon masters. Metering follows the upper

bank. lower bank and piaster switching.
Stereo returns have access to a full channel
strip's worth of EQ and :tuxes. Routeing is
taken care of by a small panel that sends the
selected signal path to the groups. the main
stereo. a direct out. and engages EQ in and
phase reverse.
Matters are helped still further by a Query
mode for the interrogation and visualisation of

signal

paths

Spirit says it will ship the desk within
of \A\I \I and the console I saw was
certainly not far off completion.
An important thing to note is that the desk
as it stands has no multichannel capability
although this is being considered. Spirit
believes its duty. in the first instance, is to its
traditional user -base that is steeped in music
recording. and I think this is right. However,
the desk is .easily' software upgradable so it
clearly will be developed further. That's good.
In ternis of nuts and bolts. the product
has been Spirit -driven. but has used technology that is available within Harman. It
seems to be something of a joint effort and
the core proprietary T -Mix chip has had
90 clays

that

serves as a fast way
of seeing what is
routed to what. An

interesting touch.
EQ changes can
be undone and
redone for A -Bing
in
addition
to

bypassing the EQ
section altogether
and the desk will
also be able to
copy settings from
one channel to others and channels
can be paired for
stereo.
At the :malogue
input end the desk
uses established

E ltramic+ preamps while

conversion is 24 -bit
A-D and D-A at
-H.IkHz. Everything
after the analogue
gain section is automatable via snapshot or
dynamically via MIDI to a sequencer with
third parties developing pages for the 328. It
will store l(N) snapshots which can be fired
against MIDI clock. ITC or SMPTE.

input from Soundcraft and Studer while the
concept. interface and analogue bits are
Graham Blythe. The T -Mix chip is said to
allow sc:lahility to a larger console than the
328 and would certainly he able to produce
There's an AES -EBL. and SPDIF I -O that can
a digital equivalent to any analogue desk in
be assigned to any aux. group or as a mix
the Spirit range. As first efforts go. Spirit
insert and an additional ADAT optical output
seems to have hit the interface and price
can also be configobjectives pretty well. Best of all
ured to run out the
the desk feels and looks distinctly
aux sends digitally.
UK: Spirit
different from what is already :waifMu get machine Tel: +44 1707 665000
:11)1e and. of course.
I'm talking
control with locates Net: www.spirit-by- soundcraft .co.uk
about the 0- series Yamahas here.
and it will read and
The E Strip is a stroke of genius
write \ITC and all >\IPTE frame rates with
and gives substantially more hard control
machine control handling 'standard' transports
than its immediate price competitor.
like Tascam. ADAT and Fostex \ID \Is and the
Remember also that the TDIF and ADAT
promise of a few analogue machines as well.
I -Os are standard, but you'll pay more for
Optional 8- channel phono analogue I-O inter extra analogue. AES -EBI' and ntic inputs.
faces will connect directly to the TDIF sockets
The launch of the 328 is good for the cause
and other optional interfaces include paired
of digital desks in general as there should
8- channel AES -EBI :s and additional analogue
soon be a choice of affordable hoards. A reasmic preamps.

suring development. Good news for all.
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Harman
USA

-

Internatidjal Industries

Ltd

Office

Telephone: +1 818 973 1618

Facsimile: +1 818 973

UK

-

Head 0111

1622

'

-

""

Telephone: +44 (0) 161 834 6747

Facsimile: +44 (0) 161 834 0593

Up

to 80 audio input sources

EQ

32 AES /EBU 24 bit Digital Inputs
8 or 24

Dual Machine Control Ports plus MIDI machine control

Stereo, LCRS and LCRSS -B (5.1) Mix and True Monitoring

Multi- channel

capability
Dual Mode Buss Architecture for DAW /MDM

Band EQ,

Multi-channel

Flanging, 6/12

-

a

rack unit option to house DAW controllers

or outboard FX devices

or 16 Motor Faders

the latest addition to Amek's range of fully specified digital mixing consoles. Developed specifically for audio post

production applications, Soho

is

designed to be integrated with any existing or favoured Digital Audio Workstation. The sleek

and ergonomic design and highly impressive specification makes

console,

FX Rack (Reverb, Delay, Chorus,

Mastering Compressor)

19 inch Pod

recording

is

Parametric
Compressor, Limiter, Expander /Gate

Automated /Fully Assignable Joystick

48 Mix Channels

Soho

-

Dynamics and Snap -shot Automation of EQ, Dynamics,
Faders, Pan, Mute, and Image Control

Analogue Line Inputs, inc. 4 Mic /Line inputs

20 Additional Derived/Multiplexed Input Sources

8

-4 Band

Dynamics

while maintaining

the quality,

professional

image

it ideal for companies who require
and

a

cost -effective digital

functionality of their post production operation.

Pearl CC 22 microphone
Roland 16 -track
Roland's VS -1680 24 -bit 16-track system
combines recording, mixing, editing and
effects processing based on the same technology that produced the VS-880. The
device offers 16-track playback. 8-track
simultaneous recording, a 26- channel fully automated digital mixer, 256 virtual tracks,
nondestructive editing, optional CD recording capability, and two optional multi effects boards offering four independent
stereo effects processors. Operation is
helped by a 320 x 240 dot LCD, 20-bit D-A
and A-D convenors and a 2.1Gb internal
hard drive.
Roland has also introduced the VS-840
workstation that combines 8 tracks of digital
audio recording, digital mixing, editing, 64
virtual tracks. built -in effects and removable
Zip disks.
Roland, US. Tel: +1 213.685.5141.

Lower cost ADAT Type Its
Alesis has supplemented its still unreleased
M20 ADAT Type II MDM, revealed at the
European AES last year, with lower cost
Type II variants the XT20 and LX20 and the
PCR PCI card. The card offers ADAT optical
I-Os and sync interfaces for sample -rate-

accurate bidirectional transfer from an
ADAT machine to a computer system for
editing or synchronised recording and playback. The software package includes graphics-based cut and paste editing, effects
processing, dynamics. equalisation and
pitch correction.
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Alesis LX20

Based on the M20, the XT20 and LX20
Type II stand -alone machines offer stripped
down levels of functionality for less money
with the LX20 at US$2.249 being described
as the cheapest ADAT machine ever.
Both machines have 20-bit A -D and D-A
convertors, but the XT20's have a wider
dynamic range and lower harmonic distortion than those on the LX20. The XT20's
chassis is die -cast solid aluminium with an
isolated housing for the power supply while
the LX20's is conventionally steel-rased.
LX20 analogue connectors are -10dB unbalanced phonos while the XT20 additionally
sports a 56-pm balanced interface. Edtt1ng
on the LX20 is limited compared to the
XT20 and comparable to the original ADAT
with five locates and no selectable peak
hold-clear controls.
The new machine announcement coincides with the release of the Studio 24
8-track affordable console with 8 mono and
four stereo inputs and two stereo
»>

»
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Swedish mic manufacturer with plenty to offer the mic connoisseur,
Pearl's light is discovered under a bushel by Dave Foister

A

\R)\LY that most ut you reading this
a Pearl studio microphone. The company has been making
good. high -spec. rugged microphones with
their own distinctive features for a long long
time. but for some reason they have never
entered the general stream of consciousness
of our industry. The Swedish firm's Nordic
associations with a tradition of engineering
excellence should surely count for something.
as indeed should any experience with the
microphones themselves, but despite all this
Pearl's marketing department must be tearing
their hair out at the industry's apparent blind-

primarily to show the presence of phantom
power. not to impress the client.
The front carries only the makers name
and model number. and this is engraved sideways on so as to make it that hit more difficult for the musician to read it and remember
it. Even this is completely hidden when the
microphone is slipped into its simple rubber
shockmount. which is secure and droop -f-ee.
The engraving is nicely executed in gold to
match the capsule. and is complemented by a
gold-plated ring where the head meets the
body. lending a certain elegance to the over-

ness to their virtues.
Yet. if any of the recognised majors had
based their entire top -end range around
something as distinctive as Pearl's central
design feature everybody would know about
it. Nobody else outside Sweden, that I am
aware of. uses any microphone diaphragm
shape other than circular: Pearl along with
compatriot \lilah. has for years been using a
unique rectangular capsule design whose
results speak for themselves to anyone who
has tried one.
The guiding principle behind the idea is
the assumption that a rectangular membrane
must reduce the occurrence of resonances
within it. or at least resonances that coincide
and reinforce each other. The proportion of
length to width in the diaphragm avoids har-

The fact that there is room for all this on
such a small body is brought about by the
complete absence of control switches on the
microphone. The polar pattern is cardioid, and
there is neither pad nor LF filter: this is a 'take
me as you find me' design with the headroom
to justify the simplicity. The individual test
printout shows a commendably flat frequency
response. and good sensitivity. and noise figures matching the published specs closely
The paper performance is borne out by
use of the microphone.
The CC 22 has a particularly smooth sound.
with surprising warmth
in its mid range comby
plemented
an
extended. but not overforward top end. If you
didn't know it was full
of surface -mount components. and if it wasn't
so small. you might
think you were listening to a quiet valve
microphone. so even

IL. 11

uve never used

all

appearance.

monically- related resonances in the two
dimensions. further smoothing the response
beyond the conventional audio hand. Flatness
in the frequency response well into the
extremes of HF is therefore a standard selling
point of Pearl condenser microphones. and
this is taken to new heights with the recentlyintroduced CC 22.
This is a small. discreet. yet unconventional.
side-firing model sharing many distinctive
and musical is the
Pearl features with a new performance to size
delivery. Noise levels
ratio. In most respects it is very similar to the
are very low. and the
existing CC 30N. although given general
low end of the specawareness of Pearl's range that won't mean
trum is every hit as complete and real as the
much to many people. It is so small as to he
high. The only other comparable Pearl model
little bigger than some end -fire models. and.
on paper is the big stereo DS 60, whose appliconsequently, it's a good thing that thc r:m- cations are clearly very different. This should
sule is so clearly visible through
find a home in virtuall any situathe grille other vise I can envistion: its sound is just what is
Pearl Microp hones,
required of a really good all age a few people trying to sing
PO Box 98 Va Ilbogatan
into it 90 off axis. In fact. I can't
rounder. both neutral and symparecall ever seeing a smaller side 8, S -265 21 Astorp,
thetic, and would make it equally
Sweden
fire microphone. giving the
comfortable with vocals. brass
CC 22 a distinct edge in situaTel: + 46 42 588 10.
and strings. Coupled with its abilFax: +46 42 598 90
ity to get into places other comtions where space makes the
parable-sounding microphones
usual big ho dies a problem. The
very- visible capsule is quite a talking point.
can't reach this makes it very attractive indeed.
with its shiny gold perforated front plate preIt would he interesting to know just x\ hat
senting such an unexpected shape, and this is
it would take to get microphones this good
shown off to particularly good effect by a red
the recognition they deserve. although can't
al) at its base. For reasons best known to help feeling Pearl is hiding its light under a
bushel. The CC 22 does little different from
Pearl this is on the hack dace of the capsule:
other more well -known modals, hut it does
the additional attention it would have drawn
had it been on the front is. perhaps. just what
it just :u well and is just as worthy of our
attention.
Pearl should he seeking. Its function. then. is
I
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Summit Audio TMX -420
«

a line mixer of some distinction.
4:2 for 32:8 money

Valves and transparency combine in

George Shilling explores

a

«< groups, and the Q20 effects processor that replaces the existing Q2 as the
company's top-end device. It has 300 presets with 20-hit convertors and ADAT optical and SPDIF digital -Os.
Alesis, US. Tel: +1 800 525 3747.
Net: www.alesis.com
1

619

MN-120 conics accommodated within
lie familiar silver-coloured Summit 2U
:.tck housing. It is built like the proverbial
Irtc k outhouse. and weighs a stonking 23Ibs.
Urge black and red knobs and industrial
strength toggle switches adorn the front panel.
There is no denying that the TMX is aesthetically pleasing. However. it has no microphone
preamps. no EQ. and just one Send output.
TI

IL

I

Despite the TMX's undeniable charm. why on
earth would anyone buy a 4:2 line mixer at the
price of a 32 channel )+ -bus desk?
When I first received the review model. it

did not work. tlntimunately its replacement
was only slightly better. Yvith DC showing on
the meters. By the third delivery. the problem
had been found to lie with the power supply.
Apparently it k difficult for Summit to simulate the British 240\ SUHz supply in California, but the problem is now rectified. I am
sure all customer units l'SL's will be suitably

modified before sale. Hopefully. a l K mains
lead will he included: mine was of the completely useless American variety.

udliu balanced. "'here are two U11-l5 connectors for linking Send and buses (a cable is supplied ). A massive protruding heat sink is set
adjacent to the 1EC mains socket and fuse
Inh Uer- voltage selector. Unfortunately. the
bean yweight nature of the internals means that
as well as top and side vents and the aforementioned heat sink. the inclusion of a cooling
fan k deemed necessary. It is placed to the side
of the box and is noisy. especially if the T\IX420 is not mounted in a rack.
Inside the unit, a huge. weighty transformer
dominates. Considering the meagre features of
this unit. there are a huge number of components on the circuit boards. that are unusually
thick. Each section of the mixer is modular.
interconnected by ribbon cables. This enables
separate testing during manufacture, and individual selection of vales during construction.
Each channel employs a Chinese -made
12.AX -A ECC83 tube. and each of the three outputs a 6922'61)18 ECC88
+

-

hanging down from
overhead circuit boards
attached to the Output
panels. On mine. the
upside -down
valves
were not seated properly. They had probably
come loose during transit as their hoards are only held rigidly at the
opposite end to the valve sockets.
In use, the first thing I noticed is that there
is nothing particularly tali'). alx)ut the sound.
It is extremely transparent. and details are kept
fully intact. It is claimed that due to the nature
of the circuitry. the jack inputs sound different
from the XLRs. I found that any differences
were fairly subtle, but I thought I detected a
slight presence lift and greater dynamics with
the jack inputs compared to the XLRs which
were slightly smcxxher. Either way. the cLuity
is exceptional.
There is no doubting the specialist nature of
this mixer. It is aimed at two markets: primarily
for recording small ensembles such as jazz, classical or rt cn/alla where the choice of mic pre amp is left with the user. If recording using a
purist four-mic setup. perhaps to a high samplerate digital stereo recorder. this would he the
appropriate mixing device. Alternatively. by
chaining a number of units
together, a multitracking setup is a

The left side of the front panel accommodates controls for the four input channels. Each
channel has a large black level knob: two
smaller red knobs control panning and send
level. None of the loots are damped. which
makes accidents likely, and small adjustments
difficult. particularly with the snnaller knobs.
There are small toggles for phase change
(180 O ). On Off (slightly misleadingly labelled
In'Out:
initially-wrongly- thought that this
defeated the pan pot. which has no centre
detente). and Send Ike Out Post. In the middle.
the two busses A and B each have an illuminated vu meter. overload a:o. and passive Level
trim knob. There is a Send overload t.tn. a huge
Master Level knob (great for fades), and three
large toggles for Send Link. Stand -Alone Link.
and Power On Off. The link switches enable an
important feature: the ability to
chain a number of units together.
Summit Audi o,
A snnall illuminating button
viable. if expensive. prospect. Up
PO Box 2233 06
enables the unit as Master in a
to dour units can Ix linked, giving
Carmel, CA 93922, US.
linked situation.
16 inputs. The combination of
TeI:+ 1 408 464 2448.
The rear -panel features input
+ tdBu and - 1(klBu outputs is useFax: +1 408 464 7659
sockets of the combined Male
ful. hut there are cheaper ways of
XI.R lack variety that have not
achieving level matching.
proved entirely reliable in my experience.
The nodular nature of the TMX enables
However. this solution was doubtless preferred
future expansion, and Summit is currently.
to having dual input sockets for reasons of
exploring Digital -O possibilities. This unit
sonic purity. Outputs have separate XLRs and
certainly does its job well, and is difficult to
Jack sockets, and some clue is given to the
fault. However, this is big money for somedesign philosophy of the unit: the bus outputs
thing that does so little. While purists may love
and Send outputs are on bolt-on panels. Jack
the T\IX --+20. I suspect that it may not feature
connections are - ltKIBu unbalanced: XLRs are
in many best- seller lists.
1

1
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Sony effects
Sony's DPSV55 effects processor is based on
the DPSV77 with which it shares the DSP
rate, processing chip and 2 -bit convertors,
but is geared more towards surround applications. A total of 45 effects types can run
on the unit's four processor channels which

operate in 4-channel surround, dual true
stereo or quad mono modes.
Sony, US. Tel: +1 408 955 5456.

Valve mic with

digital output
Claimed to offer a completely different
approach to valve mic design, each side of
the CAD VX2 capsule has its own independent valve head amp and output including
separate high quality custom output transformers. Polar pattern switching is performed
at the output of the mic rather than at the
capsule which has a diameter of l' /.- inches,
is aged. gold sputtered and made of 3 -micron
thick polymer. An optional 24-bus digital
output module is available with 32 -96kHz
sampling rates.
CAD, US. Tel: +1 440 593 1111.

Ramsa DA7
The recent NAMM gathering saw the first
public unveiling of the Ramsa DA7 following a clandestine appearance at the New
York AES. Features include moving faders.
touch-sensitive pots in the super strip area,

24-bit A-D and D-A, surround sound capability, built -in snapshots and optional

dynamic automation via external computer.
The board comes standard with 32 inputs,
six aux returns, and is 8-bus; although digital interface cards are optional.
Panasonic US. Tel: +1 800 777 1146.

Drawmer MX50
Latest in Drawmer's affordable MX series of
processors is the MX50 dual de -esser with a

variable frequency control ranging from
800Hz to 8kHz. Full or split band de- essing
is possible, the former reducing the
»>

»
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AUSTRALIA

Audio Engineering

AR

02 9810 5300

BELGIUM
EML
011 23 23 55

CANADA

Audionova
514 6315787

DENMARK

StageGroup

e10Q

38 60 73 97

EIRE

Seadna Productions
497 0661

01

FRANCE
SCV Audio
01 48 63 22 11

bun

FINLAND

USE
9

7594180

GERMANY
SSM
06421 92510

HONG KONG
Top Plot

Internatronal Ltd

2419 1868

ITALY

Buffor hard working
signal processors, stick to

Audio sales
0521 690290

JAPAN

Pro -Series from LA Audio

Onkyo Tokki
03 3237 1201

Sometimes its good to live on the edge.

KOREA

Fine Trading

To

take risks.

02 3162031

To be

LEBANON

insane.

Ellek
01

265048

However when choosing signal processors.

NETHERLANDS

lemke Roos Audio

RUSSIA
C S.

the best decisions are made with two feet

firmly on the ground.

020 6972121

Because only then can you appreciate fully

Company

095 573 7444

the quality. features and reliability of LA

SINGAPORE

Audio's Pro -Series.

Ultra Sound Agency
284 8123

Equipment designed to perform in the
SPAIN
LMC Audio Systems

93 471 14 40

hard -working environments of Concert
Sound. Broadcast and Installation work.

SOUTH AFRICA

Tm -Fi Electronics

Its also comforting to know that LA

011 462 4256

Audio Pro -Series is the new brand on
SWEDEN

one of the most respected pro -audio

ITS
031 325150

lines in the business. SCV Electronics.

SWITZERLAND

A name with a twenty-year

Soundhouse
041 240 4231

reputation for design integrity.
TAIWAN

Splendid Sound Technic
02 276 2347

If

you're looking for stability. do the

sensible thing. Choose LA Audio

USA

Pro -Series.

SCV America

1800 720 4452

UNITED KINGDOM
SCV London

0171 9231892

If you want excitement. visit the

Nutters in Vests web site at
http: //www.nutters.co.uk

The better choice.

LA
AUDIO

ProPhahiiii`
LA Audio.

6 -24

Southgate Road London

N1 3JJ. Tel +4410)171 923 7447 Fax

email sales@laaudio.co.uk web http: / /www.laaudio.co.uk

+44 101171 241 3644

LA Audio is a division of SCV Electronics

TL

Audio PA -5001 and PA -5050

Expanding the latest outboard line from TL Audio come a mic
preamp and compressor. Dave Foister tinkles the Ivories
\..\I \Y. Ol f of colours.
WURI
pany has managed to bring the Ivories

Rl

\\ idi Focusrite having got to all the
primaries first. the rest are left with
more exotic shades: TL Audio has given us
Crimson and Indigo. plus RAF blue for the
Classic range. and now brings us the Ivory
processors. presumably not to he associated
with endangered species.
TL .Audio could he thought to have covered
all the hases with the existing ranges. surprising us time after time with a new twist on
valve circuitry at affordable prices. They
already represent among the best value available for such equipment. and yet the com-

S

W

m a
o

n

l

in at a

lower price still. with few apparent compromises. The two boxes. here. have contrasting
appeals vet share certain common features.
most notably the distinctive ivory front pane:
and the use of valves. TL Audio features
valves in all its ranges except the Crimsons.
and here as elsewhere they are integral to the
units. operation. not bolted on for the sake of
the sound.
The PA -5001 contains 4 identical and ver
simple microphone preamplifiers. No frills
here. just the basic facilities and the emphasis
on the sound. Each channel has input and

l

d

r

e

total signal level in response to signais in the selected frequency band, the latter only reducing the selected frequencies
leaving the lower end intact. An AIR switch
allows frequencies above the sibilant band
to be retained during de-essing and the signal is available simultaneously at -10dbU
and +4dBu levels.
Drawmer, UK. Tel: +44 1924 378669.
Transamerica, US. Tel: +1 805 241 4443.

Canadian digi 8
The Bertsch DPR-8 is an 8-in, 8-out hard disk recorder with built-in dynamics processing. Its 8 compressors, 8 gates, and
8 duckers use look-ahead rms envelope
detection while two assignable side-chain
inputs permit de- essing.
A digital mixer and headphones amp are
included and DPR -8s can be synced
together to create larger systems. A-D and
D-A convertors are 18 -hit, the standard
removable drive is an EIDE 1.5Gb and
options include an SMPTE interface. TDIF
interface and 3.1Gb internal drive. The
machine has a selection of editing processes
and is compatible with all Vestax HDR
Series machines.
Bertsch. Canada. Tel: +1 250 992 9296.

Sonic Acid
The miraculous DPA 4060 Miniature Microphone tops the bill

AUSTRALIA. 1021
AUSTRIA

theatre and television. Not only does

BRAZIL

outstanding audio performance under

5100827

1021

h 2468166

I

I

24981/88

CHINA

the 4060 offer

16111

1011161

BELGIUM

in wireless systems for

Sonic Foundry has unveiled the Acid digital
audio loop sequencer for Windows 95 and
NT which specialises in loop arranging and
permits real -time pitch and tempo adjust-

99575319

CROATIA SI

150

675

CIEU REPUBLIC 1544173

difficult conditions, it

is

also extremely robust in

6418006

ESTONIA

operation. Unique connection adapters ensure

+45 1811 2828

DENMARK

FINLAND

512 1530

1091

46610210

FRANCE: 1011

1061711 4036

GERMANY /MITTS

compatibility with a wide variety of

VHF

and UHF

GERMANY /NORD 10101

systems.

A

range of sensitivities encompass the

1RAN.

is

required.

102h 8192202

Developed from

5441111

031 17798612

NETHERUNDS /LUX

many years of professional audio

experience, the 4060

is

just one of

NEW

ZEALAND.

NORWAY

671

POLAND

10221

PORTUGAL.
RUSSIA:

the high quality products from the
-

available

now from DPA Microphones.

10101

4147055

2791206

191

90

223

8271854

1011 3518121

095 I55

SINGAPORE
SLOVAK

renowned 4000 series

New monitors

0511 766618

JAPAN.

25

77

7489133

REP2000

10111

SOUTH KOREA.

1021

SPAIN. LEX0N:191

3

166156511
5653565
101 48 04

310370

SWEDEN. 1016)
SWITZERLAND

654 12119

171

SOUTH AFRICA

1011

1400144

TAIWAN 1021 1119703
THAILAND
TURKEY

Sonic Foundry, US.
Tel: +1 608 256 3133.

1855565

101711

ISRAEL. 1031

ITALY

lightness

214 9519

1

INDIA 326335450
INDONESIA.

quality audio, near invisibility and

1104118

GREECE 1011

HUNGARY

vast majority of applications where high

3554110

4251980

GERMANY /SAD. 10811

ments on multiple loops simultaneously.
Loops can be previewed in real time before
being opened and the program automatically matches the tempo and pitch of a
loop. Tempo changes are made on a RPM
slider while multiple time stretching algorithms allow users to choose the setting best
suited to the material.

1021 732

12121

2350

2243101

UKRAINE 1052511 511500
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES: 1021 655446

The CES show saw the launch of an active
version of ATC's SCM2OT monitor. the
SCM2OSL TA. The speaker is intended for
critical listening and costs £3,750 (UK).
Aimed at cinema installations, Stage Accompany's SL -series bass cabinets are compact
(at 230mm deep). The SL15 and SL30 feature single and double 15 -inch drivers
respectively. with side reflex pons.
ATC, UK. Tel: +441285 760561.
Stage Accompany, The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 229 28 29 20.

UNITED KINGDOM 101111 8907010
USA

6 CANADA 5197451158

VENEZUELA 1021

358082

Hejrevang 11, 3450 Allerad, Denmark
7: +4S 48142828 F: +45 48142700

www.dpamicrophones.com

Opcode Fusion: Vinyl
new DSP plug -in from Caistornian software experts, Opcode. is intended to bring
the character of vinyl recordings to your
recordings. Terming the property `grit'.
Opcode presents it in 78, 45, and 331/3 varieties and offers control over record surface
and condition in its Fusion: Vinyl program.
A

Opcode Systems, US.
Tel: +1 415 856 3333.
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the other snakes them far more versatile and
forgiving than first impressions night suggest. Por example, particularly fast transients
will shorten the time values accordingly.
and the Fast release setting is extended
when Slow attack is selected. so the com!
pressor will handle t irtualiv anything with
an unexpected amount of control as to how
processed the end result sounds. was particularly impressed by its ability to deal with
predominantly lows frequency sounds withoat complaint. usually the .Achilles' heel of
a simple compressor. The whole thing is folTL Amo
lowed by a (;.v\ tahr -t -P control.
The compressor can he hard -wire
bypassed. and :in t.ri ) shows when it's
C
active: this and the 14 A\ Hi o\ txn are the
only two lights on the front panel apart
from the two meters. These are identical
horizontal bar graph displays. one showing
gain reduction and the other output level.
t sefuily. the gain reduction meter works
adds a valve compressor to create a simple
even when the compressor is bypassed. allowdirect -u> -tape chain. The preamp sacrifices its
ing a rough adjustment to he set up 'off-line'
phase reverse. but adds a rear panel line input
if required. The output muter appears after a
and the familiar TL front -panel instrument jack.
big rotary output fader with a nominal unity
It retains the hybrid solid -state valve topology.
gain setting in the middle.
and used alone shares the characteristic style
Both rear -panel inputs are balanced. hut
of sound -lean. quiet and open. This feeds curiously the unit's main output is unbalanced
directly into the compressor. a
on a ? -pole jack. This doesn't
simple. but flexible stage with.
seem to stake any practical difagain. the bare ntinintunt of conUK: Tony Lark ing
ference in a typical studio setup.
trols and the sound quality foreProfessional Sales.
but it does let the image down a
most.
Tel: +44 1462 49C600.
hit - I had to fish out an adaptor
The central gain element is
Fax: +44 1462 490700.
just to patch it in. It smacks of
again a valve. and control of its
Net: www.tla udio.co.uk
corner-cutting. but there are
behaviour is taken care of by a
US: Sascom Direct
worse corners to cut to squeeze
minimalist complement of two
Tel: +1 905 827 9740.
a product into a price bracket.
knobs and two switches. ThreshFax: +1 905 469 1129.
its the on.y hint on the whole
old and Ratio are continuously
Net: www.sascom.com
box that this is anything other
variable with good useful
than a full price contender: in all
ranges. hut Attack and Release times are on
other respects it does he business. with a
Fast -Slow push -buttons. The actual times have
great sound and a surprisingly flexible control
a po>gramme- dependent element in them and
surface. The two units together suggest that
also interact a little. which on the one hand
the Ivory range will he vet another TL Audio
forces you hack on your ears as to what they
winner. delivering tar more than we've a right
are doing (no had thin, in my hnnk> :and nn
to r':nec't :at the Wrier
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PA-5001

e

_

1/1

PA-5050

output level controls plus switches for phantom power. 90Hz high -pass filter and phase
reverse-and that's it. A red

Ili) lights to show

clipping I monitored at two stages in the signal
path) and a yellow one glows with variable
brightness to show the drive level to the valve
stage. This follows the solid -state initial gain
stage so that the input level control effectively
determines the :mount to which the valve will
stake its character apparent. This can be driven quite hard before undesirable distortion
results. so that the output control is then
needed to deliver appropriate levels to the fol-

lowing equipment.
The real point of the preamps though is not
overdriven valve sound. but clean quiet pre amplification. The degree to which this is
achieved is quite remarkable at the price.
When I first started using the units I had no
idea how inexpensive they were. and was
astonished to find out the price. These are
excellent preamps. suitable anywhere that little extra something is needed. and represent
extraordinary value for stoney.
The 50511 takes one of these preamps and

"In the end of this millenium, it's really astounding
that such sound quality is offered for so little money."
Keyboards Magazine - Germany

MLX2

-

MPX1 SINGLE CHANNEL STRIF
DUAL MIC /LIN: PREAMPLIFIER WITH D.
GCX2 DUAL COMPRESSOR / GATE
EOX2 DUAL 3 BAND PARAMETRI: E0
-

CUX2 Dual 3 Band Parametric CU
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"Sound quality and clarity is excellent for a
budget unit, and at this price who could resist
having two units for stereo 6 -band operation ?"
tudio Sound magazine
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"In general use the EQX2 provided excellent
sound colouration with very little noise,
giving an accurate respose to even the best
reviewers' attempts to fool the device."
Audio Media magazine
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"The Q settings are powerful, going from a narro
notch of twelfth- octave to three octaves."
Studio Sound magazine

miLLcnnIum
SERIES
1111310

EMAIL:

6

24 SOUTHGATE ROAD LONDON NI 311 TEL
44 101171 923 7447 FAX r44 (0)171 241 3644
WEB: http /www.laaudio.co.uk
LA Audio is a division of SCV Electronics Ltc

sales laaudio.co.uk
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Sonic Foundry
Acoustic Modeler

Neumann M149 power
\ver to a vintage Bringing
style mic is the function of Neumann
N 149 V power supply. Shipping immediately, the N 149 V is available as an optional
alternative to the N 149 power supply packaged with the mic.
o

Sonic Foundry's Sound Forge manuals made tantalising mention of
an intriguing new plug -in. Rob James unveils the Acoustic Modeler

0ID

II)E:\ is deceptiyeIv simple: record an
impulse response in an acoustic environment. or record the impulse response of
a device such as a microphone. loudspeaker
or tape machine and from this generate a
model that can Ix used to process existing
sound files giving them the character of the
environment or device. Now call it the
TIIF

.Acoustic \lodelcr.
Like all the Sonic Foundry products

have
used Acoustic \kxleler installs without problems. Along with all the other Version -t.oa and
Leer plug -ins it is a DirectX applet. and in
Acou.lic. ModeM,
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q,\ of the original sound file with processing
applied while retaining a copy of the original
in case the result is not as required.
Because of the complexity of this type oI
processing. Sonic Foundry has provided .:
means of lowering the quality of the real time
audition to allow this to work on inure modest
machines. As ever with this type of application.
the faster the processor and the more memos
the better. Two sliders control the yet and dry
mix balance. The volume envelope of the signature can be shortened or modified graphically using the nxxtse t0 drag ix>.xes. The
precesxd sound can be delayed with respect
to the original. and there is a SITU! Nll>711 control. There is also EQ in the .shape of low -pass
and high -pass shelving filters.
The real tun struts when recording your
own impulse respl roses. To du this an impulse
source and a steams (if recording the result are
required. Obviously. the source .should be as
free from coloration as possible, as should the
recording chain. otherwise the response will
he a ronthin:uion 01 the desired environment
and the unwanted character of the replasrecord chains. This 'problem' can he used tiI
advantage to record the impulse response o:
microphones or hardware. It is worth noting
nonlinear effects such as distortion boxes or
Clangers will not reproduce accurately:
although the effects may be interesting.
Two test tunes 55ith timing spikes at the
start and end are provided on the CD:
although it is possible to use a hand clap. a
clapperboard or similar: but the character of
the impulse will affect the resulting response.
Once impulse recordings have been made
they must be processed and converted into an
impulse response. Acoustic \ludeler provides
a number of options for doing this, depending
on whether the supplied test tones are used:
although some manual editing of the recording will still be required. The resultant acoustic
signature can then Ix saved for future use.
Applications are many. For film. if it is
known on location some dialogue will need
replacement, impulse responses could he
recorded at suitable distances from the inic and
later used to help match .\I)R to sync. If this
seems a lot of trouble consider the amount of
time spent attempting to match using conven-
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Georg Neumann, Germany.
Tel: +49 30 41 77 240.

KRK V8
Also new at NAMM was KRK Systems' V8

close -field monitor. A shielded, active
design using a 1 -inch silk tweeter and 8 -inch
kevlar woofer crossed over at 1.6kHz, the
V8 has a response of 49Hz-22kHz and
130W power handling to give 108dB spi for
$1.249 (US).
KRK, US. Tel: +1 516 249 1399.

I

theory can Ix used with any audio software
conforming to the I)irectX prouools. In practice. because some software writers do not
stick to the rules. there may Ix' problems with
applications other than Sound Forge. Apart
from the plug -in itself Sonic Foundry includes
a goxcl number of acoustic signatures. or
impulse responses. un the CI).
Before getting into the business of generating your own signatures. it is worth auditioning
the supplied ones. I was more than impressed.
After years of constructing complex acoustic
environments using all manner of tricks in
addition to the usual battens of revert-is the
Acoustic Modeler environments sound. well.
real. With oinks the barest minimum of tweaking it is possible to produce highly impressive
results. There are also examples of the kind of
effects that can he generated by using non -natural sources fin- the impulse simple. This can
produce some very odd effects and is worthy
of time and attention.
tional tools. Similarly. if you
It is possible to attach a
have a favourite mic or location
thumbnail picture of the enviit can be nxclelled and used to,
ronment to the signature file Sonic Foundr y. 754
process other recordings.
that will he displayed when the Williamson Street, Madison,
This is a vet clever piece of
relevant file is highlighted in the Wisconsin 53 703, US.
software. The problem with
Load menu
useful feature
Tel: +1 608 256 3133.
innovations is they extend
especially for those who think Net: www.sonicfoundry.com
your aspirations. Next on my
Mac users have all the fun. Like
UK: SCV EI ectronics.
wish list: a means of getting a
most activities in Sound Forge. Tel: +44 171 923 7447.
signature from an existing rumautistic modelling is a non -realimpulsive recording and full real -tine prutime process. The actual modus operandi is to
choose a signature file: audition a section of cessing. Meanwhile, in the real world.
Acoustic \kxleler provides a different perthe file to be processed with processing
spective on an old set of problems :u a yen
applied in real time: make adjustments until
affordable cost. Best of all. it's fun.
satisfied: then crunch the file. This makes a

-a

i

Avalon
Advance news from the American Avalon
Design outboard camp includes two
compressors scheduled for the May AES
Convention in Amsterdam. The AD2074
optical mastering compressor will offer a
partner for the AD2077 EQ in mastering
suites while the VT747 dual -channel
vacuum tube compressor will add its weight
to the company's mid -priced VT range.
ASAP Europe, UK.
Tel: +44 171 231 9661.

dbx lines
Three dbx units made their debut in Las
Angeles: the 1086 mic preamp and dynamics processor; the DDP digital gate,
OverEasy compressor, PeakStopPlus limiter,
de-esser; and the first in the Silver series, the
586 valve preamp. The 1086 is a single-

dbx 586

dbx DDP

channel unit using the proprietary \ ' VCA
chip and featuring optional Type IV digital
output from the dbx flagship Blue series.
US price is $749.95.
The 1U -high DPP `combines all of dbx'
classic gating, compression, limiting, de -essing and more in stereo channel format with
50 user and 50 factory memories and
employs a large back -lit display to assist
programming. 1 -O is analogue via '1,-inch
jack and XLR, and digital via AES -EBU and
SPDIF at 44.1kHz and 48kHz and Type IV
output as standard. Price $599 (US).
The new dual -channel 12AU7 valve equipped Silver range opens with the 586 at
a cent under $2,000. The preamp features
custom meters, 3 -band EQ, Type IV conversion and AES- EBU -SPDIF digital outputs.
»>
dbx, US. Tel: +1 801 568 7660.
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2 Channel Valve
Compressor
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studio and performances on stage V3cals
simply sound better, clearer and rreorz 'human'
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percussion have more attack and
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in 1993,
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£399
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sound of modern music.
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TL
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impact

Audio valve equalisation.
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Voice Processor
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did for the track. The bottom
end was warm and solid and the
high end was clear and open.'

bought one
s and I've
1

er.Ioyed using it Immense).
It gives a unique quality to
the vocals in particular
-

Take That's 'Back For

Good'

typical example of the
EQ -1 adding depth and
presence to a vocal track Is

a

presence, and co nbined it

with an ultra -affordable
price tai.

ro better

There are simple

soundirg or be -ter value
valve signal pro :essors.

Compressor

EX VAT

(Engineer Alan's Monssette)
was amazed at what die C. I
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Dual Valve

£1299
Gris Fogel

.

EQ-

C -1

EQ -2
Dual Parametric
Valve Equaliser
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of the hrst
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illAndy Mason . P44* Floyd

¡Sound engineer
-All the lead
vocals on the Dmsrdn Bell'
album ma were run through the
E0.1 and the new EO.4 rs
probably the best all -round EO
I've ever used.'

Worldwide distribution:
Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd.
Letchworth, SG6 1AN (UK)
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600
Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700
Web: http: / /www.tlaudio.co.uk

SASCOM
DIRECT
Canada & USA: SASCOM DIRECT
Tel: +1 905 - 827 9740
Fax: +1 905 - 469 1129
Web: http: //www.sascom.com
Germany: S.E.A.
Tel: +49 5903 93 880
Fax: +49 5903 1463

France: Nu: ÍC Business
Tel: +33 1 13 38 15 95
Fax: +33
43 38 70 79
1

Mytek DDD -603
Nicral codec

/

Correctly setting digital levels continues to frustrate and elude
engineers. Dave Foister looks at a meter that aims to help

T

II I)
IL\ \E .1.1101 GUT that one
!hostage digital would bring us was

many ox era hate e been recorded since they
were last reset. displaying 'E. when more than
nine have been counted.
an end to \ICI- metering confusion
Of course, one of the stain differences of
misery. It seems that we will always he
plagued by misunderstandings over metering opinion where digital levels are concerned has
standards. but digital ought to he different.
always been the definition of an Over. A very
few meters acknowledge this by allowing the
much more absolute: maximum level is maxidefinition to he adjusted by the user. and the
mum level regardless of medium or tape type.
and meters can he driven from numbers which \lytek follows this trend. The difficulty k in
should stake everything more consistent.
how many successive samples can he allowed
to take the maximum value before it is
But of course nothing could he that simple. We have disagreement about how digiassumed that the waveform has been clipped.
\lane devices. notably the Sony 1630. take it
tal and analogue levels should relate:
confusion about what constitutes an over- that three successive maxima constitute an
Over. and this k the default stele for the
load: and the same conflicting preferences as
to how actual musical signals should be
Mytek: but DII' switches on the hack allow the
shown. Yet its more important than ever to limits to he set at 1. 2 or .4. Another mode
have an absolute reference. as digital is only
allows the counters at the top to show how
worthwhile if its dynamic
many successive maxima Ixrurred in the last
Over. automatically resetting itself when
range is properly exploited
another one comes along. Yet another nxxle
and even a brief overload
gives such very un-analogue
allows the Over LEDs to show the occurrence
of OdB peaks while the counters continue to
distortion.
shots actual Overs.
The situation is eased by
the availability of a small
A third small meter in the centre shows
selection of specialist out - inter -channel phase in normal operating nxxle.
hoard digital meters. one of with in and out of phase appearing either side
of a central line. Its other function is as the
the latest of which is the
Mytek DDD -603. This apparbasis of a high- precision calibration mode for
ently simple unit combines a
checking the translation between analogue
r
comprehensive set of basic
and digital levels. Here the Oyu reference is set
11
11I1
by a screwdriver -operated rotary switch. and
metering functions with some
4/ 40/12
1!
more detailed tools for examalthough this has no relevance at all to how
iiIs ES
Sin
ining the parts of a signal
digital signals are normally displayed it will
MIL
I{
show how incoming steady tones relate to the
rarely shown anywhere else.
II
How many of these you get
reference by using a special calibration mode.
_/
no 25
on the software.
depends
Here the resolution of the meters is dramatin
ow n
35 loin
nwnss
which is offered in Basic or
cally
lly increased. each segment corresponding
ih nNos3
«noH
Full Mastering versions: we'll
to a 0.2dB increment from the chosen refersIN2n
«
16 Ion
M SS !s
he ks king at the full set here.
ence level, and so the deviation from nominal
atows
uOmn
aril sOBIS
n
Ovu required to produce the expected digital
The 603 is available in hor>y Non
rs .11 s+
MMND
izontal and vertical versions.
level can he easily seen. The fact that thi,
a s 1 s1M
shows up discrepancies between what your
differing only in the front
tit e
MO
sum
1M4 n.IO
panel
print.
There
are
XLRs
average DAT machine says it's doing and wha:
IIYSIy
ut
on the hack for input and
its actually doing should cone as no surprise.
pm Oh
kx>p through: the input will
and after all if that were not the case meters
DIGITAL AIS/UU MITI
accept either AES -Eli[ or such as this would be unnecessary.
SPI)IF and presents a suffiFor mastering. trouhleshox)ting and other
ciently high impedance to allow it to he placed
critical applications further DIP switch options
in line anywhere in a signal path. if it is the last
allow the meter scales to favour either the top
or bottom pan of the scale. One gives O.1dB
item in a chain it should) have its kx>p- through
connector properly terminated. just like a
resolution within the top d6, while the other
video signal.
devotes more than half the scale to the area
between -60 and -INI. which should h enough
Two long LED ladders for left and right
to horrify most people.
dominate the front panel. with
\!though the DDD -6(13 corclearly- printed scales for the
ers so much ground its presentwo basic modes of operation. Mytek Digita I. PO Box
Not surprisingly. these offer 1023. New York,
tation is simple and friendly. If
straightforward peak display or NY 10276. U S.
it were properly rack -mounted
vu ballistics. the latter having a
the DIP switches would he
Tel: +1 212 2 34 9191.
inaccessible. perhaps the only
Floating single peak indicator Net: www.myt ekdigital.com
trade -off between versatility
above it. Both modes have peak
and ease of use, hut that's a small criticism of
hold options. retaining the peak display either
a system which surely shows everything you
for a second or until manually reset. The LEDs
are mostly green. with a couple of yellow
ever wanted) to know (and more) about your
ones near the top and a red for Over. Above
digital signal levels in a well-designed affordable package.
these are single-digit counters to show how
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New from comms specialist Nicral is the
Nica -X codec. Presented as an evolution of
the Nical28 apt -X100 and offers a competitive option for ISDN2 and studio-to-transmitter and studio-to-studio use giving 15kHz
mono audio at 128kbit/s. The Nica -X also
has an optional switching module that monitors audio on the main feed and switches to
an ISDN reserve should the main feed fail.
An MPEG Layerll. /G.722 option is planned
for later this year.
Nicral, UK. Tel: +44 1672 515727.

Audio Technica mica
The new cost- effective 30-series mics from
Audio Technics debuts with the AT3535
medium -diameter diaphragm, and ÁT3527
and 28 small- diameter electret condenser
models. All feature 30Hz-20kHz response.

20dB padding to accommodate 156dB,
158dB and 157dB spis, and 124dB (123dB
for the 3528) dynamic ranges.
The top -line 40 -series has been expanded
with the 4054 and 4055 vocal true condenser models, giving essentially identical
performance with the option of a rolled 1.F
response on the 4054.
Audio Technica, US. Tel: +1 330 686 2600.
Audio Technica, UK. Tel: +44 113 277 1441.

Alphaton splitter
The MPV -a3 is a new 4 -way audio splitter
from German Alphaton. Housed in a 1Uhigh rack and offering three outputs per
channel, the MPV-43 will be available early
this year at a cost of DM1,290 (exc. VAT).
The 12 channel MPV-123, meanwhile, has
received 'Mkll' status and a price cut
(DM3,350 exc. VAT), and comes with
options on output configurations.
Scheck Audio, Germany.
Tel: +49 62 05 35 22.

Crown amps
The CE 1000 and CE 2000 amplifiers give
275W and 400W into 8.0 respectively, but
are capable of running at 20 (delivering
560W and 975W) for professional applications. Both are fan cooled, will run in bridge
mode and have front panel controls. Prices
are $700 and S1,000 (US).
»>
Crown. US. Tel: +1 219 294 8066.
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EXPERIENCE
THE WARMTH
classic C12 set the
standard in valve microphones.

In 1953 AKG's

Large diaphragm capsule
Vacuum tube pre -amp sta

Follow ng an extensive
R &D prog -am designed to
make this legendary
technology available to a
wider audience. AKG a -e
now proud to present the

-20dB attenuation switch

Switch/1M páss -cut filter
Groune111t11witch

Shock mount suspension

SOLIDTUBE.
"The best value micrcphones manage
fine balance between character and

a

colouration, offering slight flattery without
deviating too far from flat, and the
SOLIDTUBE has this flavour in
aid you could be investing
abundance
in tomorrow's classic "

Dave Foister

-

Studio Sound

combining the latest
solid -stat3 manufacturing
teciniqu E with t'aditional
AKG tune technology, the
SOLIDTUBE recreates the
classic warm sound of
By

the C12. but at the

breakthrough price of
£799 (nc \'PT).

A full comp!emeìt Df
accessories including flightca..e

and psu, is includEd
with

_;,,

evey

SOLIDTUBE.

:

,±:::

ARBITER PRO AUDIO
arF

Rowe Lane Borenamw000. WD6 5Prf

AKG

Tel

C181 207 5050
WE h'.

Fax 0181 207

www akg- acoust cs.corn
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Korg AM8000R
Sennheiser's Evolution
Despite a career in effects processing. Korg has gone against the
flow with this multi- effects. Zenon Schoepe wonders why

k

lXl and 1::X2 modules. while
identical. concern themselves with around
30 algorithms including chorus. flanging. modulation delays. phasers. pitch shifters. rotor
simulators. filters. and full dynamics. Each of
the types average out at around 10 parameters.
The Delay- Reverb module can draw from
11 types mostly made up of delays with roxnm.
hall and plate algorithms. Remember that you
get one line at a time to contend with and
you'll realise that the flow chart of the editable
parameters for the AM8000R could probably
cover the surface of a large split console.
Not that there is much that is dull here. The
reverbs are great in character and even though
you only have Predelay. Reverb Time. high
and low Damping. Density and Diffusion to
play with they can range from skinny and
sparse to fat and expansive while the FX modules are notable for superb retro -style phase
and flanges that come up from your boots. fah ulous horn and rotary simulations that are convincing. and outrageous modulation and pitch
effects that would he at home in a late series
Eventide. The whole lot can be mixed together
intelligently at the end of the chain.
Connectors are on unbalanced jacks. 2 in
and 2 out, and the unit is
:.
powered by an external
IN supply thankfully with
9
plenty of lead either side
strong argument for going to the trouble of
of the wart. There is also a Footswitch jack
getting the hang of it. Alarmingly the manual
socket to mimic the action of the front panel
offers paltry advice on the structure of this
switch plus three controller inputs for real device and had I not already worked out the
time tweaking assigned within the editing procurious thinking behind the method' on the
cedure and you can do the sanie via MIDI.
DLt$000R then much of the potential could
Its all here. you see. but it's all a matter of
have been missed as this is without doubt a
getting to it. I tolerated the operating system
yen' capable and interactive box of tricks.
on the DL8000N because delay tap setting is
Of 256 memory locations. the first I2' are laborious and involved at the hest of times on
user programmable and are accessed from the
most units and Korg :s interpretation as bearfront panel \au r knob. That bit is simple and
able. However. present revert). which is easily
the presets are good enough and weird
accessible on a number of units. and more
enough in places to grab the attention. but go
general multieffects in this manner and you
further and your atttention will be tested. Editare just asking to be shot down. This is a
ing and the Utilities menu is accessed from a
great-sounding unit marred by a terrible editrr".crto\ knob that first scrolls sequential
ing system that just does not stand up to prothrough the available editing
longed use even after familiarity
parameters and then on to the
has set in and natured into conUtilities with Edit and Utility
tempt. I find it incredible that a
US: Korg.
indicators lighting on the disbox like this makes it to market
Tel: +15163 33 9100.
play to give you a clue as to
in this day age when clear
Fax: +1 516 3 33 9108.
which you're in. Effectively
precedents have already been
UK: Korg.
there are three processor 'nodset by other manufacturers and
Tel: +44 1908 857100.
ules' called FX I. FX 2 and
even by Korg in effects units of
Fax: +44 1908 857 199
Delay-Reverb. These have their
years gone by. The presets
own active' indicators and
alone may be gcxxl enough to
these modules' are switched in on three dedentice some users, hut those that will develop
icated pushbuttons. Strangely the status of
the knack to quickly edit a nearly there preset
these modules can not be saved as a preset.
during a mix or while an artist is waiting for a
you have to engage or disable the sections
particular foklback effect will he few and will
manually. Its not that much of a pain as for all
certainly be letter men than me.
intents and purposes you leave all three on all
In summary. a great sound. enormous
the time and if you want to defeat a bkx'k
potential. outstanding levels of preset interacthen you attempt it from the editing process.
tion and great value for money are all
The buttons are. however. handy when editing
hamstrung by an outstanding level of inaccesas they allow the modules to be auditioned
sibility. What a shame.
THE PAIUNER to Korg's ULsouol(
igital clelav processor Studio Sound
ovember 9 -. p32). the AM8000R
shares many visual and operational similarities
but predictable concentrates on the business
of generating ambience -related effects. We are
confronted by a front panel that differs from a
distance only in the colour of the top to the
WARP knob which
is assigned to real -time
adjustment of selected algorithm parameters.
In fact. the A\I8()(N)R also suffers like the original unit from the implementation of a rather
unnecessarily Laborious and intensive editing
process that displays. via a largish LFD display.
one parameter at time for adjustment. As with
the DLHOOOR. my objection to this rather
archaic method of interaction is not that you
can only adjust one parameter at a time as this
is frequently the practice with multi- effects
units. but that you can only see one value at
once. From my experience. the ability to view
multiple values is a critical part of the information gathering process.
Let's start by saying that like the original
unit the results are excellent. indeed this
multi- effects unit is even more spectacular and
impressive than the delay line and there's a
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mdi\'dually.

Launched at the American NA:\1M show, the
Evolution
series
mies
are
aimed
primarily at the Live and MI markets. The
range consists of 10 models spanning vocal
and instrumental applications, with prices
all sub -£100 (UK) and represents a 'ground
up' investment for Sennheiser.
Sennheiser, Germany. Tel: +49 5130 6000.

Sony DAT
The latest low-cost professional Sony DAT
machine is the PCM-R300 which offers
32kHz, 44.1kHz and 48kHz sample rates,
analogue and (optical and coaxial) digital
I -O, and Super Bit Mapping. The PCM-R300
comes with an infra -red remote and no
SCMS at a UK price of 1680 exc. VAT.
HHB, UK. Tel: +44 181 962 5055.

Foundry plug-ins
\A;\1M saw the introduction of Soft Encode,
a plug -in for Dolby Digital AC3 encoding.
This is a stand -alone, running under Win95
and NT comes in both 5.1- channel ($1995)
and 2- channel ($695) versions. XFX 2 is a
suite of plug -in processors for Sound Forge
4.0 including a gate, graphic EQ, parametric
EQ, paragraphic EQ, graphic dynamics,
multiband dynamics
Sonic Foundry, US. Tel: +1 608 256 3133.

Symetrix 565E
s NAMM show saw the introduction of
Symetrix' 565E dual compressor-limiterexpander. The unit integrates rms compression, downward expansion, and peak
limiting in a 1U-high box. The 565E uses
proprietary Dynamics Squared circuitry to
reduce mid -band distortion and claims a
dynamic range of 115dB with max gain
reduction of 40dB.
Symetrlx, US. Tel: +1 425 787 3222.

LA

Green 6
Focustrite has released the latest in its Green
series. the Green 6 quad compressor- limiter.
l'he unit boasts class -A VCA circuitry, stereo
linking. \ and gain reduction meters. o)n-

trol over threshold, compression ratio,
makeup gain, switchable attack and release
and threshold limiting.

Focusrite, UK. Tel: +44 1494 462246.

Mini stagebox
Deltron has launched a low cost mini stage box that will accept 40 universal XLR connectors front or rear mount. Of simple mild
steel construction it can he supplied as a
plain box or prewired assembly painted
matt black
Deltron, UK. Tel: +44 181 965 4222.

Klotz cable
Polywire is a new multipair studio cable
available in 4 -pair to 40 -pair formats and
promising 'outstanding flexibility'.
»>
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SPL Loudness Maximizer
«

SPL's digital dynamics box makes a complex job of an simple principle
but then makes it easy to operate. Dave Foister enjoys the ride
AVOIDING THE OBVIOUS has long
been one of SPL's traits. From time to
time this has resulted in equipment
that is virtually unfathomable. but at least as
often it means a box like no other with something genuine to offer. Originally as analogue
as a grandfather clock. the latest SPL processors go to the other extreme: operation is
entirely digital.
The Loudness Maximizer is a companion to
the Spectralizer reviewed recently. ( Studio
Sound. Month
9 -1 with which it appears to
share its case and front -panel design. and
probably shares its DSP board. For these are
both good examples of the new breed of digital processor that sets out to do one job as
thoroughly and simply as an old analogue box
without overwhelming us with menus. inconvenient controls. and a forest of parameters.
While the Spectralizer's role is the subjective
enhancement of a signal by fair means or foul.
the Loudness Maximizer is nothing more or

how much additional gain it thinks can he
achieved. Given a read -out from a suitably
loud section, the DESIRED GAIN control can he
set to match this value. and another meter
shows what percentage of the intention has
been achieved. If this falls too low it suggests
that the unit is working too hard and risks
affecting the character of the sound.
So far the gain has been increased within the
available ceiling: but the way in which the unit
achieves this is still very much under user control. There are two gain control stages. one
being a straightforward limiter and the other a
kneeless compressor. and the balance between

the contribution of the two elements is
adjustable as is the behaviour of the limiter.
The sort -IIARD control works specifically on the
limiter. and varies its action between caution at
the Soft end and punch at the other. Soft limiting will not give any invalid samples. while
harder settings risk occasional audible distortion depending on the material. But the biggest
difference comes with the
MORE DENSITY control.
This encoder simply
sets the balance between compressor control and limiter control:
as its value is increased
less than a dynamics process( tr for getting the
more of the work is done by the compressor.
absolute maximum level out of a signal.
Given a suitable limiter hardness setting. low
This dedicated function means that,
values are more likely to give transparent
although the operational building blocks
results: but if a definite compression effect is
inside are familiar. many of the expected conrequired then high values will do the job.
trols have been stripped away and those that
This inevitably tends to reduce the overall
are left bear little resemblance to the usual
level, so the DESIRED GAIN can be used to
complement. General- purpose dynamics conbring it back up within the constraints shown
trol is not the name of this game: this is a box
by the meters.
you stick your whole signal through to make
All this is actually much simpler than it perit louder. SPL's aim is to exploit up to 99.9%
haps sounds. Although the controls interact
of the available headrocmi while guaranteeing quite noticeably. their action coupled with
no clipping. and to increase the subjective
the six meters (two each for input and output
loudness of even a normalised sound file
levels plus the two already discussed) makes
without changing its essential character. it intuitive and quick to get the desired result.
Beyond this. it offers creative use of audible
Its also surprising how versatile the processchanges in the sound as it coaxes even more
ing is and how many different effects can be
loudness from the source.
achieved with it: at one extreme it is clean
The Loudness Maximizer is
and subtle enough to be used
operated wen simply by means
on the most demanding of
of three rotary encoders. with
SPL, Haupstra sse 59A,
sources without making its
parmieter values displayed on a
D -41372 Hied erkruchten,
presence felt. while at the other
small LCD screen. Since each
Germany.
it can add huge amounts of
encoder is dedicated to one funcTel: +49 2163 8761.
apparent level and punch withtion. it follows that there are only
Fax: +49 216 3 83028.
out fear of overload. Even
three adjustable parameters on
UK: beyerdyna mic.
when you think it's done all it
the unit. none of these is necesTel: +44 1444 258258.
can. the limiter has a nextsT butsarily obvious. The strange labels
Fax: +44 1444 258444.
ton (SPL calls it the CLIENT buthave a point. however. and once
ton) to add 2dB regardless of
the idea is mastered the approach t\ irks ven
the consequences.
well indeed.
In many areas subjective loudness is everyThe first control sets the desired gain of the
thing. to the extent that it can take precedence
unit. Clearly. this tells the processor how
over more subtle sonic considerations to the
much gain you'd like to be adding. and rather
despair of the originating engineer. What's
than have you guessing there are several
needed is a dedicated processor that can give
meters to help follow what's going on. Of
as much loudness as you could reasonably
most use here is a Possible Gain meter. that
want without screwing everything else up.
continuously monitors the input and shows
and this offering from SPL is exactly that
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«< The cable offers individually
coloured and numbered pair jackets, and
has additional outer foil shielding. Lengths
available range from lm up to 1.500m.
Klotz, Germany. Tel: +49 89 4610 000.

Acoustic modules
IAS-Al 'A2 and IAS -D1 are acoustic modules
for the low -priced acoustic optimisation of
smaller studios. The modules are accompanied by general installation instructions free
of charge. An alternative to on- the-spot consultation is the measurement CD which can
be used for simple measurement of reverberation time in the rooms that can then be
evaluated by the acoustic engineers of IAS.
The modules are extremely flat in design
and serve to provide absorption of resonances and the optimisation of reverberation time. The Al is a low -mid frequency
absorber, the A2 a broadband absorber for
reverberation time correction while the
D1 is a diffuser for mixing the generated
sound energy.
IAS, Germany. Tel: +49 2241 62918.

Arboretum effects
\ew Hyperprism Windows

processing soft-

ware from Arboretum represents a first in
PC -based systems and offers 25 processes

including pitch shifting, ring modulation, filtering and delay effects as well as a selection of conventional delay, pan and reverb
processes and custom effects such as Quasi
Stereo and Sonic Decimation. The program
is compatible with Microsoft Direct-X and
Active Movie applications such as Sound
Forge and Cakewalk pro.
Unity Audio, UK. Tel: +441920 822890.

Tannoy announcement
Two new- at- NANL\I loudspeaker models
from Tannoy are the System 600A active and
the Reveal close -field designs. The System

WNW

600A is a 6' /cinch dual -concentric featuring
a pair of 75W bi -amps, a 44Hz -20kHz
response and capable of delivering 117dB
spl. Reveal is a shielded low -cost 2-way
(1 -inch, 6' /cinch) passive close -field monitor
giving 65Hz-20kHz into R0 and 90dB at lm.
Tannoy. UK. Tel: +441236 420199.

4-channel DI
The Radial JD4 is a 4- channel rackmounted
direct box that uses Jensen audio transformers and Mogami cable and was designed
with input from the live and
»>

»
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mono

Wide variation in

Stereo ISDN cleanfeed facilities via direct outputs

on Telco channels

Versatile and highly configurable

monitoring via speakers and studio and guest headphones

limiters on master output
options

1

-_-11
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module audio and logic / control functions via internal

jumpers

I
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Wide range of meterbridge

Balanced audio inputs and outputs throughout. on

XLRs and EDACs

Balanced internal bussing

Soundcraft +44 (0)1707 665000
Soundcraft

US

1-615-399-2199
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AKG WMS 300 PT
« «<

recording studio communities. It

uses the circuitry' from Cahletek's JD1 DI

Faced with an impossible mission. AKG has introduced a radio -

microphone system.

II

Neil Hillman

field tests the WMS 300 PT

\R)RNING %%hen lames
the engine into life and left the

your lite one (lay. Inside this metal case which
firèd
houses the AKG PT 3(X) od pack transmitter
Chelsea mews house of Arabella. Was it
is a radio device that operates in the highreally just 12 hours. 10 flights and
land UHF range between - 98\IHz and
couplings
since Ile had rescued the hapless but haltingly
955\IHz and lets you select one of 16 carrier
beautiful heiress to the Garibaldi chain of
frequencies within the channel bandwidth.
indigenous -native.
direct- from -the -factor'.
Notice the audio input is a lockable mini -jack
rain -forest art-houses so favoured in London.
that accepts dynamic microphones. condenser
from the ruthless hands of a Middle- Eastern
microphones for 5V power supply. electric
despot hell-bent on domination of the occaguitar and hass and portahle keyboard. Due to
sional furniture market and thus applying
the nature of your assignment you have been
a
paralysing
furnished with an AKG CK9 - -C lapel microtourniquet to
phone that is neither small nor beautiful.
goxxl taste and
indeed it is large and black. and would prethe right -mindsent some difficulty to conceal, but given that
ed nations of
its theatre of war will probably be in a. well.
the northern
theatre this is what you are given.'
hemisphere?
The coffee had started to work on James.
It was.
But first he asked a question: 'So are we talkThat night
ing more about conferences. public address
the free world
and am -dram than location drama recording
had slept eas'Indeed we are continued T. but it comes
ily. but there
from a range that has been extensively rock been no respite
'n'roll road -tested over the past 18 months or
from the dim but nonetheless insatiable Art so, with a leading London audio -hire comfella for James. and he had been summoned
pany and passed the ultimate "will the close
for an early meeting with Z. That could only
proximity of metal affect its performance" test
mean that somewhere a simmering pot was
as the main microphones un the prtxdigioush
about to Ix)il over.
pierced Prodigy tour -and consider these
The dawn of a blood -red sun against a gunspecifications: the transmitter has an RF radiametal sky greeted James as he pointed the nose
tion power of 6mW. an audio bandwidth of
of the 1991 1- registered 1.6 Citroen BX across
- OHz-20kHz. THD of less than 0.8°o. and a
Tower Bridge and reflected on how budget
signal -to -noise ratio greater than 100dBA. The
constraints and covert transport had become
power consumption of less than 150mA front
uneasy bed-fellows in the newer, leaner and fitthree 1.5V AA batteries gives a batten' life of
ter firm. Some things. however. never change
up to 12 hours'.
and Miss Spendapennie was ready to dispense
T paused handing James the transmitter.
his favourite coffee (black with sugar but not
'It feels yery heavy. T: and while the
stirred) even at this unearthly hour 'Hello lames.
'ï, -wave antenna looks robust enough the
gcxxl trip? The old man said to go straight in. by
three operating switches for mic- mute -line
the way T is in with him too. so expect some
input. power and Sensitivity are annoyingly
fun from the toys-are-mainly US department.'
fiddly and the CHAS \al. SELECTION pot does
She never changed. which given the hour
not inspire much confidence either:
gave Jaunts the distinct impression that she
although the battery compartment lock
probably slept fully clothed. Both Z and T
should he fitted as standard to the bow looked ready to pounce as James entered, but
doors of all roll- on.'roll -off ferries. Tell me
it was Z who spoke first: 'l'il come straight to
about the receiver'.
the point. we have been conT shot a 'give me patience'
tacted by a friend of Her
look at Z before resuming with.
Majesty's Government that there
AKG Acoustics.
'the mains powered receiver
is trouble within the VHF radioLembockgasse 21 -25,
works on true diversity. with
A -1230, Vienna, Austria.
microphone spectrum and this
image rejection of typically
is playing havoc with the EuroTel: +43 1866 54241.
60óB and an audio bandwidth
pean speciality acts performing
Fax: +43 1866 54205.
to match the transmitter. The
in Soho at the Beaucoup de
UK: Arbiter Pro Audio.
audio outputs are either on a
Pussie Club and we suspect the
Tel: +44 181 207 5050.
balanced XLR. adjustable from
involvement of SI'ER \I the SysFax: 181 207 4572.
-30 to +6d113m or on an unbaltematic Performance Elimina-inch jack adjustable
anced
tion of Radio Aicrophones. At any rate.
from -36dlim to Odlim'.
something smells fishy there. It would appear
Z interrupted: 'couple this with a cost of
that the 111F
1F option must be considered with
around 0900 Sterling. not including the
all haste if London is not to be brought to a
microphone. and you can see why we feel
standstill by taxis gridkxking themselves from
that our modest budget can stretch to help
rogue transmissions emanating from around
this club in the spirit of ertlen!e cordial. That
\\ardour Street.'
and the fact that several cabinet ministers are
T picked up his cue without missing a beat:
leaning on us'.
Tay attention because this might just save
What could James say but 'Shplendid'?
\1;AS

BARELY

b

ï

,
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which

is claimed to be flat to 80kHz, has a
phase response that is said to he 'spot on and
is said to be virtually impossible to overload.
Entirely passive, input and through connectors have been paired on the front and

hack of the unit and supersonic filters on
each channel reduce the noise from keyboards and computers. A phase reverse
switch is included along with a stereo sum
switch that takes a stereo output from a key hoard and sums it to mono plus a ground
lift and 15dB pad.
The Radial Convertible is a 50- channel
audio snake that is set up in metric rows of
10. The last 10 channels are paralleled with
male output connectors allowing the snake
to be used in a 40 x 10 or 24 x 8 configuration. The device is also equipped with a
Ground Test Circuit which self tests the
50 channels for abnormal ground hum.
Cabletek. Canada. Tel: +1604 9421001.

Studiomaster Trilogy
Targeting budget multitrack and live applications, Studiomaster's Trilogy 326 is a
24- channel. -i -bus desk offering 20 mono

mic-line and

4 mono-mic/stereo-line channels. Channel features include 3 -band EQ,
6 aux sends. peak and signal present Lems
and the PSU is external.
Studlomaster, UK. Tel: +441582 570370.

SuperMini and monitor
Alartech's SuperMiniconsole is targeted at
Flying Faders users and adds 32 channels
with automated faders, EQ. aux sends, 8
buses, panning, direct outs. inserts. solo.
mute and dual inputs. As an option, the
events control facilities of Flying Faders may
be used to automate the input select, EQ
and insert functions.
The news coincides with the release of
the Martech Recorder Monitor System a
multi -input monitor matrix that provides
programmable headphones, loudspeaker
and vu meter monitoring of recorder inputs,
sync outputs and repro outputs of multiple
8- channel audio sources. The listening paths
provide LCR placement of each track, separate volume and mute controls for headphones and speaker and single track solo.
The metering path, consisting of 8 meter
buses with auxiliary balanced output drivers
on each bus, permits metering of one
machine at a time or the summed outputs of
several machines- stems.
Martinsound, US. Tel: +1 626 281 3555.
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2832 San Pablo Ave. - Berkeley, CA 94702
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Cbrìs Kimsey

The politics of production
case you were in any doubt,
political acumen can be as
important as production skills
when dealing with today's
record company execs.
Richard Buskin shares
frustrations with Chris Kimsey
In

MANY OF US feel inclined to gripe

about the way the recording
industry operates these days. But
perhaps few have as good a rea.nn as Chris Kimsey. A veteran of
more than iu years in the business. the indemand producer-engineer has seen things
change dramatically from the days when the
producer arranged. the engineer took care of
all aspects pertaining to the sound and that
was basically that. Recently he has been

46

involved with a spate of projects that fulfilled
all expectations in the studio. only for the end
products to he seriously hampered -or totally
destroyed -by misguided record company
interference.
The industry's becoming very rude and
very short-lived in terms of its approach.'
Kimsey asserts. it's almost like the vogue
now. The record companies aren't thinking
about music: they're thinking about look. next
year's sales. how much they can pour in the
pot. On the one hand they want to do an
album for nothing -their dream is to pick up
a production. press it up. release it and it sells
a million copies-and on the other they go
nuts and lose the plot completely. inviting
some top producer to work on an album
when really the hand should still be with the
people who helped them make the first
album. That's the secret of the whole thing.
They hire the bust accountants and the
lest lawyers to do the deals. and they hire the

quick -and -easy. cheapest A&R scouts to find
the bands. There aren't many people left who
can understand and nurture raw talent. Bands
are signed to a label. given one shot. and if
they don't have a hit they're dropped.
For much of my career I've worked with
older artists. but lately its turned a corner for
me where I'm being asked to produce a lot of
younger bands. That's because people say
they're difficult, but they're not difficult at all.
It's just that they're not being listened to and

they're not being understood:
Indeed. not many producers who have
been around the business as long as Chris
Kimsey has have managed to remain quite so
contemporary in terms of the artists who
they're asked to work with. Starting off at the
age of 16 in 196 -. Kimsey laboured for four
years as a tea boy tape op at Olympic Sound
Studios in South London. Although he just
missed out on some sessions with Iimi Hendrix. he was on hand to assist producer Glyn
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Johns on projects with the likes of Led Zeppelin. Delaney S Bonnie. the Eagles and Leon
Russell. Then. aher replacing :m engineer during the recording of an album by French
singer Johnny Halliday, Kimsey went on to
work with Halliday sidemen Bill Preston and
Spooky Tooth. This in turn paved the way for
engineering assignments with Ten fears .flier.
Bad Company and Peter Frampton. including
the engineering and mixing of the tatter's
Frampton Ginues Alive! in 1976 and the sane
artist's two subsequent albums.
However. it was through his work with The
Rolling Stones that Kimsey really made a
name for himself in the music business. He
first met the band while assisting Glyn Johns
on Sticky Fingers in 19 -1. Then. in 19 -8. Kimsey received a call from Stones pianist Ian
Stevan, asking him to sit behind the hoard for
the Some Girls project in Paris. Kimsey'. sand
the Stones') success with that album led to
him also being asked to engineer 1980's Emotional Rescue album. before then going on to
co- produce both Tattoo Ion 11981) and
('ndercorer t 1983) with the hand.
The Stones really did take a long time to
make a record back then: Kimsey recalls.
Those four albums I worked on each took a
year or longer to do. so all in all I was working with then for about five years. You see.
they didn't get together like a normal group.
writing and rehearsing all the time. They actually got together in the studio when they were
paying for studio time, and that's a very costly
way to do things:
In addition to the difficulties inherent in
working with the Stones. Kimsey also had
good reason to feel less than pleased with the
group's choice of locale. '\\itrking in Paris
was a little bit of a problem because of the
social scene there.' he says. 'None of the guys
would turn up until they'd had a really good
dinner, and so that meant we often didn't get
started until around one or two o'clock in the
morning. In the beginning. I used to turn up
all eager at about nine in the evening, and
then I'd he sitting and waiting for four or five
hours. Eventually. however. I learned my lesson: I'd wait until someone phoned me and
said. One of them :s here". before I'd go
down to the studio.'
Nevertheless. Kimsey emerged from the
whole experience with few regrets. a far
greater knowledge about working in the studio and considerably more importance
attached to his name. In 1989. he again got
the call to work with the Stones when they
were getting ready to record Steel Wheels. and
he agreed to do so on the basis that. this time
around. there would he a lot more discipline
loth in and out of the studio. The hand complied. The songs were composed and routined in Barbados prior to Kimsey joining the
group for the recordings at Olympic. and that
way everyone was able to sleep at a more
conventional hour.
It doesn't matter how the Stones approach
things. when the recording sessions actually
get underway its tremendous fun. Slick. Keith
and the rest of the guys always give 100%.
and they basically have a good time. I've
learned a great deal working with them: about
feel for the music. about knowing when and
when not to play. and about performing.
When Mick does a vocal he gives everything.
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Even when he's in the studio he's dancing all
over the place. just like when he on stage.
ICs an amazing experience.'

Al

n
then there's the man who Keith
Richards has repeatedly asserted is The
Rolling Stones: drummer Charlie Watts. he of
the laidback attitude and couldn't-care -less
appearance. who is always on the money for
the band lxxh in the studio and in concert.

IVE\

with:

HIS interest in jazz. Charlie's
style of drumming is quite different to
that Of other drummers I've worked
says Kimsey. 'He hits the drums rela-

tively lightly and prefers to play the bass drum
with the front skin on because of its touch. As
a result it isn't always easy to obtain a big
sound from his kit in the studio. and so what
I learned to do was put the bass and snare
drums through a PA and pick that sound up
in the room. That way the other guys. who
often don't like wearing headphones. could

still hear Charlie over the guitars.'
Nevertheless. while Richards' and Ron
\Coed's bedraggled. cigarette-drooping -outof -mouth look has Ixen as well rehearsed as
Jagger s prancing stage movements. it appears
that Charlie Watts. somnambulistic demeanour
is the real thing. Chris Kimsey was working
%yith Anderson. \\ikeman. Bruford
Howe
while the Stones %%ere rehearsing the Steel
Wheels material in Barbados. Phoning there
in order to get an update on how things c'ere
po i'cssing. Kimsey found himself talking to
Charlie. and at one point the conversation
went something like this:
Watts: 'I hear you 've been working with Bill
Bruford. What gear does he use:?' 'Oat. he's got
a Simmons kit. a fully programmed computer.
a.... ' \Inini. yeah. well I've a1s, hought some
new equipment. 'Oat, really? What did you
get ?' ':\ snare head and a new pair of sticks...'
'When we were working on F.moiional Rescue.' Kimsey elaborates. 'I sat down at
»>
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With the arrival of the

TASCAM DA98

now there's an even faster track opt on for

DTRS

recording

With full forward /backward playback and record compatibility with the
TASCAM DA88

and DA38 recorders, the

dimension to

DTRS

DA 98

brings

a

whole new operational

systems offering superb performance premiums

from the world's professional MDM format.
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the DA98 can operate as the master, Enabling full
,

Lill on -board

sync and chase capability, ready and

armed to just plug in and go. Full support for SMPTE

advantage of softwar: based control cçerat on to be

20 -bit x 64 times

/EBU formats, referenced to internal or external
clock; MMC and MTC and Sony P2 protocols.

Improved master controller capability, with full

oversampling ND convertors

iI

D/A convertors

and 20 bit x 8 oversampling

provides audio check ahead of record head, and

(44.1

aid 48kHz sampling rate operation).

ERROR and signal peak read -out.

T-DIF

digital input capability; noise shaped 16 -bit data

24 -bit

onto tape, retains benefits of high resolution input.

hardware /internal switch options. In any multiple

Full software driven menu control, replacing all

DTRS configuration incorporating just a single DA98,

hardware /internal switch options.

5

I

Off tape Confidence Monitoringn", adcitional head

software driven menu control replacing all

TASCAM

Internz I programmable electronic patchbay.

accessed.

Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts,

Optional rack -mount ears with handles.

WC)! 8YA.

Brochu'e Hotline 01923 8,9630
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Charlie's drum kit. and. as I looked at
I noticed all of this confetti that had
trapped itself in the rini. 'I said. "What's all
this confetti. Charlie:'' and he replied. "Oh,
that's from the Hyde Park gig That was the
concert that the band had pertòrnied just after
Brian Jones died. meaning that the drum had
never been cleaned since 1969:
In recent years. in addition to producing a
symphonic album of Stones material. Chris
Kinsey has worked with veterans such as
Johnny Halliday and The Gypsy Kings. and
young acts including Soul Asylum, Comfort
and Ash.
'Comfort is this 21-year-old genius who I
worked with in the summer of 1996.. Kimsey
explains. .His music k sort of Beatlesque -Cat
Stevens -\larc Bolan. Its impossible to tie hini
down. hut his voice range is quite uniquehe's got a great falsetto-and his songwriting
ability is amazing. Anyway. he had a history
of being difficult to work with. hut that was
because the A&R people at the record coax
pang IRCAI had put him in with producers
who didn't know h( \V to Nyork with such an
exciting young :mist. Technically his ideas are
sound: his ability ti suundsra¡e images are so
far advanced and interesting. yet the people
who they hooked him up were more concerned with -You have to stand two feet froni
the Neumann l t- and don't spit". Of course,
things became awkward. because this guy
actually had more of a clue than the people
he dy :ts working with. He also writes and
plays practically everything himself. even
though Iie uses a drummer. keyboardist and
bass player.
the skin.

)

Kimsey's relationship with the Rolling Stones began with 1971's Sticky Fingers -and runs on
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)GETHER with [engineer( Chris Potter.
we went to Spain to make the album.
I t was at this beautiful studio called El
Cortijo. set way hack in the hills
wonderful place: beautiful big. big villas with fantastic facilities. hut unfortunately it appears that
they put all of their money into the building
of the place and then pretty much ran out
when it came to the studio. They begged and
borrowed desks
know that they had the
l'? \eye in there
a while -and so we took
a lot of outboard gear with us. Now, both
Chris Potter and wanted Chris to mix die
album. but two- thirds of the vary through the
record company sa id. "We want Clearmountain to mix it \\ell. that really. really pissed
Potter off no end and left nie in a real spot.
Alter all. I was the one vylio had to fire Potter.
The record company had based this decision
00 a whine. It had nothing to do with the
quality of Potter's work. otherwise they would
have stuck with him. It was just a case of.
-\\ell. we should maybe get an American
mute to sell the album over there"
That kind of thing is all nonsense. of
course. but as it happens this actually served
to regenerate the relationship between Bob
IClearnwuntainl and I. He'd mixed the Tattoo
You album as well as 'Miss You' from Some
Girls. and I'd bumped into hint on numerous
occasions since....
At this point Kimsey temporarily breaks oft
from the Comfort stun to recount how. at a
relatively early stage in his own career. he was
upset when Rolling `tones Records asked
Clcarniuuntain to reniix \less s(ac for its
release as a single. Back then this kind
»>
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of practice wasn't yet the norm. but.
things turned out. it iyas possibly the best
thing that could have happened.
'A few months after the song had been
released I was working in LA.' Kimsey recalls.
1 was driving down Ilk' Pacific Coast Highway
in a hire car which had a great stereo system
and .Miss You. came on the radio. Well. the
difference Iietween my mix and l3olis mix
was that he had edited out the saxophone
solo. making the track considerably shorter.
So. I'm going down PCH. the songs pumping
away. and I'm thinking. "My God, this sounds
amazing: Boh really is a genius ". And then the
saxophone solo came on -1 nearly spun off
the road. I thought. -Oh my God. I can't even
recognise my own mix!"
')'hat taught me two things: One is to not
get so precious about it all. and the second
one is that if its on the tape and its in the
groove then it will always he there.
as

i

'M NOT saying that Bob's no good. Quite
the opposite. He's a wonderful mixer. and
just about the only one who I really feel
comfortable with and know will get something as gorxl as I would attempt to get. or
even better. He's a real song man and he
knows how to immediately get to the core of

recording without too much effect. He's the
only person I know who can use the SSL desk
without it sounding like an SSL desk. if you
know what i mean. With a lot of engineers. as
soon as they've got the SSL they EQ too much.
They start EQ'ing for the sake of EQ'ing: they
don't balance. Bob's great. however. because
he puts everything up -not just the drums
and he listens to the song. That's what he's
primarily interested in. not the drum sound or
the hass sound or the guitar sound.'
a

-

For all of this. however. Kimsey is a man of
the old school who dislikes the whole notion
of mixing being separate from producing.
'I think its a very dangerous thing.' he
asserts. .1 mean, look what's recently happened to tie with the Soul Asylum album: The
record company wanted Michael Barbiera to
mix it. Four months into the project I was
pretty exhausted. and I said. ..\\ill. if that's
Tvlto you want... ". I'd rather have done it with
Clearmountain. but Bob wasn't available for
several weeks and it was the usual case of
"Oh no. we've got to get it done immediately"
So. Barbiera started to mix it. and I suddenly
realised that he was doing so in a totally different wav from how I'd originally heard the
production. I'd purposely recorded everything
in mono-1 wanted the album's sound to ha, e
a very strong impact. and if you do everything
in stereo you get a very thin balance in the
end. hswever. Barbiera couldn't understand it
at all. He wanted to know where was the guitar on the right to match the one on the left.
and I said. "There is no left and right. Just put
it in the middle ". In the end everything ended
up having Harmonizer and effects in order to
make it all stereo. and it really sounded overcooked. Early on I did try to drastically
change one mix to the way wanted to hear
it. and he couldn't really deal with that: it was
either going to be his way or not at all. so I
just stepped hack and let him get on with it.
At the end of the day the record company
liked half of the mixes but felt that the others
could he better. and that to me is an incredi1
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ble waste of monee.'
The result: in mid;lanuar Kimsey flew to
Los Angeles to take care of some of the mixes
with Bob Clearmountain. This brings us neatly
hack to the Comfort story. for LA is where the
team of Chris 'n' Boh also mixed said artists
album very quickly after Chris Potter had
been edged out of the picture by RCA.
'Bob was absolutely superb.' reaffirms Kim sey. 'I don't think Chris [Potter) could have
done a better job. and in fact its one of my
favourite albums of all titre. I play it constantly. Still. at this point. between myself.
Bob and the other two producers who had
previously been used. not to mention Bob
Ludwig who did the mastering. the record
company must have spent about 53.400.000.
However. about two months after it had been
finished i got a phone call from Comfort saying. 'Abu won't believe what's happened. I've
been dropped". i was freaked out. but the
bottoni line \vas that RCA had literally been
told by the accountants in Business Management that they had to drop any peripheral
stuff that they'd been trying to expose.
because they had to spend the money on
established artists who could hopefully sell
records. i then heard that the same thing had
happened to Chris Neal after he'd produced
someone for RCA. As it happens. in Comfort's
case the company actually gave the album
and the copyright hack to him, so he owns all
of these songs again. which is wonderful.
even though they're keeping an override on
the record point -wise. Well. Comfort already
had a Top-5 record in Japan. so with the
money from the sales and the publishing he
started his own little label. before he then
found out that to promote your own single
costs a fortune.
'Recently he almost got signed to Mercury.
but then the word went around that he was
'awkward' to work with and the manager
there. Alan Powell. got cold feet. That really
upset me. so I wrote a letter to him explaining that. over the years. I've worked with a lot
of difficult artists: dick and Keith and a slew
of others who I proceeded to name. However.
are they really difficult? No. they're artists.
They're passionate about their music and
what they do. i worked with Comfort for three
months and he was great: the people who
worked with him previously were probably
intimidated and wanted to put him down.
because, even if he doesn't make it as an
artist. he really is one of the most talented
songwriters around. As yet I've had no reply
or to my
frani Alan Powell either to my
phone calls. and that whole episode got tie
very frustrated with record companies. period.
'Despite that. working with Comfort was a
wonderful experience. It enlightened my attitude towards recording because of the way in
which he dispenses with the rules. mean, in
a weird way he's a great engineer himself. and
that sort of took me hack to my days at
Olympic. For instance. when we started
recording I told Chris Potter that I wanted to
record the drums on three tracks. He looked
at me as if I was mad. He said. "What do you
mean, three tracks ? ". I said, "I want to put the
bass drum on one track. the snare on another
and all of the other drums on the third track ".
He said. "Well, can't we have six tracks ? ", and
i said, "No. were going to have three tracks
1
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and that's it

.

l'o

i

see. I'd decided that the

whole technology thing of splitting up tracks
and everything had become too much
involved with making music. I'd prefer to
make decisions and start shaping the sound
from day one. as Opposed to not knowing
where you're going. Of course. people do
make records in that way and I'm not knocking that. but from my own creative perspective I Was really getting fed up. when I put up
a song I want to hear it the same even' time.
not different every time.
You know. Tamla \lotown was all one
sound, and I'm trying more and more to get
hack into that. but its hard to find. The middle- aged. middle-of-the-road anists have been
spoiled so much by multitracking that they're
frightened to do that. The younger kids. on
-yearthe other hand -such as a band of
olds that I've been working with called
Serum-have got no knowledge of. or respect
for. the technology at all. All they know is that
they want to sing and play. and that is the
main thing. its like night and day. Recording
has become far too technical in one way. Its
getting better in the States right now. but usually over there an engineer will immediately
put up a 414 for the vocal. and I will always
question. "Why have you put that up? ". The
usual answer is because its the easiest mic to
work with- distortion -wise it won't give him
any problems-but he's not thinking of the
singer. He's thinking of himself and getting
something on tape. which in one way I suppose is fair enough. It's just that there's such
a choice of equipment now. and its foolish to
think that if you sing into this new Neumann
microphone or the really expensive Sony
microphone you're going to sound better. The
quicker I can dispel that in an artist's mind.
the better. Forget alx>ut all of the instrumentation and technical stuff or fixing things with
effects: its down to your performance and
what you're going to do.'

li

CHRIS Kimsey's own admission. the
experience of working with a young
artist as adventurous and as talented as
Comfort-not to mention that of collaborating
with Bob Clearmountain- rekindled his own
innovative instincts with regard to sound.
These were then given freedom of expression
on an album project with The Gypsy Kings. a
group that Kimsey describes as 'quite unique'
while drawing parallels with the Stones. It
was all about performance.' Ile explains.
'About seven or eight of them would sit down
and perform a song. and. in my hest pidgin
French. I would say. "That's really good. that's
really fantastic. Let's take a break and we'll do
it one more time". And when we did it one
more time it was a completely different song
with completely different players. They'd all
swap around. All of the other brothers would
arrive and they'd have some other song on
the boil. So. it was like a hoy scout thing:
you'd grab whatever you could.'
The end result. in the producer's words. was
'a very ethnic. earthy album'. that was released
on Nonsuch Records in America and Sony in
the l'K and Europe. However. it hit the stores
amid a dispute with the pressing plant. The
reason? Kimsey Wouldn't sanction the CDs
being pressed at quadruple speed after he'd
heard a test that he considered to be
B,.
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«< 'awful'. He insisted that the pressings
be made at normal speed. and this in turn led
to problems with the release date.
The sane marketing team was being used
for Oasis,' Kimsey points out. and basically
the whole thing got stiffed. This was because
I'd insisted that it be pressed technically correct, and that they plugged all of their time
and money into Oasis. So it just got screwed.
and it was like five months of my life
wonderful time-thrown out of the window.
I can't afford to keep making albums which
are dropped, left unreleased or not even sold
properly. All of this really. really annoys
me -you know. you go into a project wholeheartedly. and first of all they knock you
down budget -wise: they want you to use the
cheapest studio. the cheapest format. whatever. Well. on some grounds you agree to
that and you sort of cheap out some places.
but then. when its all done. they start to
come out with lines like. "We'll have Bob
Clearmountain mix it ".
'Wait a minute. that's going to cost you
another S50.000. and all of a sudden you're
asking, Why didn't you take the time and
thought before you started the project? - That's
becoming more and more prevalent with
everything that I do.
'So far I've taken an attitude of telling the
record companies. "Okay. if you think that's
the right thing then you go for it ". Of course.
that's not helping me. because in terms of
money I don't get paid until the record's
recouped my cost of production. However,
l'm not thinking of that. I just want to make
the best record and hope that it sells. but then
the record company people make such terrible errors of judgement. The reasons for that
are either political -who they're friendly with
at the moment in terms of producers, engineers and managers
due to the t;tct that
they've got absolutely no real thought or consideration at all for the music or the artist.
Well. I've now got to the point where I just
can't stand it anymore. because deep down I
knc tw that I could run away and mix an album
or do anything with an album, and if I came
back and called myself Bob Clearmountain or
whoever they wouldn't know the difference.
Its so frustrating.'

-a

Ash -part of Kimsey's rosta of younger artists
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CONSEQt'ENTLY. Kinsey is currently
planning to set up a sort of label -cumrecording sclux)l in conjunction with
two \ cry high- profile English engineers and
mixers (whom he won't yet name) as well as
a young manager.
Tye come across some really gcxxl talent
that hasn't been signed to any labels.' he says.
We successful producers. engineers and a
manager would all MR each other. do a free
project each for the label every year. and get
the talent that we've signed to write. work
and play with each other rather than form
separate cmps. The artists that we'd sign
would he very diverse: not all grunge, not all
hip hop. not all reggae. but just great singers
and great songwriters and great music coining
together within this in- house, family-type
setup... It might he a bit of a dream. but right
now I really feel that its something I've got to
do, because I'm just getting so fed up with the
way that record companies think they know
how to direct the talent.
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Bobby Mackston). At this point about 70' of
the dialogue that will end up in the finished
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If The Simpsons is any indication, modern

anima ion

is ready to recognise the value of a soundtrack wher

'live' motion pictures often are not. Richard Buskin
enters the strange world of the erto
AHERICA'S FAVOURITE animated family is now enjoying its eighth season
on the Fox Network. In this time.

Homer. Marge. Bart and siblings have
given Occidental animation a new
facet-delivering satire and social comment
through the familiar medium of cartoon. Keeping company with the likes of Doug and
Rugrats. The Simpsons also takes particular
pride in the construction of its soundtrack. for
which Rusty Smith is the rerecording. dialogue
and music mixer (in addition to Chicago Hope
and 'whatever the heck else walks in through
the door' at Sony Pictures' Stage 7). Bill
Freesh, an effects mixer at Stage
works on
the sound effects. backgrounds and Foley for
the aforementioned shows. Bobby Mackston

takes care of the editorial work while overseeing the entire sound process. Travis Powers.
who works mainly from home. creates and
edits The Simpsons' sound effects. Chris
Ledesma is the music editor.
In a nutshell: The Simpsons' dialogue is
recorded at Twentieth Century Fox. in what is
known as its 'Basement' facility. using eight
U87 mies that are summed together and run

54

to time -coded Sony 7030 2- track DAT. (Up to
the end of last season the console being used
was an old Quail 8-This has now been
replaced with an SSL.) Each show. from the
first stony conference to the broadcast. spends
about nine months in production. six of those
elapsing between the recording and the
screening of the first colour pictures -the
hulk of the animation is done in Korea. where

labour comes cheaper.
This is the show that needs 16 months a
year.' asserts Chris Ledesma. ' \\'e are always in
some phase of making the show. and twice a
Year we have a two -month overlap. In February. when they start up. we are coming to the
end of the post season. and then we overlap
again in late- summer early -fall as production
is winding down and were just starting to
gear up.'
Still. the recording of the dialogue only
takes a few hours. First there's a read- through
in the morning. followed by taping sessions in
the afternoon. The DATs pertaining to the different scenes are then loaded into a D:\\Y' and
assembled. and the select takes are chosen
( and re- chosen and re-chosen,' according to

show is already in the can.
Following the first series of edits the DAT is
transferred to a 'mag final' (35nun magnetic
stripe) and sent to the animation people. Liter.
when the pencil test has been completed. it is
viewed with the audio and decisions are made
concerning additions and deletions with
regard to the action and the jokes. The result
of all these revisions is the 'post animatic final'.
the last version of the show before it actually
goes into postproduction.
Once the animation has been completed. the
original audio recordings are toyed with in
order to match the new picture. Replacements
or rewrites require additional ADR, prior to
spotting taking place for the music and the
sound effects. For his part. Travis Powers will
receive a version of the slim as early as possible so that he can set adxut creating the effects.
and he will he continually modifying these up
to and including the final dubbing process.
The Simpsons, after all. is different from
most other cartoons. Lompoxning life and
human behaviour. the show is written for an
adult audience and. as such. it doesn't fall
back on slapstick and 'barn-splay Hanna-Barbera-type sound effects to support the storyline. lust as the music underscores emotion
rather than comedy. so the sound effects need
to be real. and this can be quite demanding
when considering some of the unconventional situations and locations in which the
characters find themselves.
'I've saved every sound that I've ever created.' says Powers. who has been with 7be
Simpsons ever since it debuted on The Tracer'
Ullman Show. That means that after the first
three or four years I had a substantial library.
and so I was no longer going out and getting
all of the basic stuff that pertains to each
show. Gags recur. and that's why the consistency is good: when a gag does recur were
not building it from the beginning. We just go
back to that exact sound:
Powers starts his work on each episode by
watching every frame of the time-coded
colour animation and making notes. before
then going out and about with his Sennheiser
-ili shotgun mic and Sony portable 1)AT
recorder. ill go out into the field and record
fcxcsteps in numerous ways and proper locations. before cutting then up into individual
footsteps and playing them hack off of a MIDI
guitar through a Synder ier. he says. 'That's
standard stuff. but then there are the sounds
that really relate to a specific show. Instead of
overplaying things we often just underplay
them and make them sound true to life. That
makes the situations even funnier -like if
Honer gets hit in the head it'll sound exactly
like that. because the pain conies from the
realness of it
When I'm recording indoors I'll even let
some of the room get into it, because I'm going
for a grainy old mag -style sound rather than
pristine studio material. The real small sound
of a bathroom. a kitchen or a living room is
what I'm after. and so, whenever I'm doing
prop work. I'll try to do so in an actual rani.'
Powers gets between five to seven days to
work on each episode. and this occurs right at
the show's deadline. 'The day after I finish it.
its gone.' he says. 'Usually we finish it on a
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Tuesday. when I show up with my Synclavier
and the whole Minn'. and it airs on Sunday.
Often. however. due to last- minute changes,
we're later than that and its just satellite(' t :p.'
leanyhile. the edited dialogue is mixed by
Rusty Smith user the course of a couple of
-hour budget to mix the
days. 'There's a
show and most of the time we get it done in
around that tine: he say. On the other
hand. if it's a very complex show with lots of
sound effects it will take a little longer.
It takes about six hours to dub the sound
for a 22- minute episode
usually takes
around four hours for a regular cartoon -and
we go from 1.00 in the afternoon until 7.00 in
the evening. Starting at 1.00 in the afternoon
gives Travis just a little more time to get everything ready and delivered to the stage -he's
basically a one-man operation and he's got a
lot of effects editing to do:
'Often. when Travis gets the tapes. pencil testing is still going on.' says Bill Freesh. 'So.
well go ahead and dub the show. and well
come up with a list of whatever we need
additional pieces for. During the second day
of dubbing Travis brings his Synclavier to the
stage. and within a couple of hours well be
doing playback for the associate producers.
Then. later on in the afternoon, we do playback for the rest of the group. and Travis will
be able to add in anything on the spot. He
brings all of his library on disk and well just
add things as we go. as we need them.'
The interesting part of dubbing The Shop sons is on the second day.' confirms Rusty
Smith. 'That's because the executive producer
and director will be there and they'll listen to
what we've done. Anything that we've done
prior to that is based on the notes given during spotting, and it's all fairly obvious stuff.
You know. getting things in the right place at
the right level and making them work as well
as possible. Now. however. when they come
and look at it. you see why the shows successful. That's because these guys look at the
timing of these things. they look at the gags
and see how they're working. they see what
the sound is doing to help or hurt these gags.
and their notes are based on just turning
something up or down. Comedy is based on
timing. and the techniques that these guys
have learned themselves or from others really
cone into their own. I've seen it happen over
and over again.
\C'e'll be working on a section and it won't
strike us as being all that funny.' adds Bill
Freesh. 'Nevertheless. the next day these guys
will cone in. take a look at it and say. "This
isn't quite right. ü'hat we need is this.
They've known all along what they needed:
they gave spotting notes. editors put it
together and we mixed it. but they'll look at it
and make two tiny little suggestions and it'll
make it hilarious. The whole idea of this show
is to make people laugh, and these guys
know how to utilise sound to do that. It's a
ball to watch the comedy get punched up in
the show with the stuff that they put in front
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of you.'
7be Sintpsrnrs is mixed in surround at Sony
on a sound stage measuring about 22ft x a ft
and housing a Harrison \IPC console. '\\'e
create matrixed 2- channel Dolby and TV
encoders. and we have a number of mix
stems: s :nos Rusty Smith. 'I use one LT -RT
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stem with dialogue for imaging. and then we
have two mono dialogue steins in order to

provide enough separation to slip things
around. because all of the stuff is married
together and the source material is on
24- track. \Ve also have four effects stems
including the music stem. and so everything
except for the mono dialogue steins comprises LT -RT ntatrixed 2- channel stems. In
terms of processing, all that I use is dhx 161)\
compression. I don't de -ess it or do anything
else. because its pretty much handed to me in
good shape.
The layout that we receive front Bobby
l\Iackstonl and Travis is pretty formulaic.
Bobby will deliver the dialogue split up on a
character -by- character basis.'
Its delivered to me in mono.' interjects
\lackston. Its like a radio script. in segments.
and I divide the characters up and put them
on separate tracks. The actors do multiple
voices: one does 15 voices. another does 20
'So all of the characters are split out onto
separate
faders:
The Simpsons
Smith.
continues
sound-effects man.
and they also bring
Travis Powers
in a walla group
that shoots specific background crowd
noises.'
For the uninitiated. a 'walla' group comprises those actors who make assorted mumbling sounds for background effect. as in
'walla. walla. walla.' or. as British crowd -scene
extras often prefer to say. 'rhubarb. rhubarb'.
Back to Rusty Smith: The dialogue is on
2 -inch 24 -track tape with SR noise reduction-1 wouldn't have it any other way -and
then the music shows up on an 8 -track DA-88.
custom -scored even week. Its recorded
3- track -left. centre and right -and the centre
track is usually a mono split of whatever it is
that they want to keep as separate as possible.
There'll also be music source material in
there. including bands such as Aerosmith or
Smashing Pumpkins. and in tact l have to say
that one of the best things of working on the
show and mixing the dialogue is that you get
to mix in the voices of people who you never
thought you'd get your hands on:
'V 2. Sting.... adds Bobby Mackston by way
of example
And I've had all of The Battles on faders. with
the exception of John
Lennon until tunatel'.'
says Smith. 'So. that's
one of the fun aspects
to working on 7ik,
Simpunrs-you never

The Simpsons
sound team. L-R:
Bill Freesh; Rusty
Smith; Bobby Mackston
and Chris Ledesma

know who's going to show up on a fader.'
These guys all come in and record their
parts for scale.' says Mackston. 'They're
invited to do the show and they want to do
the show...'
Their kids and their grandkids want them
to do it.' adds Smith
'Most of the time they'll do it at Fox. or
sometimes well have to go to where they
are,' continues Mackston. 'With Paul McCartney. for instance. they just went over to his
house in England. The musical part of the
show can he very involved. Its not just stuff
that they think admit during post. A lot of
times they'll already have things written into
the script that will require Alf [Clausen' to
cone up with the music ahead of

It took this man a decade to
find his next reference monitor.
How long will it take you?
Ater

over o decade of commercially successful and critically

acclaimed work, changing an important part of your

formula wouldn't seem rational. Unless you had very
good reason. And Elliot's reasoning may be familiar to you.

"Although

I

trusted the monitors

I

had been using on every project,

including six Grammy nominated albums,

their sound.
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didn't particularly like

was always looking for something
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could trust but

smoother- easier to listen to and especially louder.
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Then he listened to his work on a pair of Expose E8s. Now

he's using them exclusively on his current projects, the next
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releases from Steely Dan, Fleetwood Mac, Peter Gabriel and

Clnill
Toto.

"The moment

I

heard the first sounds come out

I

knew these were right." What

he means is the exceptional accuracy and ultra -low distortion Expose offers to track and

mix with confidence. With the smoothness and musicality that would otherwise make

long sessions difficult.
With the advances in digital recording, power and punch ore no longer an option, they're a requirement.
And Expose goes louder and lower than your alternatives.

powered monitors sound 'pretty' but

I

As Elliot puts it,

"Some of the other high -end,

can't use them because they won't play loud enough and

they lack the low -end for most of the material

I

work on."

He was also impressed by the expanse and depth of the stereo image they create.

Elliot says, "I don't know how they do it, only that they seem to do it better than anyone
else.

Very, very clear.

how they open up

a

Everything is distinctly audible and natural. It's pretty amazing

mix."

So should you go out and buy a pair of Exposes

uses them exclusively?

today just because Elliot Scheiner

No, but you owe it to your next project to run down to the

nearest KRK dealer and get

a

demo for many of the same reasons.

Expose by KRK. Dramatically nearer to the truth.
Dynamic Expression.

For more

information on Exposé

E1

and E8 Powered Reference Monitors,

the Expose 51 Orbital Surround System or the name of the KRK dealer nearst you
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01442 870103
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««< time.

There will he big production
numbers with people in the cast singing: a
musical version of Planet of the Apes. you
name it.'
'There are two ways in which we handle
the music," explains Chris Ledesma. 'There
are those shows that have songs sung by the
cast or guest stars. and then we also haVe our
week -to-week scoring sessions. The scores

and we record
between 30 and 35 original pieces of music
for the show every \reek. These range in
length from a second and a half up to a
minute and a half or more. and they cover
practically every style of music possible.
We've done reggae. we've done organ at the
baseball stadium, we've done country e\ western. we've done military... \\"e'ye been talking
about it lately and have wondered if there is
a style that we haven't covered.
'The songs are written way in advance of
when you hear them
on the air. and they're
sometimes hopefully
written a month or so
before we even record the cast vocals.
This then gives . \If a
chance to work with
whoever the songbecause
writer
they each take turns
writing the lyricsand they work out all
of the metric details.
and so on. to make
sure that its going to

written by Alf Clausen

is-

work well

as

.1

sung.

Rusty Smith

Once it nailed down
yc'll als) set aside time at one of our regular
scoring sessions for a current show in order to
prerecord this music. Its usually done with a
tries- keyboard. bass and drums and we bring
in professional studio singers who will sing
the various roles. Then we take the prerecord.
mix it down and send it out on cassette to the
cast. while. if time is pressured -which it usuall is -eye also send a version off to anima tion so that they can animate the sequence
including lip -synch for the voices to later be
replaced by the cast.'
Chris Ledesma next coaches said cast with
regard to a new song. As only one among
them actually read music the rest just listen
to the song repeatedly until they learn it. at
which point Ledesma helps out with phrasing
and pitch.
'I conduct thune sessions and then I take
the tracks back to my editing room. where
replace the studio voices with the cast
I
voices. I finesse and edit their perfìirmance a
little bit to get it absolutely right. and off we
go with that. Then. six months later. when
we're finally ready to post it. we get rid of the
little trio and replace it with the big orchestra.
a song is done.
That's the basic sway in
'The score. meanwhile. k done week in.
week out. Doing the underscore. we take a
look at the show less than two weeks Ixfore
it goes on the air. As a matter of fact. we
luoked at a show last Friday-which is six
clays ages -which

Sound Clinking, from Sony.

will sere tomorrow [Fri-

day'. niix on the dubbing stage this coming
Monday and Tuesday. and air on the fu Mow »>
ing Sunday. So. there you go. That's

»
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SONY
The Fox angle
SINCE JANUARY 1998. Twentieth Century

Fox has been taking care of the music
recording for The Simpson at its own brand
new scoring stage. In the past. a number of
different LA facilities have been used, and,
according to Fox scoring engineer, John
Rotundi, some of them may still be used in

the future when feature film work fills the
in -house schedule.
For us, The Simpsons is pretty much a
smaller orchestral setup,' he explains. 'They
have a lot of options as to where they can go
whereas the bigger orchestras don't, and also
there's an invoicing difference between television and feature projects. You see, the TV
date takes up one to two sessions -it's a
one -day affair-while a feature may take
anywhere from two to four weeks. Preferably
we'd like to accommodate all of the Fox productions, but the TV material is subservient
to the features and so its likely to get
bumped when the schedule demands this.'
Still, when scoring for The Simpsons doe.
take place at Fox, Rick Riccio works alongside John Rotundi and handles the mix.
Everything is recorded to 3- channel LCR
stereo simultaneously using the DA-88 and
4 -track Studer A80 Mk.IV with Dolby SR
(time code going to Track 4). There's also ai
2 -track 15ips 1,4 -inch for the composer, as
well as DATs that are run during the takes.
Only the master takes are retained. Meanwhile, for the songs. there's a 24 -track
Studer A820 running at 30ips.
With an SSL 9000 at the heart of the proceedings, few outboard effects are used
beyond a couple of Lexicon 480Ls. The one
modification to the console is a split of the
LCR buses at every 24 inputs. effectively
making it a 4 -man dubbing board.
'We can select either discreet section
buses or a global monitor bus,' says
Rotundi. In fact, we can select which sec.
tions we're listening to through the film
monitor section... In between all of the split
LCR buses and the monitors is a routeing
matrix, and this enables us to monitor any
configuration of mixdown busses and route
them to the monitors independently. It also
does a stereo folddown which we feed to
the DATs and to the composer's t -.; -inch. g
'The SSL is awesome,' asserts Rotundi.
'It's been flawless in terms of its operation
-no hums, buzzes, clicks, pops or burps
-and so we've been very pleased with it.'

««<

the anuxmt Of time that we have to
shut. pyrite. orchestrate. record and mix 30 to
35 music cues. Plus. there are also weeks
when we have to throw in a song that we did
six months helige.'
Not that the music and the effects are the
only elements to undergo short- notice revisions. The dialogue may well be accorded LION
treatment as well
'A topical joke that was thrown in six
months ago may no longer he relevant.' say
Bobby Nlackston. and something that is now
hot news may he added instead. 7/k' Simpsurrs is like a runaway train. You know.
you're just trying to drop things on as its
going. and eventually it'll get too far ahead of
you and its gone.'

I
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Sound thinking, from Sony.
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You've built your business
on your reputation for quality
work, good service and

dependability...
So has Switchcraft.
When it's your name on the
line, it's good to know you
have the trusted Switchcraft
name behind you.

Switchcraft has set the
industry standard of quality
for over 50 years. While our
customers are sometimes
tempted to stray to other
sources, they always
come back with the same
conclusion... there is no
substitute for authentic
U.S. quality... exclusively
from Switchcraft.
We've expanded our product
line to be your one -stop
source for all of your audio
needs... from connectors,
adapters and plugs to patch
cords, audio panels and
much more.
When your customers are
counting on you, count on
Switchcraft
consistently
excellent since 1946. "

-

Raytheon Electronics

Switchcraft

Q -G'

Audio Connectors

Industry standard
All metal housing
Satin nickel or black finish
Gold contacts available

Audio Plugs
Shielded handle
Large cable clamp
One -piece tip rod

Audio Adapters
All metal housing

Multiple configurations available
Shielded

Patch Cords
6.35mm or MIDI
Overmoulded or assembled
Nickel- plated ends
TT,

Audio Patch Panels
Steel frame nickel -plated jacks
Gold switching contacts

Offset ground terminals

,:

;44,4,4à;4,_41it"iftr44,4"_i!^_it`_`

Switchcraft`

c/o Raytheon Marine Europe Anchorage Park
Portsmouth P03 5TD United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1705 661579 FAX: +44 (0) 1705 694642
www.switchcraft.com
Switchcraft- Consistently Excellent Since 19465'
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story
The upsetting of the Japanese

economy has impacted on the
Tokyo recording sector, yet the
first signs of rejuvenation are
appearing. Zenon Schoepe
reports on one of the capital's
oldest complexes and two
new ventures
WIIAT YOU must remind

your-

self. when visiting the Tokyo

recording community. is that
the country is having a hard
time of it financially. Vi'hile
they might not I()ok like they are hurting on
the outside. the Japanese have been marked
by the fall from an economic grace that once
looked like it would never end. Talk to them
about it and the words 'bubble' and 'bursting'
are most frequently used when describing the
economic blip that woke up so many. The
Japanese are now even more cautious as a
result. but if one thing is certain it is that the
nation will Ixounce back stronger and more
adaptable than ever.
The Tokyo recording community has not
been without victims. but it can now boast a
couple of brand new openings -no news in
the crowded market of ten sears ago. but significant as signs of recovery today.
Ask whether it is a gtxxl time to be in the
recording business and you'll be told that it is
certainly a g(x)d time to be a client. and an
international client in particular. as Tokyo now
compares competitively on price due to currency Fluctuation against London. and the East
and West coasts of America. According to Eiji
tichinuma. president of the Japanese Association of Professional Recording Studios (JAPRS).
the total amount of work available has
remained largely constant. hut then hourly
rates have also remained constant or decreased
in the face of client pressure. l'Itimately. the
food chain starts with the record buyer.
One of the problems is the type of record
buyer that is being addressed.' he says. The
students that would like to huy records have
a limited amount of money in their pockets.
and they can't huy Cl) s and a cellular phone

Studio Sound February 1998

sari time. The CI) shops are targeting
the under twenties. yet it is older people with
more disposable income that are in the position to huy music-and they are not really
being reached. This market will grow with the
Internet if it provides a system where music
can be simply downloaded at home with nit
having to go to the CI) stores.
Another issue is that much older peo Tic
who would prefer to listen to traditional
Japanese folk music are hardly being catered
for in comparison to the number of new
recordings of I -Pop and nxxdern music. Again.
t'chinuma sees promise in the Internet.
'There are two major problems that exist
with downloading music over the Internet.' he
explains. The first is. of course. the matter of
copyright and who is to manage the system.
the second is a specifically Japanese problem.
The CD manufacturers
and the retailers are
at the

together a formidable
force in the Japanese
industry and Internet downloading will
severely damage both.'

t'chinuma heads a
studios'
association
based heavily. at least
in its inception. upon
the UK's APRS and
there remain strong
analogies between the
two in their membership makeup and man ufacturer- supplier affilFrom the top:
iation. Studio memberVictor Studios 401:
ship stands at around
control room 401:
80 and l'chinuma sees
gallery studio 302:
his role as an integrator
studio 401
between the manage ment of these facilities. JAPRS is linked to the
AES exhibition in Tokyo as its local event. and
studios qualify for membership by satisfying
minimum-entry requirements. such as a minimum of 24-track capability. and impressing
high- ranking JAPRS members with their level
of professionalism.
Project studios can also quality as l'chinuma explains. The main problem is the
scale of the project studio. Members pay fee
of S200) US a }ear. and for that they »>

»

-:

« «<
P4

gets regular information atout JAPRS
activities acid the opportunity to attend seminars and tours.'
JAPRS is concerned by the question of
industry qualifications. is intent on raising
operator standards and is in the process of
stating its position on the matter. No specific
engineering qualification system exists in the
country. but l chinunla is not convinced that
this is necessarily a solution as he doesn't
believe the attainment of a standard is as
important as the encouragement of excellence.

y

CDR800
Compact Disc Recorder
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA AWA
Tel

LTD

"35
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..

0.

AUSTRIA: STUDERAUSTRIA GMBH
865 1676 Fax 01 865 167699
Contact Reinhold Fhedl

Tel 01

-
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all -encompassing industry- unifying
stance is a little tainted by the fact that for
historical reasons there are a number of
JkPRS'
major record company studios that are not
numbers. Sony -CBS. Toshiba -FMi and JVC to
name three. The reason for the absence of
some of the big players is that they have their
own studio group (the record company society established 40 years ago). but Cchinuma
says the two organisations talk freely and regularly and JAPRS is open -minded enough to
allow engineers from these studios to attend
IAPRS training sessions.
The biggest issue facing Japanese studios in
t chinuma's opinion is the economy. 'Following the surge of the 1980s. everybody wanted

to build studios and
Warner Music's two
control rooms and

studio areas

when we compared
the amount of record ing work against the
number of studios
there were too many
studios.' he explains.
At this moment. studios that have the
advantage of good
staff.
location and
equipment are very
strong. those that don't.
have financial probbecause
lems
they
don't get the quality
recording work. The
high end and the low
end are moving further
and further apart. and
the low end will probably tall away because
we still have too many
studios.'
t'chinullla estimates
that there are. perhaps.
studios worth
200

counting in Japan and
believes that some 20"
excess to requireJapanese recording
that its studios have
sophistication and
technical equipment. but output productions
for a target market that is limited. in the most
part. to national consumption. lie attributes
the inability to export to the language problem and the fact that much of the music is
modified and copied European -style music.
and suffers from a distinct lack of originality:
although he says its getting better. In this
respect hope can he found in the search for
new folk music composers.
However. there is more expon potential
developing than would he immediately
»>
apparent with China and Korea showare
ment. He agrees that the
market is a strange one in
an astounding level of

»
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BELGIUM: EML N.V.
2355 Fax. 011 23 2172
Contact Erik Gysen

Tel 011 23

CANADA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS CANADA LTD
Tel 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080
Contact Dave Dysart
CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS

420 2 322 552 Far 420 2 323 069

Tel

Contact Martin Vysusil
DENMARK: INTERSTAGE
Tel 39 46 0000 Fax 39 46 0040
Contact. Finn Juul

FINLAND: HEDCOM
Tel 358 9 682 866 Fax 358 9 682 8489

Contact Jarmo Rows
Ter.

FRANCE: MILLE ET UN SONS
46 67 0210 Fax
47 89 8171
1

1

Contact Didier Rupin
GERMANY: MEDIACOM
Tel 05451 94690 Fax 05451 946919
Contact Uwe Seylert
GREECE: KEN ELECTRONICS
Fax: 01 674 6384
Contact. Thamios Kolikotsis

Tel 01 674 8514

HOLLAND: TM AUDIO HOLLAND BV
Tel 030 241 4070 Fax: 030 241 0002
Contact: Peter de Fouw
HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
Tel 2 721 0343 Fax 2 366 6883
Contact Wilson Choi
IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD
662 3411 Fax 01 668 5253
Contact Julian Douglas

Tel 01

ISRAEL: BAND -PRO FIMNIDEO INC
Tel: 03 673 1891 Fax: 03 673 1894
Contact. Oter Menashe
ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
039 212 221 Fax 039 214 0011
Contact. Donatella Ouadrio

Tel

KOREA: DAIKYUNG VASCOM CO LTD
Tel 2 745 6123 Fax 2 766 8504
Contact: Dae Hyun Han

MEXICO: LOLA OE MEXICO
Fax 525 250 6038
Contact Carmen Juarez

Tel: 525 250 6038

NEW ZEALAND:

FATS

LTD

Fax 09 378 8776
Contact. John Bicknell

Tel 09 378 8778

NORWAY: SIV. ING BENUM NS
Tel. 22
39900 Fax 22 48259
Contact: Wenche Gronvold
1

1

PORTUGAL: ESTEREOSOM IDA
Tel 01 356 0563 Fax 01 57 2981
Contact Jorge Goncalves

RUSSIA: ABT TRADE INC
095 229 7516 Fax 095 956 6881
Contact. Alen Gorsky

Tel

SINGAPORE: TEAM 108 PTE LTD
Tel 065 748 9333 Fax 065 747 7273
Contact Helena Lim
SOUTH AFRICA: E.M.S. LTD
Tel: 011 482 4470 Fax 011 726 2552

Contact. Dennis Feldman
SPAIN: LEXON
Fax 93 205 7464

Tel. 93 203 4804

Contact Alejandro Palencia

Tel

SWEDEN: EM NORDIC AB
46 8 603 2300 Fax 46 8 603 2390
Contact Mats Mattsson

SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel 01 910 4141 Fax. 01 910 3544
Contact Roland Bricchi

Tel

TAIWAN: DMT TAIWAN
02 516 4318 Fax 025159881

Contact Honton Sze
USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA
Tel 310 319 1111 Fax 310 319 1311

Contact David Beesley

HUb
HHB Communications Limited
73 -75 Scrubs Lane London NW10 BOU UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales @hhb.co.uk
Visit HHB on line at http://www.hhb.co.uk

FIRST WE MADE
CD RECORDERS

AFFORDABLE

NOW WE'RE GIVING
AWAY THE DISCS
No other pro audio CD recorder sounds better.

pack of 10 HHB CDR74 Gold blank discs, absolutely
CDR74B

No other pro audio CD recorder is easier to use.

And no other pro audio CD recorder is backed

free. That's more than 12 hours free recording on the

most advanced Phthalocyanine, audio

by HHB's award winning technical support.*

-

optimised CD -R

discs that money can buy

No wonder the HHB CDR800 is so hot.

There's never been

And it's about to get even hotter. Buy an HHB

work on CD -R. Call HHB about the CDR800 today.

CDR800 CD Recorder and you'll now receive

a

better tirre to record your

a
*

Winners of the Professional Recording Association

Award for Technical Achievement, 1997.

COST EFFECTIVE, HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA

ALSO FROM HHB
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DAT Tape

CDD

HHB Communications Ltd
HHB Communications USA

MiniDisc

MiniDisc Data

73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 60U. UK

Tel 0181 962 5000

626 Santa Monica Boulevard. Suite 110. Santa Monica. CA 90401. USA

HHB Communications Canada Ltd

260 King Street East Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5. Canada

Tel

310 319 1111

Tel 416 867 9000

Magneto - Optical

Fax 0181 962 5050

Fax: 310 319 1311

-

Fax 416 867 1080

E

E

ADAT

-Mad. saleszehhb.co.uk

-Mail salesahhbusa.com
E

DIPS

-Mad: hhbcan aistar.ca

Visit HHB on line at: http: //www.hhb.co uk
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ing particular
promise. While the lanstill
barrier
guage
exists. it is lower than
that between Japanese
and English. for example.
and
political
changes are opening
up new possibilities in
the region with Japan
standing head and
shoulders above any
other country in the
region as a centre of
recording excellence.

Nobody
really
knows
when
the
Chinese market will
explode.' he cautions.
hut we do know that
It

will.'

DISTRIBUTORS
WORLDWIDE
4110
Austria: ATEC GmbH
Tel: 00 43 2234

7404

Fax: 00 43 2234 74074

Australia: AR Audio Engineering Pty. Ltd
Tel:

981053101 Fax: (01 61 2 98105355

(01 61 2

Belgium: EML
Tel: 00 32

23 23 55 Fax: 00 32

11

11

23 21 72

Brazil: Provare Audio Innovations
Tel: 00 55

55 85 2866 Fax: 00 55

11

Canada: Sonotechnique

11

55 85 6586

PLJ Inc

(Toro.) Tel: 00 I 416 947 9112
Fax: 00 1 416 947 9369
(Mont.) Tel: 00 1 514 332 6868
Fax: 00 514 332 5537
1

Chile: Clio Productora Musical
Tel: 01(56 2 274 9621 Fax: ((156 2 204 231(1

Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia, Macedonia & Serbia:
Music Export
Tel: 10)49 71 616692 11049 711 616697
1

Despite a number of
previous visits. I have
consistently managed
to miss out on one of
King Records: an all Tokyo's oldest and
new from the ground
most revered recordup full service complex
ing complexes even
though I've known that Victor Studio)S.:ts the
hack yard of acoustic designer Sant Toy ashima who works for the parent AC company. would hound to be worth a Visit. The
complex sports Toyashima's handiwork
throughout but then so do most of the runts
in Japan that apportion importance to getting
in a name to do the job properly or. indeed. a
good number of high -profile facilities the
world over.
The coll:dx)rltion between the designer.
engineers and studio users at Victor is said
to he unique and it probably does represent
one of the im s1 organic interactions of the
Various forces. It has seen continued development arising from suggestions over many
years and its clearly Toyashima's playground
and test led.
For chief recording engineer at the studio
Hideo Takada. recording is more than a representation of an event. it is the capture of a
spark of brilliance for posterity and in his
opinion anything that can add to the magnitude of the moment is a g(xxI thing. To him
good acoustic spare is vital and it's an attitude
that permeates the whole complex which is
full of new. newer and newish rooms in a
large building that dates back 30 years. The
interior got a serious going over some ten
years ago: although the process of refurbishment continues gradually. Originally the
building was built as a studio with five r xnns
for in -house productions. it has since grown
to seven. Half the facility's business comes in
from outside. bucking the rather popular
trend in Japan for large flashy complexes that
are beyond limits unless you are signed to the
record label or have a working connection
with the studio.
The studios are brimming with individuality
with the only true consistency being that they
all have Genelec 1035 monitoring. Eight years
ago the control r(x)ms of Tokyo were overseen by the duck- hill -like horns of TAD
Kinoshita monitors. Today. increasingly. you
are faced with the muscled torso of Genelec's
»>
DC\V: their flagship monitor. Japan-

»

Denmark: New Music AG
Tel: 00 45 86 190899 Fax: 00 45 86 193199

Finland: Stndiotec KY
Tel:

101

358 9 5 123 5300 Fax: 00 358 9 5123 5355

France: DM2J Audio Solution
Tel: 00 33

48630443 Fax: 0 33

1

I

48631809

Germany: Sound Service GmbH
Tel: 00 49 3118508950 Fax: 00 49 3085089589
Greece: KEM
Tel: 00 30 167 48514/5 Fax: 00

Holland
Tel:

311

167 46384

/ The Netherlands: TM Audio

I0 31

:4) 2414(17(1 Fax: (N) 31 31) 241(0012

Hong Kong: Digital Media Technology

(0 852

Tel: (N) 852 2721 11343 Fax:

2366 6883

Iceland: Audio Solutions
Tel: 00 354 8965626 Fax: (8) 354 5516476

India: R & S Electronics
Tel: (091 22 636 9147 Fax:

1)091 22

636 9691

Ireland: CTI - Control Techniques
Tel: (0 3531 4545400 Fax: INI 3531 4545726
Israel: Sontronics
Tel: 18/972 3 57115223 Fax: 10972 3 619 9297
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Grisby Music Professional

Tel: 01 39 71 71(18471
Fax: 00 39 71 7108477

Japan: All Access
Tel: 00 852 443 5537 Fax:

(0 852 443 7738

Korea: Best Logic Sound Co
Tel: INI 82 2 515 7385 Fax: 1O 82 2 516 7385

New Zealand: Prole!
Tel: INI 64

48111

9494 Fax: 00 65 4384 2112

Norway: Lydrommet
Tel:

01)

47 22 8194511 Fax: 00 47 22 8119460

Portugal: Caius Tecnologias
Tel:

1111

(Si

2 2118

4456 Fax: 00 351 2 208 6009

Russia: ISPA
Tel: (NI 7 5)13 956 1826 Fax: 00 7 503 956 2309

Singapore: Team 108

Technical Services Private Ltd
Tel:

(01

65 748 9333 Fax: IN) 65 747 7273

Southern Africa: Soundfusion
Tel: 00 27

11

4771315 Fax: 01127

I I

4776439

Spain: Media Sys.
Tel: 011 34 3 426 65(01 Fax: ((1 34 3 424 7337
Sweden: Tal and Ton
Tel: 001 46 3152 515(1 Fax: 00 46 3152 8(018

Switzerland: Studio M & M ag
Tel:

(M) 41

62 8495722 Fax: 00 41 62 8493831)

Taiwan: Advancetek International Co.Ltd.
Tel: INI 886 2716 8896
Fax: INI 886 2716 (0143

Thailand: KEC
Tel: (N) 662 2228613/4 Fax: 00 662 2253173

Turkey: Imaj Music Yapim VE Organizasyon
Ticaret A.s.
Tel: 0090 212 275 83111 Fax 0090 212 275 8384

UK: Focusrite
Tel: +44 (0)1494 462246
Fax: +44 (0)1494 4599211
USA: Group One
(NT) Tel: 00 516 249 1399
Fax: 00 1 516 753 1020
(CA) Tel: 00 1 310 656 2521
Fax: 00 1 310 656 2524
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Accept no substitutes
They say that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. So, "Thanks Guys!"
Seriously though, our imitators only go skin deep - their product will not
flatter your recordings.
So before you rush off to buy the latest new offering in signal processing,
allow us to remind you why the Focusrite Red 3 Compressor and Limiter is
the choice of professionals the world over.
Class A
The heart of the Red 3 is Focusrite's proprietory

Extraordinary Build Quality

knobs are individually machined and hand polished

Class A VCA technology which delivers

Red Range build quality is the envy of the

before anodising to feel smooth as silk to the touch.

outstanding low distortion performance to both

industry. The extruded aluminium front.side and

Compression and Limiting functions, whilst

rear panels are milled. linished and anodised

increasing the compression ratio provides the

rich burgundy red whilst the legends are

punch and warmth from second order artifacts.

anoprinted into the finish so they cannot wear off.

Dual Mono or Stereo

The brushed stainless steel covers conceal glass-

Red 3 is a two channel device switchable to true

fibre circuit boards, the shielded power supply and

stereo operation under the lower set of controls,

the wealth of electronic components employed to

your next compressor ask your pro-audio dealer

so you can use it for tracking (great on vocals and

ensure reliable, outstanding performance, for life.

for

High grade potentiometers and switches

complete the bill of materials. Even the control

.
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many of the nominators actually

Make an informed Judgement. Before buying

a Red 3
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There's no substitute for your own ears!
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Red 9 Dual Compressor Limiter
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comparative demonstration.

Jump out of the speakers

Red

1995 TEC Award for Outstanding Technical

Achievement
own one!

instruments alike) and across the mix to make it
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Its no accident that the Red 3 was awarded the
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462246 Fax: +44 (0)1494 459 920 E -mail sales@focusrite.cam Home Page: www.focusrite.com

GENELEC

ACTIVATE
YOUR VISIONS

IS

A

REGISTERED TRADEMARK

OF

GENELEC Ov. FINLAND

Welcome to an oasis of real satisfaction, where
your thirst for the Whole Truth and Nothing But

the Truth will finally be quenched.
For Nearly 20 years we've been known for

our active monitoring systems, particularly ow

compact, nearfield bi- amplified ones.
But outside the nearfield, where the heat really
gets turned up, Genelec's S300, 1037B and
1038A integrated tri -amp' active monitors are
designed for bigger spaces - mucho grande.
1038A

10378

S30C

'Amplifier modules may be rack -mounted in any soffitt installation.

GENELEC®
The Whole Truth And Nothing But The Truth
U:S: please contact: Genelec Inc. 39 Union Avenue. Sudbury. MA. 01776 Phone 508/440 -7520 Fax 508/440 -7521
International enquiries: Genelec, Olvitie 5.FIN -74100 lisalmi. Finland. Phone +358 -17- 813311, Fax +358 -17-812267 Web: http: / /www.genelec.com
In the

Force maje u re

Whether used for morale
boosting, disinformation,
dissemination or simple
entertainment, the
importance established
by forces radio during
wartime has sustained it
through peacetime.
Kevin Hilton tunes in
ALO \E AND LONELY in an
place. a Zink with hone b

unfamiliar
reassuring
and comforting. This can come in the
tortu of a letter or a telephone call. but
these are not a constant presence.
\\'hich is Why many people find global radio to
be a suitable prop when they are not in direct
touch with their lowed ones. TWO ut the most
famous global radio stations are voice of America and the BBC \\ark! Service. While both offer
comprehensive news and speech pi )gram nting-and catholic music policy in the nase
of the \\'arid Service-they do not imitate the
radio stations that many travellers would listen
to hack honte. This is Where h>rces radio rattes
into its own.
There are po>hahly two images of forces
radio. One is of Sunday afternoons over the
roast dinner listening to messages iront the .'K
being passed on ta soldiers. sailors and air force
staff in far-flung locations. The other is of Robin
Williams dressed in army Ftigues bellowing
'G0000000nonn )d \lornnnnnnnning \'ietnaaaaam!' into a Shure iiSI microplu
The
ca

I
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et these suns up the British Form Broadcasting Service BFBS i. the second describes
-tor non -Americans at Ie:st -the American
Forces Network 1:\F\ ). Both provide 21 -hour
sequenced music and speech programming to
their respective armed services in a number of
locations around the world and both rely on
modern technology to do so.
Hist >rica y. BFBS \y ;is part of the \k d) but
is Holy a division of the SSYC: Group. a registered charity that has a commercial remit. includinga i- yearcontract with the Ministry of Defence
to provide radio and telewisii nt programming to
l K forces abroad. tits other divisions include
\isua, a corp ( )rte video production operation.
and TLI. which has satellite uplinking and systems design departments.)
BFBS's res)ts go hack to the North African
desert of N(ivember 19 0. Services were set up
in Fain IX' as allied forces advanced tovyards Germany. Stations were latterly established in Africa
and the .\ fiddle and Far East as \\ AVII came to
an end. but information. education and entertainment was still required for the troops stationed there.
BFBS Radia currently runs two channels:
BFBS I is the FM contemporary pop station.
with sottie concessions tu specialist tastes: On
A \I. BFBS2 carries a mare eclectic mixture of
music and speech. sourcing material from BBC
Radio t:and BB(; International as well as its own
resources. The centre of the network. known
as BFBS N. is located at SS\ Cs headquarters
in the Buckinghamshire countryside. serving
seven stations in eight tine -zones around the
world. These locally based stations broadcast
ta service personnel and their families: as they
broadcast on open frequencies. locals and expats in each counts are free to listen. but BFBS

first

c

(

u

I

dites not acknoMedge that they do so.
13FBS ILK directs programming policy. pro viding plavlisis and a large proportion of the
programmes. which : :re distributed via a satellite network. uplinked from TLI's dish farm at
Chalfont (rove. Front here programmes are
sent tu stations in Brunei. Cyprus, Gibraltar.
Germany. the former Yugoslavia las there is
no permanent station this is a relay senice).
Northern Ireland (via a restricted service
licence station based at a barracks). the Falkland Islands and Belize.
The number and I)>c;uion of BFBS stations
around the world has changed over the ears.
reflecting both the political climate and the
reach of the British military. This caa he seen
from the presence of stations in .Alen and Benghazi through the i9 Os to the temporary station
that broadcast during the Gulf \\air and the
recently closed service in Hong Kong.
In addition to the land -based stations. BFBS
supplies programming on cassette to Royal Navy
ships at sea. While this service remains firmly
cape -based. distribution to the main centres has
progressed from
-inch open reel to VHS cassettes and now to hard -disk server technology.
In September 199- BFBS Radio closed its London studios and retorted to Chalfont (rove.
The decision tO move fo nn the capital was based
on several factors. including the upcoming lease
of the old building and the overall slimming
down of the service. This last point fitted in with
the management deciding that the next logical
step should involve automation.
Of the many radio automation system on
the market. ItFBS opted for the Dalet Digital
Media Systems, which is also heng used by
another multichannel service. s\ ass Radio International. Dalet runs in ccinjunction with
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HOW TO RACK UP
A GREAT SOUND
RECORDING
There's only one way to improve on the renowned flexibility
of Audio's RMS 2000 and RMS 2020 diversity receivers.

With two new racks. The four unit Dk2000 and, for ultra -mobility,
the new two unit Rk2 Minirack. Both designed to work the way
you work

- with no compromise.

AUDIO
For information, please
e -mail

call +44 (0)1494 511711, fax +44 (0)1494 539600

info @AudioLtd.Com or visit our web site at www.AudioLtd.Com

RACK

SYSTEMS
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the ubiquitous Selector music programming software. which is
used to create the daily playlist. 'The brief was to progress with digital
audio and have the ability to replace the existing automation system at
Bridge I louse: comments I Ll senior project engineer Hunter Adair. w ho
oversaw the installation. \With the Dalet system we now h :nr appn ximatelc 51111 hours of recording time. with the ability to hold the playlist
database. promos and jingles. while also being able to cycle programmes
on a weekly basis and incorporate the Nayy
dubbing onto cassette.'
BFBS's new home. with its dlnt installation. was officially opened on 24th September 199-. The Dalet system runs on a Compaq
PC network, with the Serial Storage Architecture mainframe. This can accommodate up
to 80)0 audio data tracks: over 5'(100 records
had been loaded into the server ready i
going on air.
Peter \IcDonagh, a director of BFBS. o,u
ments: In order to stay ahead of technologt
and provide the hest possible service to the
Forces. we have invested in the best state-ofthe-art equipment. BFBS Television has long
been made and broadcast from Chalfont Grove
and we kid already been transmitting BFBS
Radio from here via our TLI satellite earth station. It therefore made sense that. for economies
of scale. we move the radio station here.'
There is a total of 25 Dalet workstations
around the complex. including one in each of the three main studios. a
talk studio. three voice booths and the record library. Another 12 units are
set aside to cover 12 different time zones: although two of these are designated as automatic record machines for the output. 'Before. we only had
one computer and people's brains had to do the rest: explains Adair. Now
it's easier to schedule lx-cause we can route four outputs to each time zone.
meaning that there could he four discrete programmes for one region:
Adair acknowledges that this could he seen as over specifying. but it
gives flexibility. Dalet is currently mainly used for live on -air assist. automatic playlist scheduling (taking information from Selector and overnight
sustaining services for the network. There is also the ability for programmes to be assembled in less than real time. known as manufactured
programming. For example. a presenter could prepare a 2 -hour show in
20 minutes by recording all the links separately. They would later
be inserted between the programmed music tracks and jingles at the
designated time.
At the moment overnight services for the overseas stations begin at
between 6 o'clock and R o'clock in the evening and run through to breakfast. During the day there is the 2 -hour Connect l'K magazine programme.
which most stations take. and the BFBS Gold service. Direct satellite links
are made from TLI's dish farm in the grounds of Chalfont Grove. with
news bulletins relayed from Independent Radio News in London.
BFBS UK general manager Charles Foster explains that each local station is responsible for its output 'within reason'. but that a global schedule is in operation where possible. The et -ening and overnight schedule
comes from London.' he sacs. with a further three hours provided by
us during the daytime peak hours (BFBS Gold and Connect 1. The stations orbit around us, but their output is important -they have access
to the local airwaves when it really matters. and the jocks have something to talk about because they are based in that community:
'

One of BFBS's networked programmes is an American- orientated rock
show produced at Alligator Studios. an independent production house
based in Frankfurt.
This shoe is recorded onto DAT for shipping to London and features
such classics of US rock as the Brothers Doobie and Allman. plus the hest
contemporary examples of the form. In addition to syndicated programming, Alligator works on advertising spots and 'station tours' with live
artists. The studio was founded by Americanborn DI Benny Brown. who has the distinction of having not only worked for BFBS but
also Radio Luxemlx>urg and the American
Forces Network. which. like its British counterpart. has a strong presence in Germany.
THE SO- CALLED GI Joe Network evolved

from a cunning plan to ensure that soldiers patrolling the Panama Canal Zone
during the late I930s regularly monitored their
radios. To encourage the grunts to keep their
sets on. morale-boosting popular music was
broadcast. \lilitar- radio stations were also
based in the wilds of Alaska around this time.
but records are sketchy as the US top brass
did not officially recognise these services.
Nonetheless. the system developed as
America entered \V\\11. with stations established on Bataan and Corregidor in the Philippines by General MacArthur s command.
This early work led directly to the founding of the Armed Forces
Radio Service. which was officially established by the \\ar Department
in May 1942 to provide programming. short-wave services and broadcast equipment for US hases overseas. This later evolved into today's
parent group. the Armed Forces Radio and Television Service ( AFRTS).
Since then. through its AFN subsidiary. AFRTS has broadcast to 5''S troops
in many trouble spots around the world. including Korea, the Gulf and.
»>
of course. Vietnam

»

)

Don't worry about
noise
- once I've EQ'd
the
the life out of it. no one
will notice...

FOSTER EXPLAINS that the global schedule is arranged so that a
programme broadcast at 'pm fits that tine -slot. while certain programmes are transmitted at the same time on all stations. according

to their time zones. In this way lark Page's Saturday morning wackiness hits everyone during their respective Saturday mornings. while John
Peel is a fixture of Sunday nights. The automation means we can send
the right programme out at the same time everywhere.' says Foste
'\We could complicate matters by giving the stations exactly what the\
wanted at the times they wanted it. but we don't because we work i it
a strip -style global schedule:
During late January. BFBS UK was due to start experimenting with
manufactured programming. assembling playlist -based shows in less
than real time. it also allows us to cut out the chat.' says Foster. and
just let the music play. The local jocks have something to talk about
because they are on the spot. but with centrally produced strip programmes. we can concentrate on keeping the presentation slicker:
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id(unni tube prer¡mp
ultra high -quality pre -amp stages providing 'clean gain' from 25dB to +60dB.

Comprehensive digital output formats include

Creative processing including Fine Tune

Y'

DRAMMLR

AES /EBU, SPDIF, Tascam

TDIF -1 and Alesis ADAT'.

Dynamic Spectral Enhancement, Variable Tube Drive, Hi /Lo Pass filters and

transparent Limiting can be inserted in the signal path.

vacuum tube preatnp /compressor

Word Sync in /out.

vacuum tube equaliser

Brochure hotline: 01924 378669
Web: http: / /www.proaudio.co.uk /drawmer.htm
E -mail: sales @drawmer.co.uk
DRAWMER Charlotte Street Business Centre Charlotte Street Wakefield
Tel:
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«< While the Barn Levinson movie Good
Morning. Vietnam brought some attention to
forces broadcasting, a termer AF\ 1)1 sardonically observes that it did not do justice to either
AF\ or the war itself. (Incidentally, the real
Adrian Cronauer. while a pioneer. was not the
k xm as portrayed by Robin \Villiams and is now
a broadcast lawyer in Los Angeles. l AFRTS sees
its mission to 'deliver radio and teleyisi ni programming services that provide 'a touch of
home' to Department of Defense personnel and
their families serving overseas.' "Fhb mission
starts at the organisation's headquarters. known
as the Broadcasting Centre (AFRTS -BC) an the
\larch Reserve Air Force in Moreno Valley. California. approximately 65 miles east of downtown Los Angeles. AFRTS -BC is the central
programming source for military radio and television services abroad, which entertain American service men and women. Department of
Defense civilians and their families stationed in
over 150 countries.
Programming b designed to reflect the broad
range of musical shies and speech output heard
on both commercial and public service channels in the I S. Sourced from various syndication producers. including l'nistarand ABC. with
original productions from AFRTS itself. programmes are distributed over satellite network
known as SA-INET. which involves a series of
satellites. and delivered worldwide using a
secure transmission path based on \II'EG2 digital compression technology. SAl' \ET utilises
both the INTELSAT and I \MARSA'F birds. with
the latter beaming material u, navy ships at sea
;md remote land bases. News and speech pro-

grammes are taken from such major suppliers
as BC. NBC. CBS, Associated Press Radio Network and I'nited Press International Radio Net work. vvith AP and I PI additionally making their
wire services available. some entertainment
programmes are also distributed on tape and
mailed to AFRTS land -based outlets. while ships
receive all output on cassette.
.

range of services. from open.
over- the -air broadcasts for specific geographical areas. such as Europe and
Japan: although the majority of outlets are small.
closed -circuit stations for remote and isolated
locations that cannot receive conventional
transmissions. Services are a mixture of Bland
.\M. the use of whichever spectrum depending on the individual country. (See full list of
AFRTS outlets. below. With the scale of this
operation, where possible services are organised into regions. which operate independently
to each other. AF\ Europe has its headquarters in Frankfurt. Germany and broadcasts to
325.111111 listeners. with affiliate stations in Belgium. Turkey. Italy. Sicily and the Azores. as
well as Germany itself.
AFN Europe's chief of radio. Sergeant Kelly
Rowe (station staff are a mixture of military
personnel. civilians and German nationals).
explains that the majority of programming
is originated from the I'S. \We have nine different satellite services to choose from.' he
says. 'Because the majority of these programmes come from commercial syndication
services we have to fill in the sequences where
the adverts would have been with informaAFRTS offers a

)

tion spots than pertain to our listeners.'
The satellite delivered music services began
operating in 199- and divide into adult nck and
roll. adult contemporary. country. pure gold and
NPR. which features jazz and classical music.
These can be used as standalone channels in
conjunction with an automation system as a sustaining service or specific segments can be
selected and integrated into a single -channel
schedule during the cay. Other music tastes are
catered for by specialist programmes from such
as :ABC. including urban and Ri\B shows.
The 5-studio complex in Frankfurt also produces its own local programmes. with a live
daily request show at midday and various prerecorded sequences during the rest of the day.
As with BFBS. this logistical task is managed by
a computer system. which is programmed to
go to certain services at certain times. This
automation system is based around a number
of comp( nents. including the Broadcast Electronics Audi( ATM 'LT hard-disk server.
A feature of the schedule are live shows. for
example the l' nistar Adult Rock programme
direct from the L'S. However. Rowe acknowledges that there is no attempt to implement a
seamless schedule in these circumstances. That
show comes in live on the satellite. hut. of course.
there is the nine hour time difference so the time checks do not correspond with the time here.'
Which is probably the only occasion when
the notoriously clo)a- watching military deviates
front exact timings. As Robin \Williams observed
in
'Hi. I'm Adrian Cronauer. I'm on again at
I(X). Why'? Because have to-it's the army.'
Good night. Vietnam.
.

1

Forces radio stations and outlets
BFB

Iceland (R) India Indonesia Israel
Italy (R) (T)

Belize Bosnia Brunei

Japan (R) (T) Jordan

Cyprus
Falkland Islands
Germany Gibraltar
Northern Ireland

Kenya Kuwait (R)

AFN
Alaska (Adak) (R) (T) Albania
Algeria American Samoa Angola
Antarctica Argentina Australia
Austria
Bahamas Bahrain Belgium (R) (T)
Benin Bermuda Bolivia Bosnia Herzegovina (R) (T) Botswana
Brazil Brunei Bulgaria Burkina
Burundi
Cameroon Cape Verde Central
African Republic Chad Chile
China Colombia Cote d'Ivoire
Croatia (R) (T) Cuba (Guantanamo
Bay) (R) (T) Cyprus Czech Republic

Denmark Diego Garcia (R) (T)
Djibouti Dominican Republic
Ecuador Egypt (Sinai) (R) (T)
El Salvador Equatorial Guinea
Ethiopia
Fiji Finland France
Gabon Gambia Germany (R) (T)
Ghana Great Britain Greece
(Crete) (R) (T) Guatemala Guinea bissau Guinea Guyana
Haiti (R) (T) Honduras (R) (T)
Hong Kong Hungary (R) (T)
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Laos Lebanon Lesotho Liberia

Luxembourg
Macedonia (R) Madagascar
Malawi Malaysia Mali Marshall
Islands (Kwajalein) (R) (T)
Mauritania Mauritius Micronesia
Morocco Moxambique
Nepal Netherlands (R)
New Zealand Nicaragua Niger
Nigeria Norway (R)
Okinawa (R) (T) Oman
Pakistan Palau Panama (RI (T)
Papua (New Guineu) Paraguay
Peru Phillippines Poland Portugal
(Azores) (R) (T) Puerto Rico (R) (T)
Qatar
Romania Russia Rwanda
Saudi Arabia (R) (T) Senegal
Serbia Seychelles Sierra Leone
Singapore Somalia South Africa
(Namibia) South Korea (R) (T)
Spain (R) Sudan Suriname
Swaziland Switzerland Syria
Tahiti Tanzania Thailand Togo
Trinidad & Tobago Tunisia
Turkey (R)
UAE Uganda Ukraine Uruguay
Vatican Vietnam
Wake Island
Yemen

Zaire Zambia Zimbabwe
(R= radio. T= television)

shouldn't worry aoout
- no one's got a system
that'll pick it up anyway..
I
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Facto

Deep in Hamburg's media jungle is a post house with vision and
conviction. Tim Goodyer drops in and discovers the international
appeal of a ship that passed in th e night
\\ARHOL christened his New York HQ The
Factory. and Stock. Aitkin &
Waterman established their
Hit Factory in London, their
agenda's were clear. Both purported to challenge the establishment in their respective fields.
In Viarhol's case it was the institution of fine art.
in SA&W "s it was the record companies' hold
on the pop charts. Given these precedents, it is
hard. then, to reconcile the name and aim of a
German post facility called The Audio Factory.
Established some 10 years ago in Hamburg
by the Franco -German
Top: The entrance
team of Michel Sturial
to Hamburg's
and Wilbert Hirsch. The
exhibition of the
Audio Factory's early
Titanic drama at
aspirations were modest
the Speicherstadt.
but insightful. The pair
seized on the power of
Centre: The Tascam ISDN to market the cites
M3700 remains the perceived voice -over talcentre of the Audio
ent to the rest of the
Factory's second
nation. and. armed with
studio
little more than a mic and
an APT multiplexer. set
Left: Paul Goodyear
up what has become the
is bringing new life
modern Audio Factory's
to Hamburg's post
main post room. Voice
community
Control. Since then. the
WIIEN ANDY

facility has expanded to occupy the whole of
the floor that earlier had been the living and
playing quarters of Sturial. Hirsch and a group
of like-minded friends to become one of Hamburg's most significant post players.
Today. Hamburg is what the Audio Factor's
studio manager Paul Goodyear describes as 'a
yen media orientated city'. In it can he found
a selection of major German publishing houses
and advertising agencies. with weekly rumours
that vet another is to relocate to the area. A handful of leading post houses compete for prime
pieces of the resultant cake with enough work
to support them all. Video facilities thrive here.
major music artists include the city on their itineraries and even the local music scene is busy.
with project studios in abundance. Perhaps the
only struggling area of audio is that of music
with many earlier players crossing the divide into
post -such as the SSL facility Das \\érke -leaving the Capricorn- equipped Chateau du Pape
defending the musical high ground. Indeed. The
Audio Factory's own history owes something to
music recording with Hirsch's established track
record as a composer (recently having completed the scores for Mote W itnesand AnAmerican Werewolf in Paris) and jingle writer
explaining the facility's earlier recording rooms.
'There are a lot of young people coming
through in advertising agencies at the
>
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moment: Goodyear observes. It's a
climber's job and it seems that that kind
of people have less and less technical know how. Because of that. they stumble into a lot of
difficulties -not knowing what time code is. for
example. so there is a need for us to be able to
work around their shortcomings as efficiently
as possible.'
An expatriate Briton. Goodyear left the UK
around 11 years ago and built a reputation for
himself through two of the city s three main
postproduction studios, Hastings and Giesing
Team. Having begun working with analogue
systems and graduating through an Akai
DDI000. he first got seriously involved in digital systems when, as head engineer. he was
s.ICial

/44,111
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recalls. 'When I looked at the studios I knew
that, for example. working on a Dyaxis and
working on a Fairlight are light years apart. So
we got a Fairlight in. Also, my German customers
in Munich enjoyed my "English attitude" to
advertising and want to follow that direction in
as much as their customers will allow them. I
also like to create a fun feeling in the studio
which I felt was missing.'
Solidly established in Munich :s post scene.
he felt burnt out. however. They said "we need
somebody to carry through the redevelopment
of the studios. we need to find out if there's a
future for postproduction at The Audio Factory".
And I said that by the end of the year we'd know
if the redevelopment had increased the amount

of work we were getting and whether or not
we were getting different kinds of work. And
whether a Fairlight was over specified for doing
voice -overs and jingles or whether people were
coming here because they really enjoy the speed
and usefulness of our operation.
'But the big bait on the hook was to send nie
out to the last AES show with a blank cheque
the mad fools. I was on the point of buying a
desk from a British manufacturer. hut went for
a second Fairlight instead.'
Goodyear's record as a rationaliser of situations and equipment is well represented in the
activity at The Audio Factory since his arrival.
The revamped Voice Control now showcases the
first Fairlight. Yamaha 02R desk with surround
software, a Doremi hard -disk video player. and
two surround monitoring systems (one pro, one
domestic). The earlier wall of outboard has
largely been replaced by the onboard processing of the Fairlight and 02R with the notable
exception of a Studer Mic\álve and a pair of
Tube-Tech compressors to which Goodyear
ascribes the room's 'sound'.
The two monitoring systems are explained by
some of Goodyear's research: 'I asked around
hi -fi dealers how their sales were going and one
was on the point of reorganising his entire shop
floor to make a surround presentation area. They
were convinced that surround was going like
hot cakes so I reckoned that we should be taking advantage of that As far as I know, not many

-

charged with setting up a second room at Gies ling Team.
'In my living rcxxn above the studio I had an
AudioFile. the first Pro Disk from Otani and a
Fairlight MFX2 all setup together and tried to
do the same job on them.' he recalls. 'It was a
film trailer. From that. I worked out which was
the easiest system -which was the Fairlight.
Giesling Team now has three or our Fairlights
on the strength of that exercise: And The Audio
Factory has tyo. one of which replaced a Studer
Dyaxis system that was in Voice Control.
Goodyear's arrival was the result of the Factory's considerable courting. Initially he was
invited in to comment on the facility's direction
'I didn't feel it knew where it was going: he

A CD -R

of the post facilities have invested in their own
proper encoders and decoders. instead they're
doing it in software. But we definitely are
licensed and customers should be made aware
(idle possibilities -so far it seems that most of
them don't have surround systems at home and
aren't really aware of the possibilities.'
A second room is nearing completion and
will house the second Fairlight and another
Doremi system. At present it is orientated around
an old Tascam JIF00 console ( which recently
gave g<xxl service on An American Werewolf
in Paris) which is expected to give way to a further 02R to make it compatible With Voice Control. The final role of the studio will he
determined by demand, but it presently serves
Hirsch's composition and recording require ments-as evidenced by the Power Mac running Sample Cell and Logic Audio software.
Combining the two Dyaxis systems is another
example of the resourcefulness of Goodyear's
revitalisation of The Audio Factory.
'We're not bound to keeping the Fairlight in
here.' he explains. We could swap it with the
Dyaxis if we find that Wilbert is doing more jingle work and we can't get to the Fairlight when
we want to. The Dyaxis was sufficient for a lot
of customers but I think they've realised that
the Fairlight is a lot quicker and doesn't crash
as much as the Dyaxis. It is quite crash prone
and it takes abut 10 minutes to reboot it afterwards. hut when it was up and running it is a
neat little system-it's great for putting in fade
curves and it's very intuitive to use... It's just that
find it a great break to the creative drive when
you have to wait for the little clock event' time
you want to perform an operation. Then you
get to a certain point and it has to do virtual
mixes and buffer it into RAM before it can play.
Today. customers get really bored because
they're used to doing their picture mixes on an
Avid system. But for Wilbert. the Dyaxis will be
an 8 -track system that is perfectly useable and
he knows how to use it:
A third room is dedicated to in -house composer George Kochbek. who provides part of the
service that sets The Audio Factor' apart from
Hamburg's other post facilities. 'Wilbert >
1

»

disc specifically designed for audio.

Now there's a novel idea.
Introducing the HHB CDR74 Gold
The only CD -R disc optimised for use in professional audio recording applications
Ask for it by name.
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Utch Vig,

engineer, producer, co -owner of Smart Studios

This a

O

"

me

.

ce

it

mix while maintaining

and the drummer for Garbage, relies on Summit gear for all his

a lot of presence and natural dynamics without sounding too

work. Vig engineered the group's latest platinum album,

loud. This works especially well when the mix is very dense."

"Garbage," nominated for three Grammys this year, as well as

producing albums for Smashing Pumpkins. Nirvana, Soul Asylum
and Sonic Youth.

"Summit just keeps coming cut with great gear. We can't wait to
get our hands on the new MPC-iooA Mic Pre-Amp /Comp- Limiter.
a high quality and great sounding input device that will
further enhance our music."

It is

"Whether I'm working at Smart Studios or I'm on the road
touring, I always use Summit tube gear. I particularly like using
the DCL-zoo Compressor Limiter for tracking vocals. It colors the

Hear the Warmth.'"

sound very subtly, while retaining its warmth and transparency

Often

I

will compress

a

vocal performance quite

a

bit.

.-...

b-

mit Audio, Inc. P.O. Box 223306 Carmel
a :
www.summitaudio.com E -mail: sound @summitiudio.com
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a Se - on of
tefacts recovered from the site of
Titanic wreck, Expedition Titanic
Stellung opened in April 1996 in
Hamburg's Speicherstadt. It was originally
intended to run until the end of 1997, but
was granted an extension into 1998 due to
its popularity. Additionally, it is proposed that
the exhibition should tour Europe. The
exhibition consists of ten rooms each
depicting some aspect of the ship's voyage or
the disaster of its sinking. Responsibility for
designing and producing the sound for each
of these rooms fell to The Audio Factory's
Paul Goodyear-who found himself with a
meagre two weeks to complete it in
.

title of each room and
what it was trying to convey, and a certain
amount of "We'd like it to do this... We'd like
to hear this...`. Then spent three weeks with
my thoughts 3km under the water trying to
create the sounds heard. A lot of the result
is sound -effect based -using effects from a
huge library -but then took a guitar and did
all sorts of strange things with it to add a
specific sort of feeling.
'The biggest problem was that for the
sound reinforcement they were reliant on the
'I was given the

I

I

I

goodwill of sponsors and they ended up using
Hughes and Kettner boxes, the sort of thing
that you'd use for very low -end PA. As a
result, had to beg two of these speakers to
mix on just before the opening. spent about
two hours with the TC Finalizer EQ trying to
take out the horrible mids that were in these
boxes. It was horrible, it sounded nothing like
it did in here.
'One room really enjoyed was the
Champagne Room. It's a strangely lit room
containing a selection of champagne bottles
taken from the sea floor still with their corks
in. They wanted all sorts of sub -bass but they
had too small a room with a big entrance at
each end and no doors. so said, "sorry but
it's not going to work ". Then stumbled
I

I

I

I

I

An ADAT tape that

Isn't love

a

across the idea of using phase differences
it worked great in the studio with all sorts of
sound effects 180 degrees out of phase so
that when you walk past the speaker the
sound pops around behind you. Unfortunately
though, the speakers are behind so much
canvass for the lighting that the effect only
works proportionately well. Nevertheless, the
room does have a strange effect on people.
But everything thought would happen, the
design of the room stopped.
'The sound management in the venue itself
it pretty poor and that put paid to quite
a few nice ideas -one was where
had the opportunity to simulate the
sinking of the Titanic. Again the room
is very small and it's right next to the
Room of Silence. As a result of very
poor isolation, my sinking of the
Titanic is almost inaudible because if
they turn it up any louder, it spills into
the Room of Silence where there's no
sound at all. It was a real shame
because spent a lot of time doing
that and it really didn't work at all.
'When you come into the exhibition
there's a "welcome aboard" part
where simulated in two channels the
sound of people on the quay cheering and the
brass band playing, and "tickets please...
move along please" coming from onboard. It's
two related mono elements one each on one
channel ofe CD trying to create the feeling of
moving on to the ship.
'One of the interesting rooms is where we
recorded voice-over talent from Hamburg
reading different writings and experiences of
people involved in the sinking. That's quite
interesting and puts a human element into
the sound. It was interesting getting it sorted
out. There are different pictures with different
sound coming from each one, and sometimes
there's a dialogue situation where one picture
talks to another. Time code is read off one
track and used to relay switch the audio from
the other between the speakers, and place a
spotlight on the "speaking" picture. And
sometimes there's a hidden loudspeaker
I

asking questions of that person. There are
other elements where we've taken relatively
ordinary elements and put them together to
create the steam age or whatever.
'Another room is supposed to simulate
going down 3000m under the sea so it's a
"descending design" where I've used tones
going down. really like that one...
'The idea now is to take it on tour, so it
would be good to have the opportunity to go
out with it and be consulted about the PA
this time.'
I

I

I

I

won't let go of its oxide.

wonderful thing.

Inferior tapes shed their oxide recording layers after continued contact with the head.
Introducing the HHB ADAT45. advanced recording media for ADAT digital multitracks
It won't shed. even after 100 passes. Ask for it by name.
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Audio Duplication at its best
Thousands of cassettes
digitally duplicated per shift,
on the most sophisticated and
technically advanced system available,
with the ease and simplicity
ogthat solid state brings.
And all at a price
lower than you think.

$ 100,000
'SAM

C -60

/HSL /5077 Twin Slave,

Ex

-wort.

SAM Digital Master
HSL High Speed Load
5077 Twin Slave

100:1
DUPLICATION

know more about this amazing offer
call a Tapematic office close to you.
To

Italy (Ornago /Milan)

UK

Tel. +39 (0) 39/6010145
Fax +39 (0) 39/6010558

Tel. +44 (0) 1268 570 760
Fax +44 (0) 1268 561 709

(Wickford /Essex)

USA

(Orlando /Florida)

Tel. (407) 354 1310
Fax (407) 363 7699

Asia (Singapore)
Tel. +65 324 6242
Fax +65 324 6243
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music. G( nxlye.iro)tttì rms. 'George
would like to replace his system of
sub -mixers \vith his (Asn console.
but the balances he delivers are generally very high quality. And its nut
a problem to sweeten them.
Our fourth nxxn is in a state of
flux. We have the twwo I) :xis t -chandecided not
nel systems that ae
to sul VC :Rise they're \yt nth mote as
tcx)I. than capital and because occasionally \cc have 10 pull up a voice1\ er that's three years old.
Him is also another rte at apart
from the stain building
that I'd like to make a
Above: Still
Goodyear
preserved in salt
"jam rtxxtt
water, Titanic
continues. 'When we've
cutlery is part of
finished reorganising.
there will be quite a lot
the 4.000 -odd
artefacts recovered of equipment over. Su 111
from the sea bed
have effects boxes to
play with without end. It
would he 'widened on
Left: Voice control:
the fact that I'd like to do
the focus of The
Audio Factory
an album next year to
keep my sanity and my
hand in on the guitar. So it would be a little
MUM(' studio but I'd like it to be a sound design
everyIah as well -completely different
thing else here-even maybe going hack to an

y

-I

nìents
didn't ¡hay thcguitar :uStall. I banged
it around and stomped on it and hit it and had
effects running... That's not sctntething off the
shelf but where's the line? My work isn't protected in the saute wwav a library is. I'm concerned to promote it.'
In addition to the studios. there is a software
risen in which Manuel Tesselhuf has written the
software that The Audit) Fact( n's mentors intend
to herald the next stage in its evolution. Two
custom search engines-Ft>gelveider, a sound
effects juke box search engine for the likes of
the Hollywood Edge library (for which the facility has the German distribution franchise).:nd
FASTER fur library music. The aim is to use the
search engines to allows access to The Music Facton s library music and effects libraries.
It vwo1.11d seem that we're going to Have the
support of Deutsche Telekom as far as the server
installation anti the nuts and bolts of getting on
line are concerned. Gtxxlearreseals. .1 believe
we will then he able to offer the KP\I and Carlin libraries hut there are still negotiations to
complete. Obviously then we can use the details
of what has been requested. \sham s "in ". what's
-out anti what's missing. with the opportunity
to fill any holes should we find then).'
(hxxlyear is the first to admit that its early
days for many of the initiatives. but between his
track record and an O) (In nity attractive
enough to rekindle his waning enthusiasm in
postproducliiIn. it vouhl be a brave nit
to
analogue multitrack.
bet against them. Perhaps most telling is the
'I'm interested in real sound design: not just
pragmatism that underlies even. decision made:
taking existing sound effects and nu wing them
'I don't expect to win all the cusaround into collages. but staking
tomers simply because I've put in
new sounds. Some people think
a Fairlight. he admits. 'What real)
sound design is simply a matter of
dio Factory
counts is our service. That's the
hutzenstra sse
effects spotting. but that's not
onl way we can make ourselves
sound design. If that's sound
22761, H amburg,
different from other studios-1
rmany.
design then every post engineer
helping our clients to relax and
who lays up sound effects is a
I: +49 40 85 32140,
then sending then) on their \vat,
sound designer, :Ind that's not true.
850 9490
on time with a product that pleases
Where is the point where sound
them. And with a Fairlight. a gout ° er:nor and
design Stalls? It comes down to creative rights,
a smile. then we can certainly help people on
it you like. Fur the Titanic joh I used a lot of
their way.'
prerecorded sounds from a library. I admit. but
And that's not the attitude you'd expect from
I put them in to achieve the atmospheres that
the average factor worker...
the n))111 needed. And I also used musical ele-

\r

l

I

s

««<

.end ( eorgc :r e our IWO in -house contposers and we have three freelance composers
working regularly in their own project studios.'
To this end the studio is rich in synth and
sample modules but lacks the sophistication
necessary for sweetening. which is performed
in one the main rooms. as is the work conducted
Out of house.
MIDI -based facilities will give master quality

t

'

1110

'

Some digital multitracks can be tough on tapes.
So here's one

that can take the strain.

Introducing the H-lB DA113 advanced recording media for the DTRS digital 8 -track format.
Precision engineered and exhaustively tested to withstand the rigours of professional multitrack recording.
Ask for it by name.
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how your

sound takes off!

You make the music. And often

you need to gate, mix, compress, ...
process it. THAT Corporation makes the
ICs that put you in control of your audio
processing. The kind of control that lets your sound
take off and soar!

Compressors, limiters and gates use a built-in
detecting circuit to measure incoming sound
levels. Not by chance, it's called a level detector.
THAT level detectors "hear" the same way you do
they sense level directly in decibels (dBs). Used in a dynamic

-

processor, they deliver smooth, natural, precise control.

From compressors to mixers to gates and other dynamic processors,
you'll find THAT level detectors inside the world's most renowned
audio gear. So, whether you need to tame a bass guitar, even out
a vocal track or gate a snare drum, make sure THAT ICs are in
your next processor.

With THAT ICs, you'll get all the music and emotion that
flies from your fingers.
THAT's the inside story. Ask your dealer to demo audio gear with
THAT ICs inside.

THAT Corporation
734 Forest Street, Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752 USA
Phone (508) 229 -2500 Fax (508) 229-2590
http://www.thatcorp.com
THAT Corporation

products are distributed throughout the world.

This year's biggest

DO YOU KNOW
that there are still two hundred
twenty 2inch analogue tape
machines in use in the UK?

and

Don't they know that you can get
the same exciting warm analogue
sound on ProTools24 or A -Dat
by using a JOEMEEK Compressor?

(Maybe they just like the challenge
of lining up tape machines.)

[JOEMEEd
Professional Audio
Worldwuie. JOEMEEK Distribution, Fletcher ElectroAcoustics Ltd
Quay House, Quay Road, Newton Abbott TQ12 2BU.
Tel 01626 333948. Fax: 01626 333157
E -Mail: Tedfpeurobell co uk
U K
Sound Valley Distribution Ltd
The Briars, North Road, Amersham, Bucks HP6 5NA
Tel: 01494 434738
Fax 01494 727896 E -Mail soundvalley demon co uk.
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broadcast event is
shaping up in the
Japanese Prefecture of
Nagano. Kevin Hilton
catches Olympic fever
THE TOLLING of the Zenkoji temple

hell. echoed by temple and church
hells on five continents. signalled the
official and spiritual opening of the
18th \\'inter Olympic Games on
'th February. For two weeks, the sporting
attention of the world will focus on the
remote Japanese city of Nagano. located in
the middle of the Japanese archipelago.
known as the Nagano Prefecture. Also called
the roof of Japan. this is the focal point for
nations to compete in such diverse disciplines
at skiing. bobsleigh, the bizarre luge and new
attractions like curling and ice hockey.
In sharp contrast to previous opening ceremonies. noted for their show biz glitz and
eye- popping extravagance. this curtain raiser
was intended to be 'simple, solemn and spiritual', underlining the theme of 'Games from
the Heart'. Sumo wrestlers stomped into
the Minami Sports Park and performed the
traditional dohro -iri ring -entering ceremony.
throwing salt and stamping around the
earthen ring of combat to drive away evil
spirits. purifying the stadium for the athletes.
This traditional display was seen as an antidote to the trolls and aliens that populated
the corresponding event during the last Winter Olympics in Lillehammer. Norway.
The ceremony proceeded with the arrival
of the Olympic flag. escorted by horse riders
dressed in medieval Japanese hunting costume. and the lighting of the Olympic Flame.
The climax came with a rendering 'Ode to
Joy'. from Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.
sung by a 2.000- strong choir in Nagano.
linked to choruses in five other world locations by satellite connections. The 50.000
spectators in Minami Sports Park were joined
by several million viewers through global
television coverage.
Television and radio are crucial to the
Olympics. whether Winter or Summer. They
constitute the biggest broadcast event of any

Studio Sound February 1998

year, with only the World Cup (due to .tan in
France in July) coating close. \lindful of the

importance of media coverage, and taking
exchange rate fluctuations into account. the
organising committee of these (games (which
abbreviates as \AOC) revised its operating
budget for this event. increasing it from F9 t5
billion tot 1l)3 billion. Pan of this increase was
due to improvements in information systems
and an upgrading of radio and television
equipment to be used by international broadcasters. l'his followed a complete review of
both the Atlanta Ganes and the Pre-Ganes
staged in \agano during the winter of I996--.
Central to the global coverage is the International Broadcast Centre (IBC). which was
handed over to the NAOC on 25th August
ILK)-. One of the official suppliers of equipment to this complex is Matsushita Electric.
which. with its brands Panasonic. Technics.
Quasar and National. is a sponsor of the
\agano Games. The corporation relishes this
position. seeing it as another way to wrest
such prestigious events away from the grip of
arch -rival Son. Matsushita is supplying a
range of equipment. including large -scale
video displays for the arenas: sound systems:
and various tole ision. video and audio gear.
LATEST digital video technology is
provided at the IBC. working on the
principle that starting with the best possible images would produce clear TV pictures
through the transmission chain. Of the many
world broadcasters attending the Ganes. one
of the highest profile is America's CBS. Overseeing many of the operational elements of
the coverage is co- ordinating director Bob
\I :ulna. In addition to directing the primetime slots. Entnty Award winner \lamina is
responsible for camera and equipment placement. studio sets and many aspects of the
production.
Commenting on the equipment in general.
\ latina said. Television technology is constantly changing. Certainly were attempting
to stay at the h)retront of the technology.
which is why our entire broadcast centre is
digital. It's not necessarily something the
viewer will he able to tell. hut our
pictures will he so much clearer and state of
the art.' On the differences between covering
these Gaines and the last event in Lillehamer, he added: Japan is an exotic
THE.

m
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bIGITAL HEADPHONES
Need to monitor one or more
AES /EBU sources? The Graham Patten DAC -20 may be just what
you're looking for. It's a precision
20 -bit digital to analog converter
complete with headphone
amplifier, housed in a compact,
rugged aluminum enclosure. But
the DAC -20 isn't just for
monitoring: With two balanced
line level outputs, it's the perfect
choice as a geñeral purpose
D -to -A. It's ideal for studio or
field use.

is part of the
SoundPals'" family, an expanding
set of tools for the digital audio
trade. To learn more, call us
today or visit our web site.

The DAC -20

GRAHAM -PATTEN
The sound choice.

www.gpsys.com

800. 22.6662
+1.530.273.8412
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-its

«ie place
like
bring on another planet.
'It's culturally different

distributed

matrices were
interfaced to the central
ADAM system using hybrids.
The main matrix N'as configured as a 2i8 x 288 router.
based on three :11):1 \I frames.
Further technical facilities
are provided by two other
sponsors. IBM. which has
been involved in I- of the 20
Olympic Gaines since 1960. is
the designated information
technology sponsor and is
suppling equipment for
result input. calculation and
distribution: data and e -mail
systems for the press corps:
management and administration triols: and full Internet
access. The company tuas
named as Official Internet

and more challenging. but
ils exotic and that shoos
through in our broadcast.
\\1tile the cameras and \'L
machines are usually the

centre of
attention. a ntassite production such :u the Winter
Games relies on efficient
communications. (:BS is
using the Telex :11).\ \I
Ad\ ;uteed Digital :Audio
\latrixI intercom sstem.
which is based on Tinte
Division Multiplex processing. The hulk of the system

technological

tuas assembled

in the I'S
and then stripped to Japan
during septentlxr I99 -. It
\\ as Zhen installed and
connected to the overall
communications s\'.ICnt :II
the Ili «.
Because of the numerous events than take place
during the course of the
Gantes in varying k cations
around \agano. the broad casters rely on mobile units to feed hack to
the IBC. A number of these are equipped with
Telex-RTS gear. while cabins are specially
built to act as mini broadcaster centres at other
kxations. Bob Gilmartin. CBS's director of

Intixntation System ProWider

engineering. commented. 'These systems will
he located specifically at super venue sites.
which include figure skating and downhill skiing events where suore of the peripheral out door events will be held.. These smaller

Why do so many customers trust our "omnivorous"
digital audio routing switchers ?
Our routing switchers process all signal formats
analog with any audio level
digital AES/EBU with any sampling rate, including
processing of the C and U bits
digital 2 Mbps ITU -T J. 41 ( five 15 kHz signals)
digital 2 Mbps ITU -T G.703/704 (30 phone signals)
digital n x 64 kbps MPEG Layer II, including ISDN

»

4410 RICHMOND
FILM

:

MADI
and many others

in November 1996 and has
developed the \11111 serer
for this Gantes. containing
full details of events. eoutttries participating and little
nuggets of trivia.
Telephone services are supplied by Japanese telecom
organisation Kokussai Den shin Lknwa (KIM), which Neill oversee worldwide
setup
satellite coverage.
and
maintenance of international communications
and overseas phone connections. Nagano is
the latest in a lung line of ntaior Japan»>

SERVICES
Tel: +44 (0)181 940 6077 Fax: +44 (0)181 948 8326

COMPANY
COMPANIES HIRE FROM

THE HIRE

OTHER HIRE

They are extremely reliable due to systematic redundancy
of all vital modules

!

NAGRA-D

They perform any digital signal processing
They realise complete mixer functions
They integrate data, signalling and telephone switchers
Their user surfaces are custom -designed
They are remotely controlled from many operating
positions

They perform automatic time -controlled switchings

l

Only
£60

per day

4

\.

1£240 per

___.»"

week

Mandozzi Electronics Inc.
CH -6946 Ponte Capriasca-

114
84

Switzerland
Phone +41 -91 -945 23 51 Fax +41
eMail mandozzi @bluewin.ch
:
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945 22 62

96 kHZ SAMPLING FREQUENCY
NOW AVAILABLE!
February 1998 Studio Sound

LA
CHAPELLE
RECORDING STUDIOS

studio La Chapell

Acoustic Design Harris Grant, Euphonix, 3348.

Asg.-.)e*

5, rue du Bac - 4950 WAIMES - BELGIUM
I.: int +32 (0) 80 67 00 00 Fax: int+32 (0) 80 67 00 29
In erneh http: /www.medias- waimes.com - E -Mail: Studios @skynet.be
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based sporting events KDD has been
with, including the 1964 Tokyo
Olympics (the first Games to be broadest
worldwide by satellite). the 19 -2 Sapporo Winter Olympics and the 1994 Asian Games, held
in Hiroshima.
Another major focus for the media during
the Games is the Nagano Olympic News
.agency (NAONA) Editing Rooni. This centre
acts as the base for Info 98. a computerised
information system. the official Olympic
Newspaper and Olympic Radio. The latter
operates on a temporary FM licence and
began broaddisting on 14th January. panning
up to 22nd February. It is transmitting inforEn!nation of interest and assistance to those
attending the Games. including traffic reports
and full competition schedules. as well as
new s bulletins. It is Icing broadcast to the
;areas around the event sites and access roads.
plus the urban conurbations of Matsumoto
and Suwa. Programming, which is primarily in
Japanese. but with regular programmes in
English and French. can also he heard over
the World Wide Web using RealPlayer i.O.
A first for this Olympic Games is the
24 -hour availability of images from the events
as video on demand ( \OD). NAOC and the
City of Nagano have collaborated to offer this
service. which will features pictures from the
current Games plus archive footage of past
events. made available by the IOC Olympic
Museum. This service is open to all members
of the 'Olympic Family' through \OD terminals
positioned at facilities around the Olympic
Area. Through consoles at the Nagano PrefecTOinvolved

r

r
i

''

N.11

Ai)

tural Government Office, Nagano City Hall
and the NAOC Information Corner at Nagano
Station, the general public can also see what
all the fuss is about. The terminals are linked
by a high -speed. wide -hand network using
ATM technology.
As each Olympics comes around. there has

been a corresponding development in broadcast
technology and Nagano is sure to be the benchmark. pointing the way ahead, nut only for
future Games. but for broadcasting in general.
Sports fan or nut. these days of tix>ling around
in the snow will doubtless !Take an iiiTrression
on other. less cold areas in the future.

...the other is the key to recording success.
The new CCM -L series is the latest enhancement of the outstanding CCM series. Now
fitted with a purpose designed, balanced, tri -axial Lemo connector (or "plug" as we
say in the trade); you can pick and choose the cable most suited to the job in hand.
Fit a rigid cable for suspension and fixed installation work or an ultra compliant cable
Schoeps GmbH

Spitalstrasse 20
D -76227 Karlsruhe
Germany
Tel
.1721) 943 20 -0
Fax: .1721) 49 5750
email: mailbox a schoeps.de

for the ultimate lightweight boom microphone. Whether you are recording in Antarctica
or The Albert Hall, you can be assured of the results you need. Sonic excellence just
crammed into a tiny space - good job they don't need any room for improvement.

The New Schoeps CCM -L Series

Project Audio Limited
5 Castle Road
London

NWI 8PR
Tel: 0171 428 9700
Fax: 0171 428 9699
e -mail: project.audio a zetnet.co.uk

The classic professional microphone...just crammed into a much smaller space.
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A MESSAGE FOR OUR ADVERTISERS

When they can't stand the heat,
some magazines
leap out of the kitchen
will have recently noticed that there are now fewer pro
audio magazines than there were eight months ago.

Illou

Publishing pro audio magazines sometimes means you
have to stomach the vagaries of the economy when the ride
gets bumpy. As your customers know, this builds trust and
helps you grow your business. When business is good for
you it's usually good for us and vice versa.
Studio Sound and Pro Sound News Europe have
continued publishing for 40 and 11 years respectively.
Whatever the state of the ecomomic climate we've stuck
with the industry for the long haul.
As an advertiser we urge you to avoid opportunistic short term attempts to exploit this market by staying with quality
media products with proven track records and independently
certified circulation figures. Your committment to us will
always be matched by our committment to you.

Studi0
noun
Studio Sound
BPA 19,356 copies

Pro Sound News
Pro Sound News Europe
ABC 10,480 copies

PRODUCT & BROCHURE SHOWCASE
40

F

A

X

B

A

C

K
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produces the DSA -I
hand -held AES /EBU
analyzer, the Dscope
ITT analyzer and
high -quality A/D and
D/A converters.

lrrur FREE copy of the
latest C'anlord catalogue is
now available. Expanded to
over 800 pages and giving
detailed information on
over 12.000 products.
'The source' is truly the

The DSA -1 is the only
hand -held tool that
measures carrier
parameters and data
content. With

nussl comprehensive pm-

audio catalogue available
today. With several
European offices. FREEPH(l\l
numbers for Spain. Belgium. -.%,,A1,11. \alai lands .'
Denmark. plus distributors worldwide. Canlurd can
guarantee an instant response to a query from
anywhere round the Globe Call us today for your
FREE copy or take a look at our impressive intenut
site for further information.
Tel: +44 (0 )191 417 0057
Fax: + 14 10 )191 1111 0392

sslrs.ranfurd.co.uk index.htm

programmable
Iinlit. aid Watchdog or Channel
Check modes it soh es interface problems fast.
go. In

3450

Tel: +44 (0) 1223 424988
425023
William James House, Cowley Road,
Cambridge CB4 4WX

msmicsddimage.dk

.

smooth &creamy

THE ESSENTIAL

VAC RAC'

PRO AUDIO

supply stage...giving you the power of
legendary tube technology for live
recordings, tracking, mixing, sweetening
.11 n.

'
i°
1

Tel: 01702 613922
Fax: 01702 617168

Hejrevang 11
Allerod
Denmark

E -mail:

*Mic Preamp *Limiter *Step Equaliser
*Instrument Interface *AII valve power

Contact: Adam Hall Ltd

6

3

Tel: +45 4814 2828
Fax: +45 4814 2700

of products, call:

L

O

Have You seen the new catalogue
Iron) Danish Pro Audio covering the
complete range of Brüel & Kjaer Series 4000
Professional Microphones and accessories the \Iicrophoncs that arc ramous for keeping
their promises about superb transient response
- clarity - high SPL handling - low distortion wide dynamic range. If you want to learn
more ahout Brüel & Klan: microphones and
microphone techniques
then get the new
catalogue.
Danish Pro Audio ApS

For more information on Prism Sound range

The modular vacuum tube system, with:

aim hall

8

1

1

Prism Sound

CANFORD

Internet: hill):

7
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EQUIPMENT GUIDE
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LT lr

Upper Wheeler House Colliers End
Herts SG11

1

ET T.

01920 822 890

F:

01920 822 892

rlfo FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS,
Xoression,

the new
Harbeth
DPM 1

near -field
monitors

The new October '97 Product Guide from FFD
is now available. 160 pages packed with 6000+
audio and video products.

Dealer enquiries welcome for rho
Canare range of high quality
audio /video cables and connectors

Our showroom
for sale

i www.harbelh corn

a

in

Uxbridge also

definitive guide to everything that's
important

in

ata'uuue anJ pustage Irre

professional audio.
UK

Caia.ogue piLs postage

LI outsNr

UK

has

full range of used locatior

recording equipment
64

Worldwide
distributors
want

Oxford Road

New Denham
Uxbridge UB9 4DN, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1895 813730

Harbeth Acoustics Ltd.,
01444 440955 fax: 440688

For an immediate response
either FAXBACK Rebecca
Reeves directly or mail to
Studio Sound, 4th Floor,
8 Montague Close,
London SE1 SUR.

Call now for your free` copy of the

FFD distribute: Canare and Supra high quality cables
and connectors. Switchcraft, Neutrik, Edac, Hirose and
cannon connectors. Microphones and headphones from
Sennheiser, Beyerdynamic, Shure.
Carbon boom poles from VDB.
Plus much, much more. Get a copy today!

are
Outstanding
performers
tstd st.d1

UK:

THE 1998 HHB CATALOGUE

Fax:

0181

Circle
5 6

7 8 9

10 11

12 13 14

YOUR
NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE
TEL

L

FEBRUARY 98

UK
ik

the number you require further
information about
2 3 4

962 5000
Nwto 50U

+44 (0)1895 813701

FAX

INFORMATIO\

product and brochure showcase
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Issue 8 of the Raper &
Wayman catalogue is
out now. 208 pages
of Pro -Audio for
Production &
Presentation.
Free within UK.
Export price f10.

ADVANCED AUDIO TEST SYSTEM
The Systee

rani

'

exciuswel, .r.,r

e

,

tnr Jn

tr

Audio Precision is

TT1

' Advanced audio test system very low

distortion. noise floor and

residuals
Based on market standard System One plus enhanced analogue and

increased digital capability
' Jitter and interference iniectron. analysis of AES-EBU signals.
' The only test system to meet all the requirements of AES3 -1992

the defining digital audio document
PC Windows based software for instrument control. system
programming. processing and results display
Visual basic based prograrnnung language APBASIC) for t.
unuhnes.
automated

Now available in the U.K.
For Sales. Service & Rental Call

+44 (0)181 -800 8288

:

Thurlby Thandar Instruments Ltd

tickle music hire ltd
0181 964 3399

Coti-a1o9tAe

ye}.?

Anthony DeMaria Labs
These precision -built deck c. are made in
the U.S.A. to 'all-tube' designs for those
who want the best. Their well- earned
reputation for quality and reliability is
backed by an impressive list of owners and
users on both sides of the Atlantic.
Want to find Out why?

Go yolY hew

Raper & Wayman Ltd, Unit 3 Crusader Estate
167 Hermitage Road, London N4 1LZ. UK.
Fax: +44 (0)181 -809 1515 r +w.proaudio @dial.pipex

Glebe Road, Huntingdon. Cambs PE18 7DX
Tel: 01480 412451 Fax: 01480 450409
e -mail:

sales @ttinst.co.uk

c

L

Professional Audio Metering
- the MSD Way!

Analogue Perfection
For information on Joh Oram's stunning
range of Consoles and Rack equipment,
return details or visit our Web site.

http: / /www.oram.co.uk
saless@loram co.uk

L
recmuur player designed
replace any VTR as a stand alone und with front panel controls
log shuttle Added to CCIR -601 4 2.2 two digital audio track,
.nd lull tunecode are recorded and offer instant access Iront any eat
mtrcller connected to the Sony 9 pm RS -422 ports or from the hu'
,

E -mail:

clang

anel controls A proprietary Motion -JPEG compression is configurable
up Io 341

,ont 21

European Sales

Nice: Doremi Labs Europe
Place

Bermond Ophua
06560 Valbonne France
Phone
Fax

Email
URL

J

.33 4
.33 4

1

93 00 43 30
93 65 35 73

Get the brochure and check out the
new models:
DK-AUDIO, Marielundeej 371)

ORAM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
Tel: +44 (0)1474 815300
Fax: +44 (0)1474 815400

1)K-2730 Hedev, De
ark
rd: +45 44 53 02 55 Fax: +45 44 53 03 67
F.-mail: DK-:ltulioer dk-rmline.dk

101637 247 acornpuser.r
WWW DOREMILABS COM

Configured 20/16 Righthand Patchbay, VU Meters,
18 x 31099 Modules, 33415 Line Amps, 32438 Modules. P.O.A.

I= AIM

Configured 24/8/16 Rlghthand Patchbay, PPM Meters,
24 x 1081 Modules, 1272 Line Amps, 1943/1 Group Modules.
P.O.A.

Configured 20/8/16 Righthand Patchbay, PPM Meters, 20 x 1073
plus

4 x

4 x 2254

1066 Modules, 406/407
Comp/Limiters. P.O.A.

Lire Amps, 1943 Group Modules,

Configured 20/8/12 Righthand Patchbay, VU Meters (Simpson),
10 x 1081 Modules, 10 x 1064 Modules, 1272 Line Amps, 1900
Group Modules, 2 x 2254 8 2 x 2254E Comp/Limiters. P.O.A.

Broadcast Console. Configured 16/4/2/1 No Patchbay fitted, 16 x 1073 Modules, 1272 Une Amps, 1939 Group
Modules. P.O.A.
12/2 Fitted 12

x 33122 (with mod; and 12 s 33726A Modules,
Righthand Patchbay. P.O.A.

1081

1064

1073

1066 33122/225412264E

1060 MODULES
Pair CMV563 with 1155K and M7 Capsules.

PRO AUDIO

All equipment is
owned by

A.E.S.
Pro Audio.

A UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY

THE `VINTAGE' NEVE

SPECIALI.

PSU /Cables. Consecutive Serial Numbers.

e ep

We will purchase Jeve I

SS. Consoles

one:

t

ax:

t

I

Telephone International: 44 1932 872672
Fax: International: 44 1932 874364

advertisement contact:
Studio Sound (Classified),
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd.,
8 Montague Close. London SE1 9UR. UK
Tel: +44(0)171 620 3636 Fax: +44(0)171 401 8036
All box numbers reply to the above address
To place an

sound

ciassme

(minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £10 extra per insertion. Published monthly.
Copy deadlines: contact Rebecca Reeves, Classified Advertisement Manager

RATES: Recruitment £38 per single column centimetre. All other sections £35
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HHB COMMUNICATIONS LTD

Singapore. ),dei
I

r

Madrid. London and

last gross in,_ sotte are compara in

a

Groupare /IntraneiAlultimedia/1)igital Audio.

REQUIRE AN

INTERNATIONAL SALES MANAGER

SALES )l.-

clolet

N.-

GERS (E(ROPE)

lu he in charge 01 de, eloping ioruon leads/sales. selrst
distributors. penetrate local markets. demo ss stein and
attend trade .hues. Must hase pros en track record of
opening nets accounts and ahilit to drise and ssork
independentls

PROI)t ('T SPI'Á'LU.IS7S
To he in charge of defining products and

Based in NW London and with offices in Los Angeles and Toronto, our business is truly global.
with distributors in over forty territories worldwide. Our expansion has been driven by the
introduction of our own brand products and we are seeking to support this business with the
recruitment of an International Sales Manager.

The successful candidate will have proven experience in sales and marketing, an
understanding of Pro Audio technology and be responsive to being target driven. You will
speak English fluently (although not necessarily as your first language), other languages
would of course be an advantage. The package on offer is negotiable.
you feel ready for a challenge in your life apply in writing, enclosing a full CV, to Richard
Kershaw at HHB Communications Ltd, 73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U or fax on
+44 (0)181 962 5050 or e-mail richard.kershaw @hhb.co.uk
If

l

Send

resune

Ldct. 25

The employee will he responsible for working within a team pros iding installation and maintenance c,.s ci
within the Sann studio complexes. Knowledge of both analogue and digital audio electronics k necessary.
whilst an understanding of multitracks, mixing consoles and computing would be advantageous. Qualifications
should be to a minimum of A- level. or two years experience within an associated industry.
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Studio Systems
Buys /Sells/Services

SOUNDTRACS
SOUNDCRAFT

&H

01923 267733
Email: Tim
H w.studiosys.demon.co.uk
%s

jbs records

Applications should he made in writing. including a C.V.. to: Bill Ward at Sarm West. 8-IO Basing Street.

MUSIC and SPEECH

IET.

REAL -TIME/HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.

lelephone: 01 R I 521 2424 Facsimile: 0181 521 4343
II,

.-.
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demon

Computer printed labels.
Solo, 'i" reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records division
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ

4

HILTONGROVE
where soue
I),.e,

Pro-11,1.1n,g,1

01992 -500101

ldt'ice connes

I

1)ryrhm (..,,,;tre,
youn,l Rnr..,.. ..

Reproyr,g,hr.,

Pro Tools &
Sonic Solutions

ihm-n)j( P

Print

Rand /axP
i srr,
The Hiltongrove Bu.sines; Centre, Iludrerles .LIe;ss,

h.hnnóo,p
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Mastering
from just £7.50

CD

Real Time Cassette Copying

Copy Masters and Editing
CD

requirements tu Marie Bouin.
St mania 75010 Parr. Fr,ur, c

the. faubourg

('all Tim on

TRAINEE MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

CDRs

talai

rue du

A

arc seeking applicants for the position of

I

I

in:nl nth mm t. dales mm v Fm. 433

products
f

SARM WEST STUDIOS

London WI

citing

Networks. and EU ssorking papers.

I

The brief is to expand our current network of worldwide distributors, excluding North and South
America and the UK. whilst substantially increasing sales across the board. The position will
involve frequent overseas travel.

ss

functional specifications and manuals. testing nee
sersions and supporting customers. \lust hase
experience in Radio or Pro Audio. excellent ss ricin;:
skills in English. good kilos; ledge or Nindosss and PC

Manufacturing

Laser printed labels & inlays
Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality & presentation
Best prices, ultra fast turnaround

I

r,ndnn

3

I I

4Q1'-

Editing at Mastering

RPM

Repeat Performance
Mastering
6

Grand Union Centre
West Row
London W10 5AS

Tel. 0181 960

Contact Chris
Tel: 0171

483 3506

DAT SERVICE CENTRE
recorders that record and playback perfectly may fail
to meet the Sony DAT specification. As a result tapes may
'sound different' or even produce glitches when played back
on another machine.
Even DAT

your machine professionally
calibrated by Music Lab. Complete calibration. service and
repair facilities from C75 plus VAT. Contact Jason Sullivan for
calibration prices /quotations on most models.
To guarantee confidence. have

7222
Al y

Fax. 0181 968 1378

www. repeat -performance. co. u k

Te1: 0171 388 5392

Fax: 017

1

"4

388 1953
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L4uipment

ecialists

CONSOLES
Neve 8088
31'.
GPO patch Classic ciass

MULTITRACKS

inontor
CWII

A

Nevi VR72 Legend - 60 mono.

2 stereo. Flying
2 yr old
£call
VR60 - 48 fitted flying taders. dynamic
metering bar graphs RHPB
£call

V3

-

Neve 5106 - 48 channel 36 mono 12 stereo.
8 aus direct outs. V1 series electronics

-

buckets. 16.24 ch
N eel Flying Faders. 12 a frying faders. NEW'
AMS Logic 1/ Spectra M8 call for spec
Nave 5104

THRL ,r1ÙLD

SyfrAers

ofthe;
in'16

PPM's

[call
Loan

Tascam ATR 60 1- 16T with dbx NR

(call

Mitsubishi X -880 32T - remote. locate m/b
Mitsubishi X -850 32T - remote locate. m/b
Timeline Lynx Lynx
modules. latest

-

[10.000

3

C1.500

(call

compute,
60 mono. 4 stereo Plasmas prop ea TR
Ccall
SSL 4064E1G - 56 mono. 8 stereo G compute'
VU5 TR LHPB. prod panel
(call
SSL 4056E/G - 48 mono. 4 stereo all G centre
section TR. VU metering Excellent
(call
SSL 4048 E d - coming soon
(call
SSL
'f'G - 20G modules. 16E 4 stereo TR
°sg eq VUs. RRPB LH prod
(call
SSL
20 ,-4 16 mono 4 stereo. 8 IMO s
."amos ext. alb
£15.000
Studer
series 12/4211 lovely console
(call
Trident .-stor 432 - 46 channels in One
s modules. film panning. 32 buss
£19 000
Soundcralt t7-7 - top of range 32 rp 24 buss
SSL 4064E/G

64 channels.

G

'r

eoopeW.

_

s

.

Ur!'

ng fader automation

Soundcran
cc

Worldwide

P'T
F`ilrfs

027.000
44 mono. 8 stereo. 24 bass
maintained..
C6.950
- 28 frame 24 fitted 'n
02.500

Soundcrati
2
A-- 56 name- 48 lined 40 vnln VC
Supertrue auto. 1992. RHBP won key input to goo.
.-r clean
027.500
Amok Hendrix 40 frame 22 titled 4 stereo
Supertrue Auto. 3 extra patch bays
[15.000
Amek BIG - 40 fm. 28 mono 4 stereo Supetrse
Auto Recall Clean no VD ..
£9.995
Amok BC2 - broadcast console. 8 mono 8 stem_
24 frame patcnbay
£6.000
DOA PCM 232 Top of range in One DOA 56 ha

nasr.:

56 fined Uptown 2000 hying fader auto
metering. 144 extra tie Ones

£37 000

- early version 28 channels
Yamaha DMR 8 - with usual suspects o'
accessories DRU 8
ODA AMR 24

£55 000

Neve 1081
NEW

[call

FF

E14 000

(call

Et_ 500

í17.500
£12.500

1

500 26L software can be racked. refurbished

£750

Timeline Lynn - system supervisor.

1 43
SW
£495
Dolby SR /A MT Series - 10 modules loaded auto
argument for record and play Ticket
£3.500
Dolby XP 24 - rack of 24 A'S. lovely
(1 200
Dolby SP 24 - 24 Dolby As Eat more gees
oaoed in MTR 90 penthouse
(1 000
Dolby MI6 - old Dooy A. eon '
£495
.

2T MACHINES
Sony PCMR 500 DAT

-

[895
(850
(395

NEW

£1.500

(1.295

- Classic

(750
[495
£250

.

C295

cassette leeks coo,

E200
C350

695

^Mx

- ., aSSIS reverb with 12 mems

£2.500

Keyboard Interface Chorus controller
AMS '5 805 - dual lock de glitch. 3 2s. 1 6s

(125

' 6

AMS

AMS 15 80 SB

C1.750

- broadcast delay

C250

IC M2000 - NEW
IC 2290 - 32s stereo link fast triage
Lexicon 224 - with white remote
Lexicon 1200 Time compressorMar-sr
rig'
Roland SRV

2000- classic crunchy

Issue mic amp

4

Tannoy Super Reds SRM15X

[2.249

Avalon 737 - tube mic amp eq. compressor
''EW' A total peach of a unit.
Avalon 737 SP - as above with silver knobs
RCA BA6C fantastic valve hinter
DBX 160XT

C175

[200

-

rack

w2

ea

C495

£2.995
£250

RED 7 - mie amp. dynamics
Drawmer DS 221 - dual compressor limiter
Drawmer DS 201 - dual gate
Klark Teknik DN 360 - dual 30 band graphic
Drawmer DN 410 - dual paralytic 5 b ea

C1.295

Forming

C225

£595
£500

8Oí 760X -RS

- dual Compen
A A D F769 XR
vocal stresser You
TC F,ealizer PLUS - NEW model
TC

£225

1128

£695

nee

C450
C1.399

28 band graphic/analyser

Apóu Compeuor - 2 channel compressor
7/A - 27 '.ed ire .hic
avanable

C395

e

- broadcast turntable
£495
Theta DS Pro - DA convener
£795
GPO 316 MOM lachelds. bads. various
£1 p.h.
Drake DA switcleng units a 8 e psu. male duck £495
Audioscope - metering for RGB monitor
(call
Focusrite - Red 0. Rackenbacker
£50
Complete 2- aludio complex For Sale - situated in
Asia Neve O DDA consoles Studer 827 820 24T
-iacones. Dolby SR. Lexicon 480L5 etc Complete
han 2 buildings 800m and land. 500m Diesel
.loura'¢ 400kVA generator, etc. etc. Call for tell
details

C995

£795

(1.500

re.,

£795
C395

,

em

r

.

£200
(05

_.

Beyer M201 - dynamic and vital for all
Sennheiser MKH 50 - super cardioid MKH 40
Schoeps M22tb - with 934 capsule Sweet as
AC 701 based valve mic

-

lovely black plastic case
Octave MK 012 w/3 capsules NEW
Octave 319

in

Lomo t 9A19 Russian valve me stunning
Lome 19A9 - As above but sounds crap
Brad Pitt on a stock
Shure SM 58
Shure SM 57

NEW'

a

£495
nut
0595
£225

£250
£795

pe

EMT 948

,

Neumann U47 - VF 14 valve classic
£3,500
00G 451 - microphones E and EB. wlckt cap £175 ea
AKG CEO capsules
£125
*KG 451 kits - comprising 2 a 451 bodies.
2 capsules 2 VR1 tubes table stands and clips
A
Flight -Cased and lovely
í400 ea
AKG D25 - boxed. suspension mount lovely £250 ea

E150

£2.500

MISCELLANEOUS

(450
£195

£3.5k
£995
£495

1

rormous

£1.495

£350

s

r:r'

£1.295

902 de essers

111

pair 15" big boys

DynAudlo - M3 caw 2 x BSS FPS 360 X'over
PM 5 amps
Apogee 4 x SSM system
controller
Apogee AE1 pair
Rogers LS 3/75 - no amps
Threshold - S /1000 Dower amps
y

- mono compressor

DBX 900 rack

-

(600
band en

Neve 1271 - mac amp
Neve 2258 size of a 1073 nose gate a 2
Neve compressor limner 1 channel. 1U

AKG D20 - boxed

AMS

re

Genelec 1030A pa spec,. otte
E895
Genelec 1029A 10914 woofer
£925
Genelec 1025 - 2 v t5 3 speakers wan amps £7.995
Urei 809 - mid / large Blue horn
E595

.

m stock
8 67
1
R 62 - off its trolley with meter
Studer TLS 4000 - synchroniser

Studer 0710

£150

E995

Studer
Studer

16 bit sampler Gear as glass

OUTBOARD

A

Panasonic SV 3800 DAT - NEW
Sony -CM 2500 DAT recorder
Studer C37 - classic valve
Studer A 812 - CTC with meters up toc
Studer A 812 - CTC. no meters
Studer A 810 - CTC. no meters rack mount

MONITORING

.

Studer 0820 24T - 4500 hrs SOL Interface
£17.500
Studer A80 Mkt - 247. narrow audio remote £7,000
Studer Dyaxis 2 - complete system
£5.000
NED Post pro system 16T DAT 2411 MEGA"
(5 000

2 s 48 channel consoles available

one with Necam 96 plasmas.
Neva 55 series console - 36 frame 36 fined.

one with

1

FAX +44 (0) 1225 447333

Publison Internal 90 - 20 seconds sampbng delay
timecode card
-.
......
[1.995
EMT 251 - with 250 software totally unique
£3.995
MOR 01 ' digital revert)
(150
Eventide BD 955 - profanity delay DUMP
C150
MOO Window

N ine

Neve VR60 Legend 24 channels' Flying faders
dynamic metering

Studer 0827 - 48 tk digital 1994. 2400 hrs
rem/lac full mt. ALS,EBU interface. max
RAM noise shaping
owner Excellent

Studer AB20 24T - 2000 hrs all latest updates
.cry well maintained Excellent
í18.5013
Studer A820 24T - 2650 hrs. SSL interface
£18.500

faders dynamic metering
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Audio Toyshop Ltd
Tel: +44(0)1225 447222.
Fax: +44(0)1225 447333.

E-mail: toyboys@audio- toyshop.co.uk

£650
£09

f79

NEW'

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,
LONDON N7 8NS
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483

Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
Steve Lane
Clive Richards

THE BEST BACK -UP

THE BEST PRICES

THE BEST SELECTIONS

NEW EQUIPMENT: SPECIAL OFFERS:

CRANESONG
EAR

STC -8 discrete

comp/limiter

£1350.00

660 Tube (Fairchild style) compressor:
superb

£1600.00

8220 (Pullen style) ED
Dual Tube mic pre (the best)
480LJLARC. Special price

LEXICON

£1800 00

HEDD D/A and A/O: new

TUBETEC

LCA1B mono tube compressor

FOCUSRITE

MP1A tube min pro
ISA (Blue) 215
RED 2 ED/RFD 3 dual comp

£2495. 00

RED 6 min pre/eq/RED 7 comp

Stereo compressor
Classic dual min compressor

In stock
£1599.00

JOEMEEK

PCM90
PCM80

£1299. 00

AUDIO TECHNICA ÁT4033 cardioud microphone

ÁT4050 multipaOern mic

£699 00

Finaliser Plus

£1399.00

M2000 Wizard
FireworX
M5000

£999 00

LCA2B dual tube compressor

TLA

£1199.00
_E call
£1950.00

£1250.00

Solid Tube mic kit
C4141111 min kit

AKG

£999.00

ME1B/PE1C tube eq

£1250.00

MPX -1
TC

TUBETEC

(Iona

£1299.00
£1999.00
£1850.00
£1250.00
£999.00
£750.00
£299.00
£499.00

PURPLE

MC76 Discrete Urei 1176

EMPIRICAL LABS
ALAN SMART

Distresser
CL1 dual compressor
CL2 dual compressor

£1299.00
£999.00
£1350.00
£1799.00

AKG

C12VR Kit

£1799.00

Cd14B-ALS
The Egg"

D112
BEYER

bass drum

DT100 headphones
4

pairs

10 pairs

Vitaliser

SPL

Tube

PANASONIC
DBX

SV3800 DAT
160 "Blue" compressor
1656 classic compressor

AMEX

902 deessers a 2 /rack and psu
9098 dual compressor
9098 min amp!eq
9098 dual min pre

...

£599 00

£650.00
£499.00
£149.00
£99.00 each
0390.00
£950.00
£1599.00
£800.00
£1699.00
£950.00
£799.00

£1349.00
£949.00
£750.00

...

SPECIAL DEALS ON YAMAHA (02R/03D/NS10, etc); AKAI SHERMAN FILTER BANK /MUTATOR, MACKIE. B +K. AND
EUROPE'S LARGEST STOCKS
OF GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT. CALL FOR FULL LISTS. ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. PRICES EXCLUDE VAT. EXPORTS WELCOME
PLUS

Y

c

RKI

PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED!
CALL NOW FOR THE LATEST LIST OF USED GEAR ON

OR FAX US YOUR ORDER ON
OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT

voreAti':J

NEVE

SM.

OTi4RISTUDER

+44 (0)1462 490600
..,+44(0)1462 490700

a-e
"Nick Ryan is the first person I call when I want quality

used equipment"
Term Britten, Producer - Song Writer

25

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE COMBINED

CLASS KNOW LEDGE AND PERSONAL

NICK RYAN

TEL
FAX

OTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

IS

WITH FIRST
ATTENTION

THE FIRST PERSON YOU SHOULD CALL

+44 1892 861099

+44 1892 863485

WEB http: / /www.soundsinc.co.uk

STING. TREVOR HORN. ROGER TAYLOR, CHRIS REA. PHIL COLLINS. OCEAN
COLOUR SCENE. THE COCTEAU TWINS. PETER GABRIEL. ALAN PARSONS.
JEAN MICHEL JARRE. VANGELIS. CHRIS DIFFORD. SARM STUDIOS.
METROPOLIS. FISHER LANE FARM. EDEN STUDIOS. JACOBS STUDIOS.
PARKGATES. STRONGROOM. REAL WORLD. BRIT ROW. SONY MUSIC.
WARNER CHAPPELL. GREAT LINFORD MANOR. MCA. KONK STUDIOS.
STUDIO MULINETTI. HIT & RUN. MAYFAIR STUDIOS. BEARTRACKS.

\

PRO STUDIO EQUIPMENT

&fa)

THE

OUTBOARD

~
SPECIALISTS

ADL,

AVALON, CLM DYNAMICS, CRANESONG, DW FEARN, EMPIRICAL
LABS. GML, JOEMEEK, MANLEY, MTA, NIGHT TECHNOLOGIES. PRISM.
PURPLE AUDIO, RIDGE FARM, SUMMIT, TC ELECTRONIC, TL AUDIO.
MANY
MORE
TECH.
RAC
AND
MANY.
TUBE
VAC
.

DEMONSTRATION ITEMS AVAILABLE FOR MANY MODELS EITHER IN YOUR STUDIO OR IN
OUR DEMONSTRATION ROOM.

WANTED: QUALITY USED OUTBOARD.
HIRE STOCKS AVAILABLE.
SERIOUS AUDIO LTD. WATFORD, HERTS, FAX:

01923 442441

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
Tascam DA88 with sync card. 20 hrs
use. £2000 ono
2 - Dolby Rack mount encoder SEU4 and
decoder SDU4. £2000 pair
3 - Digidesign SMPTE Slave driver, as new.
1

-

£500
4 - 4 Tascam DA20 Dat machines. £350
Contact BILL PADLEY
Director of Operations
WISE BUDDAH MUSIC RADIO LONDON

email: bill.padley @wisebuddah.com
Tel: 0171 307 1600
Fax: 0171 3071601

01923 442121
MOORE STEPHENS BOOTH WHITE
By Order of the Joint Liquidators, M E Cork MIPA MICM of
Moore Stephens Booth White and V Ellahv BA ECA MSI'1 of Robson Taylor
Re: London Tape Co. Limited

CASSETTE TAPE DUPLICATING
& PACKAGING MACHINERY
OFFICE FURNITURE AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
including
cassette inlaying /boxing machine, Robotecnica type Tachos 90B and
Tapematic type 2002 cassette tape winders, Lyrec type P -2608 duplicating machines,
Apex CA -30 twin head audio cassette printer, Marden Edwards type B100FF cassette heat
sealing oven wrapper, HPC type Plusair SMII screw compressor, racking, studio equipment.
Office furniture and equipment.

Ponsone type MCS -3

SPACIOUS FREEHOLD
PROFESSIONALLY DESIGNED
RECORDING STUDIO

CORNWALL
20 mins Newquay Airport
All ground floor accommodation,
reception lounge, kitchen. wc, live
room, control room, two vocal booths,
drum booth /multi -vocal booth.
Fully 48 -track wired.
Very high standard throughout.
Realistically priced.

FOR SALE BY TENDER IN LOTS

£95,000

On View: Friday, 20th February 1998 between 10:00am and 4:00pm
At: Woodman Works, 204 Dumsford Road, Wimbledon, London SW 19

CONTACT
STUART, KEITH OR MARILYN ON

Catalogues from the Auctioneers - Ref: AVL /DC
"Faxback" catalogue service available on 0660 222280

01872 275555

Calls cost 49 pence per minute

EDWARD SYMMONS
a PARTNERS
2

Declick Decrackle Dehiss
CEDAR RENTAL
from £40 per day

CEDAR

Southwark Street, London Bridge, London SEI 1RQ
Tel: 0171 955 8454 Fax: 0171 403 1947

24HR HOTLINE 0171 955 8438

CEDAR AUDIO LTD,

9 Clifton Court.

Cambridge CB1 4BN
Tel

+44 1223 414117 Fax: +44 1223 414118

products

services

an

DA88 & ADAT
Specialist Service Centre

-111L-

Expert Repair and Servicing for DA88 & ADAT
('all Aspen Media Service for details:

01442 399
ASPEN

U.rrtai

A B Cable and Wiring
A Wide Range Of Cabling & Wiring

949)

222 Maylands Avenue. Hemel Hempstead. Heras

1000 CD Albums
ll

Meet Every Customer's Needs

To

PANEL WIRING

CABLE ASSEMBLIES
GENERAL ELECTRONIC
ASSEMBLIES
RACK & FRAME WIRING
BROADCAST INSTALLATIONS
COMPUTER CABLING
COMPUTER NETWORK
INSTALLATION

rit'

999 + VAT!

(from EQ DAT and separated artwork on film)
includes

4 page booklet, 2 colour on -body print and case.
Digital Editing/DSP £25 per hr. CD Mastering to Exabyte DDP,
Sleeve Design, Cassette Duplication, Vinyl: Call for details.

r ' 1-.t1.r

FAX

(01264) 337721

rinnw,I

UNIT 8 WALWORTH ENTERPRISE CENTRE.
EST ANDOVER

Aftimm

of Hits in the UK Singles Chart

SYears

f;.

(01264) 334076

01992- 505001

Andy Whitmore
Producer/ Remixer
Andy

ANDOVER

DUKE CLOSE. WALWORTH IND

PeterAndre Flava, MN8 - Little Something 4 U, Kavana. Crazy Chance '97
Is keen to work with new Went in R &B /Hip HoplGarage/Dance & Houle music.

.

Mark Griffin Furniture

Greystoke Studio has a Mackie 56 channel desk with
GREVSTOKE Andy's
automation, GML Eq, SSL Compression, Akal, Protools and 30

CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE

keyboards

For more information call Jill on 0181 998 5529
Greystoka Productions official sponsors of Brantford Womens Football Club

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE
On A4 sheets for computer punting by laser printer
As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix printers.

Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.
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unit 15. Church Road
Centre
Sittingbourne. Kent ME10 3RS Englantl

storage UlI[l (Ir r('.1.\Y 'iL'S

93. (017951 428425 Fax (01795) 422365

Please call for

AMPEX- BASF -MAXELL -3M- SONY-KAO
AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

Village a Secant
Secardlag EIIlpipualt
6412 -tt_ì?- 15Hírálgi(Dilftrtt

MICROPHONES -TAPE MACHINES

-r47r17t2 slept
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STUDIE
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HAM
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FAIRCHILD

CAPFULS
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Tel: 01865 300171

Spools. boxes. blades. splicing and leader tape
Custom wound cassettes Ci 120. labels. library cases. inlay ca.
Bulk audio C-Os. cases, pancake. Broadcast cartridges
I

SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES
Shentonfield Road. Sharston Industrial Estate.
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660

MIC PRE AMPS
>T

I

FOR DUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE

\!I .II

DAILY'

atroma

EMAIL : feedbaeteaoneastroman.
FAX:
USA 213 - 477 2108
VOICE: USA 213 - 477 2292

The L)
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i
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Ont off CDs 8 CDRoms
Including on body Printing
Runs of 10.100 Call for dotalls

Avalon - Focusrite - Lexicon - Summit
TC Electronic - TLA - Eventide Massenberg - Alan Smart AKG Solid tube in stock

Top Class Graphic Design

Digital Mastering Studio
PrinTe Multimedia Ltd.

Call Nick Melville- Rogers
0181 440 3440
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HEAD TECHNOLOGY
NEW TAPE HEADS
Supplied for most makes,
Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling.
Same day turn round.

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
11

-

Brlttanla Way. Stanwell. Staines.
Mlddx TW19 7HJ

TEL: 01784 256046

Lockwood Audio
Author

Mackie Main Dealer

/1
`

(

I L

New G3 in stock.
Call Gavin Beckwith London's leading Mac guru.

C

(

iv

Macintosh and Outboard Specialists

Fax: 01865 303071
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brochure
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Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byrebrook Studios, Lower Farm.
Northmoor. Oxford OX8 1 AU, UK.

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
SELECTED

untl in.cnlllutLm
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Specialists

SPARES AND REPAIRS
Long established dealer In used equipment
and records
Phone: .44 (0) 181 - 207 4472
Fax:
«44 (0) 181 - 207 5283

in any directory of business services in your

US: Dear Sir
The theft of a correspondence file from a bank sheds new light
on studio business, writes Dan Daley
AKEN FROM THE FILES of Hugh

Bottom at the loans department of the
Fifth American National Republic Trust
MegaBank.
Dear Sir, I am in receipt of your application
of this instant for a loan for the purpose of
establishing a recording studio facility. We at
the recently merged Fifth American National
Republic Trust MegaBank appreciate your
choosing us to consider your small-business
loan needs, and all seems relatively in order.
But while it's true that recent precipitous
declines in interest rates have caused many
banking institutions to become astoundingly
aggressive in seeking new loan business, and
in the process lowering qualification requirements for such to the point where an applicant's genus and species need only be vaguely humanoid for acceptance, our evaluations
and appraisals department has suggested that
your business plan requires a bit more elaboration. "Makin' music, dude," is nicely concise
and we appreciate that, but it's a bit sketchy.
Could you elaborate a bit more as to how
you're planning on making this studio a profitable venture? That's all we need and the

-

requested $150,000-lent at 6% per annum
will be winging its way to you in short order.
Hugh Bottom, Vice President, Small Business
Loans
Dear Sir, thank you for your reply to my last
letter seeking clarification on your loan application. For a moment it seemed that the additional information you supplied specifically
that you would be making 'super-cool'
music-was less than we had in mind. Also,
the reference to how a studio would enhance
your social life in regards to women was taken
somewhat less than felicitously by the female
members of the department. However, a
recent copy of Billboard magazine informed
us that US record market sales rose a significant 7% in 1997. That, combined with the fact
that you had secured independent distribution
for your clients' recordings, enables us to
approve the loan. Please find enclosed a check
for $150,000 and a monthly payment book.
And good luck.
Hugh Bottom, Vice President. Small Business
Loans
PS The record distributor you mentionednot listed
Carlos y Conchita's Qwikie-Mart

-

-is

Europe: Copy that...

area.
Dear Sir. it has been seven months since we
last heard from you. We hope the studio is
doing better than your payment records would
indicate. We have made repeated attempts to
contact you by phone, but your mother always
tells us that you're not home. As a businessman, I'm sure you read publications such as
the Wall Street Journal and are aware that
falling interest rates continue to make banking an incredibly competitive business.
However, we are quite concerned about this
situation and with that of the 17 other similar
loans we have made to new recording studios
in your area, including some that are located
in the very same trailer park as your facility.
Please begin making payments in order to
avoid foreclosure of the loan and to restore
our original faith in you.
Hugh Bottom. (Assistant) Vice President,
Small Business Loans
Dear Sir, the situation has become quite serious. Upon researching the matter further, we
have heard from the three 'commercial' studios in your area that so- called 'garage studios'
are proliferating at a very rapid rate. Had we
known that your venture was to take place in
such a highly crowded economic environment, we would have reconsidered our loan
agreement. And upon further research, we
have also found that of the original $150,000
loaned you, approximately $15,000 was spent
to outfit your studio, while the rest was used
to purchase a 1998 Mercedes 600SL. I under-

too, but only after an extraordinary obstacle
course of installation. The drive comes with
two pieces of software. from Adaptec and
Seagate. On my PC they clashed, crashing the
system and blocking re-boot. Philips runs a

helpline, with helpful helpers -who admitted
they had never actually tried using the two
pieces of software together.
self protection over progress writes Barry Fox
The public knows that the shop price of a
new release CD is now around £15, that
they are giving away blades to sell razors.
OR 10 YEARS consumers have been
costs under 30p to press. I tried to get the
CD -RWs still cost around £20 or $20. But
asking when they can get blank CDs,
record companies and their trade bodies, to
Philips gives one RW away free with every
to make compilation recordings of
give me a 'pie chart' breakdown which
recorder, advising users to practice making
their favourite tracks or dubs from
shows that the record industry is not, as convinyl LPs. PC users have long since found it
compilations and so on, on the re- usable
sumers think, making
disc before using onceimpossible to back up data onto floppies,
£14.70 profit.
only CD -Rs. This gave
and inconvenient to use tape streamers.
Helpfully, the IFPI sent
record
Individual
people a taste for RW,
Now, at last, we have low -cost CD recorders
refer enstimulate demand and
for consumer and computer use.
me
a copy of a published companies
quiries like this to their
World sales in 1997 were over 2 million
encourage mass proarticle. But it was gloriously trade bodies, the Interduction.
and look likely to touch around 5 million
Federation of
On legality, Philips
this year. Philips has over 50% of the world
nonsensical, for instance national
the Phonographic and
quotes the Athens
market, with drives sold either under
Agreement, originally explaining that A&R stands the British PhonoPhilips' name or other brands. The new
graphic Industry. That's
drafted for DAT 10
management in Eindhoven issued a direcfor Research and
why the pay them. The
years ago. Consumer
tive that the company had to start making
IFPI says it is asked 'all
CD recorders use SCMS,
money on consumer electronics - after losDevelopment.
the time' for this kind
the serial copy manageing a bundle on HDTV, MAC-TV, CD-i and
of information, but
ment system, which
DCC. Philips also wants to stop Sony makhas nothing prepared. Helpfully, the IFPI
stops them making a digital copy of a CD
ing Mini Disc the de facto disc format for
sent me a copy of a published article. But it
that is itself a digital copy. But, of course,
Europe and the US.
was gloriously nonsensical, for instance
this does nothing to stop people making a
The price of blank write-once (WORM)
explaining that A&R stands for Research and
series of first -generation digital copies from
discs has already collapsed, to a very few
Development.
the same source.
pounds or dollars. pushing Plasmon out of
The BPI's press officer, Sarah Roberts
I have tried both the CD recorder and the
business and forcing Kodak to cut the workwould say only that the BPI produced a pie
CD -ROM recorder. The CD deck worked like
force at its new plant in Ireland. This is drichart seven years ago, but it was now out of
a dream, with intuitive controls that are a milving the sales of hardware, creating the
date so I could not see it. And no, there was
lion miles from those on the absurdly clumsy
reverse of the classic situation where manunothing more recent. So I drafted my own
DCC deck. The CD-ROM recorder works well
facturers gave away razors to sell blades. Now

Copyright issues are set to frustrate
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stand your reasoning that the automobile is
a useful status symbol in attracting new
clientele in the entertainment industry. and
we realise that there is a new awareness of
the need for marketing of recording studios.
Nonetheless, we must terminate your loan
immediately and ask that you sell all assets
and repay the loan balance forthwith, which
stands at $150,000 plus accrued interest.
(Which rate has recently been lowered to
4.5% to keep you as a valued customer.)
Hugh Bottom, Bank Teller, Anonymous

Suburban Branch
Dear Sir, we were not sure what an'ADAT
now that we have repossessed your
'studio' we have found that used ones don't
retain anywhere near their original value,
and that is the case with virtually every other
piece of so-called 'project studio' equipment
that you had purchased. In fact the only
thing that has any residual value whatsoever is the Mercedes 600SL, and that, we are
given to understand, is now in the possession of Carlos and Conchita, whose QwikieMart business was indeed eventually listed
in an appropriate publication- unfortunately, it was the front page of the local
paper, which reported it as being the site of
a Federal narcotics sting operation. And neither Carlos nor Conchita are anywhere to be
found. All the foregoing leaves me little
choice but to ask you one thing.
Would you listen to my demo?
is, but

Hugh Bottom, Second Assistant Manager,

Janitorial Services.
pie chart and sent it back to Ms Roberts
asking for comment: 'It is it inappropriate
for the BPI to comment on commercial
matters which are the responsibility of its
individual members' replied Peter Scaping,
director of research and development and
general manager, adding that he would be
grateful' if I would not press members of
our staff on these points.
Unless the IFPI and BPI has changed its
thinking -and as it won't talk about the
subject, it is hard to know what it is thinkremains opposed to
ing, if anything
home copying and in favour of a levy or
tax on blank media. In Europe there is a
mish -mash of levy schemes, which vary
from country. This creates a grey market,
with blank tapes and discs flowing from
the untaxed or lower -priced EC states to
those which are taxed at higher rates. Only
blank CDs for home music recording are
taxed. Adaptec's control software lets a PC
drive record audio onto data blanks. And if
people are being taxed as a punishment for
home recording, they will feel entitled to
borrow CDs and copy them.
The situation is a mess and will get
messier. The only real solution is for the
record companies to keep the price of
pressed discs down, and stress the
immorality of copying borrowed material
onto blank CDs. But this needs concerted,
considered policy statements and publicity
from the IFPI and BPI. If nothing is forthcoming, 1998 could well be the year in
which European record companies wonder
why they are paying their trade bodies to
represent them.

-it
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Different worlds
Technology may be forcing film and television closer together but

other forces may keep them apart, writes Kevin Hilton
ABELS ARE. useful things. They help
us find things that we are looking for

easily and quickly. That's the plus
point. The downside is that they make
indeed peoit far too easy to put things
ple-into pigeon holes. For example, someone recently referred to me as the "television
writer", which I initially found flattering and
descriptive but later thought was stereotyping
and restrictive. "1'm so much more than that!"
I thought to myself later, gnawing away at my
self-confidence and self-image (well. it was a
Tuesday)
Another problem with labels is that the
divides they mark can sometimes be eroded,
making the label itself redundant. Take for
example the worlds of broadcast and film post production. These were areas that have always
been identified as separate disciplines because
of the dichotomies that the areas have created
between themselves
Movie people have always been sniffy about
television, seeing it as an upstart medium.
while TV types viewed the cinema as lumbering and old fashioned.
Now that the cinema has enjoyed a resurgence of popularity and TV companies
-preparing themselves for
the multi-channel future
Movie
when the demand for product will be tantamount -are

-or

.

.

increasingly making programmes in the style of film,
the divisions are looking
less and less obvious, particularly as critics are accusing some low budget features of looking like TV dramas. Channel 4 in the UK
has long had a history of co-

pie are coming u, them for mu% ie work because
the terminology remains the same. Another reason for the convergence is digital technology,
which has put broadcast facilities near, if not
on, the same level as the traditional film studios.
For a movie facility to turn away from 35mm
and mag equipment was tantamount to heresy,
as Gerry Humphreys, director of sound at
Twickenham Film Studios, acknowledges.
Today, although 35mm is there for shooting
and archiving, hard disk storage and manipulation are the official currency. 'Even shooting
a big feature like Event Horizon, the various
elements will be on computer,' he says, 'for
instance editing on Avid, with the audio on
DAR or Akai. There is very little where you
could say that particular things are done on
video and others on film.' But differences
remain. Humphreys is of the opinion that big
blockbusters require big rooms to mix in. 'A
video dubbing suite is fine if what you're mixing is going to be heard in somebody's living
room,' he says, 'but if you're working for the
Odeon Leicester Square, you need some air
around what you're doing.' Denis Weinrich
agrees with this to a degree but adds, The Blue
Room at Skywalker is not an aircraft hanger but
they still did Contact there
and Sound One, where Men
in Black was dubbed, is a
sniffy
modest size. But there will
always be movies like
Starship Troopers where

people have
always been
about television, seeing
it as an upstart
medium, while TV
types viewed the
cinema as lumbering
and old fashioned

producing films for theatrical release that are guaranteed a TV screening,

underlining the importance of the cinema as a
supplier to television. A clear sign that priorities were changing was given in 1993 when the
screen adaptation of Roddy Doyle's The
Snapper was shown as part of the BBC's Screen
series before enjoying a successful cinema run.
This has meant that facilities usually associated with broadcast or commercials work are
now working on feature films, albeit those of

more modest budget than juggernauts like
Starship Troopers or the new Bond opus
Tomorrow Never Dies.
Denis Weinrich at North London audio post
house Videosonics says of this shift, 'Things had
been going towards film anyway and now it is
50% of our business. In our work for TV companies we've gone from doing sit-corns and dramas to films for TV and now features.' Key factors in this are language and familiarity. There
are enough differences between the terms used
in broadcasting and film to cause confusion;
those in TV post -production say that TV peo-

nobody would consider
mixing in a small room -it's
just a question of how many
big movies there are a year
and how many big rooms
are needed. That's why I'm

not chasing that market.' In
many ways, it is business
itself that is maintaining some of the barriers
that technology has partly broken down.
Despite the filmic look and impressive cast lists.
many TV films and film -style series are still
made on a budget that would barely cover the
catering tab on a major theatrical release. Many
post houses court commercials work in preference to television productions because of
these tight budgets. The next natural step is the
movies but most audio facilities seem aware of
their capabilities and their level, something that
will sustain these companies and the more traditional film studio technical departments
This is probably just as well because the film
business is notoriously populated by people in
sharp suits with even sharper legal minds. One
video effects house MD, who has moved from
advertising work to film, confirms this: "If you
mess up on a commercials project, then the
agency just don't use you again. With movies,
the producers say 'I'm gonna sue your ass for
S20 million! ".' It is, quite literally, a different
.
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The telephone
The telephone is the oldest audio system of all, and probably the largest, and
as such demands some respect. John Watkinson explains how it works

\\

l \TOR
LEPHO \L
Alexander Graham Bell was
I

character. and his
and rewards
study. In his career as an inventor he built man -lifting kites. airhydrofoils. and
craft
and
developed the tetrahedral space
frame. He was also involved in
teaching the deaf to speak. Bell's
wife Mabel had lost all hearing at
the age of five from scarlet fever
and it was through his work that
they nut. Bell argued that if a
machine could he built that
would display speech in some
way, deaf people would he able
to modify their speech to obtain
the same display as the teacher.
A microphone was :t fundamental part of the system. and
having developed one. Bell went
on to create the telephone.
allowing speech to travel down
telegraph wires. The rest. as they
say. is history.
The success of the telephone
has led to vast areas of the planet
quite

a

work deserves.

being

comprehensively

con-

nected with copper wires and
this is a valuable infrastructure.
has developed.
the telephone has become part
of a global telecommunications
industry. Simple economics suggests that in many cases using
the existing telephone cabling is
a good way of providing new
communications services.
Despite the age of the technology. it's still important to
know how a phone works. The
original telephone microphone
worked as shown in Fig.l. The
sound vibrates the diaphragm
which changes the compression
(hence the resistance) of carbon
granules. Such a microphone
needs a power source. and this is
provided by a NV battery at the
exchange which forms part of a
current kxrp that joins the two
subscribers and includes the
microphone and the earpiece.
The modulated current produces
a sound at the earpiece.
In practice. mite deliberate
crosstalk is introduced into the sysAs technology

tem so that each subscriber hears
some of their own voice in the ear piece. This is called sidetone and it
is psychoacousticallv necessary to
allow the user to judge how loud
to speak by providing a feedback
\\'ithout sidetone
mechanism.
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many people end up shouting into
the microphone because it seems
to be inert.
The length of wire in the loop
is subject to enormous variation.
and with it the loop resistance
and losses. A high loop resistance will reduce the loop current and lower the signal.
A voltage- dependent resistor in
the phone compensates for the
line length to try to keep the
loop current steady. As the goal
of the telephone is to deliver the

spoken information. its performance is measured in terms of
intelligibility. By audio fidelity
standards the telephone is an
appalling device: the bandwidth
is from about 300liz to 3.4kHz
and there is significant waveform
distortion and noise. This. however. does not prevent speech
being understood.
The long wires used in telephony are transmission lines with
an impedance of alx ut b(N)52 at
audio frequencies. The line loss
is a logarithmic function of distance which led to the development of the decibel to quantify
the phenomenon.
There's more to a telephone
than just the speech communication: there is the ringing and
dialling aspect as well. This is
achieved down the same wires as
are used by the conversation and.
in fact. is a forerunner of the use of
phantom power in microphones.

When a telephone is hung up.
switch is made which open -circuits the current kxrp so that the
exchange battery is no longer
supplying power. The sane hook
switch connects the ringer to the
lines via a capacitor that bl(xks
the DC power. The telephone is
made to ring by an AC signal generated at the exchange. The ringing frequency varies from country
to country. but 20Hz is common.
This can pass through the DC
blocking capacitor. Fig.2 shows
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Fig.1: Carbon compression microphone
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that at the exchange, the battery is
fitted with inductors that block
the ringing current.
The ringer in the telephone
forms a tuned circuit that resonates at the ringing frequency.
This raises efficiency. which is
important where long lines are
used. In the original telephone
the ringer would be a solenoid
operated hell. but in recent
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FIg.2: Schematic of the telephone circuitry serving
is an electronic
synthesiser and loudspeaker driven by the AC ringing power.
Connecting too many telephones
to a line may mean that after the
ring power is divided there is
insufficient to make each one
ring reliably. Individual telephones vary in the ring power
needed and so have what is
called a ring equivalent number
(REM which allows the engineer
to calculate whether a particular
combination of units will work.
Fig.2 also shows that the ring
blocking inductors may be the
windings of relays which are in

equipment there

a

telephone line

the current loop.
telephone handset is
lifted to make a call. the h(xrk
switch completes the current
loop and the relays at the
exchange will pull in to notify
the exchange that a call is alxrut
to he made. When the handset is
lifted to answer a Cali. the hook
switch also stops the ringer.
For economic reasons. there
are much fewer paths through the
telephore system than there are
subscribers because telephones
are not used continuously. Before
a call can he made. the exchange
has to find a free path and
»>
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assign it to the calling telephone. Traditionally this was done electromechanically
with a third. privacy (P). wire. When the

exchange sensed that a handset was offhook. a rotary switch would advance and
sample all of the paths until it found one
without loop current where it would stop.
This was signalled to the calling telephone by
sending dial tone.
In a real steam- powered telephone. on
receipt of dial tone the caller used a rotary
dial to input the number. This was a simple
mechanical pulse generator that broke the
current loop at each pulse. The exchange
relay would drop out each time the loop
broke so that the relay contacts replicated
the action of the rotary dial contacts. The
steam-powered exchange would use the
pulses to operate uniselectors and two motion selectors. Uniselectors were rotary
switches that could be advanced one position at a time by a solenoid and a ratchet.
while two -motion switches caused sets of
'wipers' to be stepped vertically on one
pulse train and horizontally on a second into
a bank of contacts. Connecting the pulses
from a rotary dial to these selectors would
cause them to move to the contact corresponding to the digit dialled.
Of course. the development of electronics
revolutionised telephone exchanges. Whilst
the loop current. AC ringing and hook
switch sensing remained for compatibility.
the electromechanical exchange gave way
to electronic - first 'crossbar then 'TXE exchanges where the dial pulses were interpreted by digital counters which then drove
crosspoint switches to route the call. The
communication remained analogue.
The next advance permitted by electronic
exchanges was touch tone -dialling. also
called DTMF and voice- frequency dialling.
Touch-tone dialling is based on seven discrete frequencies shown in Fig.3. The telephone contains tone generators and tuned

a

filters in the exchange can detect each frequency individually. The numbers 0 through
9 and two non -numerical symbols.
and =.
can be transmitted using 12 unique tone
pairs. A tone pair can reliably he detected in
about 100ms and this makes dialling much
faster than the pulse system.
The frequencies chosen for DTMF are
logarithmically spaced so that the filters can
have constant bandwidth and response
time. but they do not correspond to the conventional musical scale. You might call it the
just Diabolical scale or Bad Temperament.
In addition to dialling speed. because the
DTMF tones are within the telephone audio
bandwidth, they can also be used for signalling during a call.
The first electronic exchanges simply
used digital logic to perform the routeing
function. The next step was to use a fully digital system where the copper wires from
each subscriber terminate in an interface or
'line card' containing A-Ds and D -As. By
pro -audio standards the quality is nothing
special. The sampling rate of 8kHz retains
the traditional analogue bandwidth. and
8 -hit quantising is used. This is not linear,
but uses logarithmically -sized quantising
steps so that the quantising error is greater
on larger signals. The result is a 64 kilobit sec data rate in each direction.
Packets of data can be time division multiplexed into high hit -rate data buses which
can carry many calls simultaneously. The
routeing function becomes simply one of
watching the bus until the right packet
comes along for the selected destination.
64 kilobit data switching came to be known
as IDN (Integrated Digital Network). As a
data bus doesn't care whether it carries
64 kilobits of speech or 64 kilobits of something else, when Telcos offer data communications systems based on IDN. you tend
to get multiples of 64 kilobits whether you
like it or not...
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Spotlight on 24-96
With higher sampling rates and wordlengths for digital audio being proposed. John Watkinson
gives his opinion on their merits. Is there a psychoacoustic justification or is it pseudoscience?
L \(,I\EERING
Co\ ERS a

An.

wide field. Some people study the
sound of hats and dolphins: some use
sound to locate submarines or check on an
unborn child. unless you are doing something like that. the remainder of audio-the
audio I'm talking about here
ultimately
designed for human consumption. The
human auditon' system becomes the final
quality arbiter. If no listener can tell the difference between the reproduced sound and
the original. then it's perfect
All practical audio systems will be imperfect. but then so is the auditor. system. If the
audio system is in all respects less imperfect
than the auditory systent, the defects of the
Lodi() system trill he undetectable. Once such
a condition has been
achieved. further
improvement of the audio system is fruitless.
It costs more. but it doesn't sound any better.
Following that reasoning. it redly desn't
matter if an audio system is analogue or digital. Provided the quality criteria are met. they
should Ix>th sound the sane. If they don't.
one or both have a problem. I have certainly
(but not often) heard very high quality from
both analogue and digital systems. but the
digital systems are cheaper to run because
less maintenance is needed.
In other industries. if a theory is incorrect
or misapplied. planes crash. buildings collapse :utd there follows an inquir that will
identify the problem. In contrast. the audio
industry is one of the last places where your
money doesn't have to be where your mouth
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Fig.1: Just because audio traditionally adopted a po licy of continuous
improvement does not mean this should be pursued indefinitely

l lit: medium is heap ih ,uhiectn r .indi it a
theory is incorrect or misapplied. the resultant
disaster may not even be noticed by some. or
may even be hailed as a wonderful new effect
by others.
\u qualifications are needed to join. and
this often reflects in the quality ()f ()pinions
one hears where the laws of physics are temporarily suspended to allow the latest theory
to hold water. Learning by copying is learning
without understnding. Knowing what to do.
u.

bw nut \\

lust Luu>1 enough in a Stable
technology. lltfi>rtunately. its useless in a
changing technology.
One of the tenets of audio in the last
ill years was that it was never gocxl enough
and there was a permanent struggle to
improve it. So ingrained was this struggle that
it turned into a tradition. Fig.1 at point a
slims that this has resulted in steady
improvement in the quality of equipment.
Ih>vever. when the quality reaches the quality of the autditon system. Fig. t at point h.
then it's time to relax.
I

l>>wever.

he

who

what to do.
hut not why. continues
the tradition.
because that's what
he's always done. and
adopts path Fig.l at
point c. to produce an
over -engineered and
overspecified unit that
doesn't sound any
better. Tradition means
not thinking what
you're doing.
As an audio system
is a chain. logic suggests equal strength in
each link. Over -engineering one part of
the audio system
while another part is
obviously deficient is
not logical. This has.
however. almost bekn>>vv:s

Fig.2: The ear can respond to ultrasonic sound (and be damaged by it) but it is unable to judge the pitch

c( nte the definition of
high -end hi-fi where

stupendously
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complex and expensive signal sources
and amplifiers are connected by incredibly
expensive cables to loudspeakers of stunning
mediocrity. This is a land that is orthogonal to
reality where pigs really can fly.
We professionals can only laugh at high
end hi -fi if we don't make similar mistakes
ourselves. Unfortunately. with 2-4 bits and
96kHz we are in danger of sending up further
creatures to join the pigs. Digital audio is a
new technology and the audio industry. with
it's sitting -hy- Nellie approach to imparting
skills. 1w and large still hasn't taken on board
the fundamental principles. This makes it vulnerable to pseudoscience. Another issue is
that audio is still new to the digital industry
and I'd be willing to het that many DSP
designers know less than they should about
psvrhoacoustics and analogue electronics.
SAMPLING is well understood and is
perfectly described by Shannon's
theory. Successful devices based upon
. nnun's theory are
found in many industries. often in critical applications. and had
there been a flaw in the theory we would
have known about it by now.
In a PCM system. sampling theory requires
that the sampling rate should exceed twice
the highest frequency to he reproduced 1w an
amount that depends on the slope of the anti aliasing filter. Consequently. in trying to establish a suitable sampling rate. we only need to
know what audio bandwidth we need to
reproduce.
This can only be based on what the ear can

i

perceive. a subject that has received a fair
amount of study. l sing sinedya ves as a stimulus. the range of human hearing ends at
between líkHz and 72kHz, depending on
age and individual variation. As the basilar
membrane in the ear is resonant. it has a Q
factor that gives rise to the concept of critical
bandwidth. The location of the maximum displacement is used to judge the pitch. hence
the term 'place theory'.
In any resonant system. there will he a
small. but finite response to frequencies well
away from resonance. Fig.2 shows that it sufficient SPL is applied. the basilar membrane
can respond to ultrasonic frequencies. It cannot. however, determine the pitch. because all
frequencies above the end of the audible
range are sensed as having the same pitch.
and this will depend on the listener. .As a
result a young person might judge 25kHz to
be 19kHz. whereas an older person might
judge it to be 16kHz. Because of this variability. there is no useful information at these
high frequencies.
According to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. infinite time and frequency accuracy
can never he simultaneously available. The
ear is known to use a balance between time
and frequency resolution. It has evolved over
countless generations. and so it must represent the hest survival compromise. Obviously,
if people with better hearing had an evolutionary survival advantage. we would he more
likely to be their descendnts. and we would
hear better too. Naturally if you prefer the
story of Noah's Ark to Darwin. this entire arti-

of the devil and should be
burnt immediately as heresy.
Hearing has evolved from a means to warn
cle is the spawn

of

a threat. The most ancient hearing mechanisms primarily determined the location of a
sound source. hence the provision of two ears
and the means to measure the difference in
time -of-arrival at those ears. The optimum
range of frequencies depends upon the size
of the creature involved. With an off-centre
source. there will be a phase shift between
the sounds reaching the two ears that is proportional to the ear spacing. In the human.
the spacing between the ears is such that in
the treble region phase shifts can exceed a
whole cycle and become confusing. In
smaller creatures. such as dogs. the spacing
between the ears is smaller and the useful frequency range goes up. as it does to great
effect in hats. In the case of the dolphin. the
head is about the size of a human head. but
the medium is water where the speed of
sound is nearly five times that in air. This
increases all wavelengths by the same factor
and so it is advantageous for the dolphin to
use what we call ultrasonic sound.
It is claimed by dCS that using 96kHz
improves localisation because it fixes transients
in time more accurately. but this I consider to
he a complete myth and contradicts any
amount of research. Studies show that the ear
is able to localise best on transient rich sounds,
but it uses mostly the low frequency range
when it does so. Nerve impulses suffer from jitter of around 100 microseconds and. by aver»>
aging. the timing from many nerves a

»
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Perfect
CD -R

Copies?

treble control

The MediaFORM

CD4600 CD -R

Duplicator
provides an
instant solution
for all your CD -R
duplication
requirements.
Whether you
require CD -R's
from existing DAT
tapes, master CD's
or images stored
on your PC's hard
drive, the CD4600
enables you to
produce up to 20

perfect CD -R's per
hour, time after
time - all at the
touch of a button.

group

p

l

c

...for further information or details
of our free evaluation, contact us on
+44 1256 681186...

Its

localisation

DAT Easy'

Magellan Group plc
Concept House, Bell Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire. RG24 8FB UK

is

turned down. As

sample period of
23 microseconds. some four
times the nlininlunl Inter Aural
Delay resolution. and one quarter
of the ears nerve jitter. so clearly
the sampling rate is not an issue.
Incidentally. analogue stereo tape
recorders can't equal this performance because the relative timing accuracy between the tracks
isn't as go>>cl. Consequently.
designing a digital system to he
as go(xl as analogue isn't ¡loch
of an achievement.
As well as running out of
localisation ability at the lop of
the frequency range, the ear also
runs out of musicality. Above
11)kHz over I00 cycles of signal
are necessary before the pitch
can Iv judged. As critical bandwidth is octave based, it
increases with frequency on a
linear scale. Lower harmonics of
instruments are more than a critical bandwidth apart and a pleasCDs have

from DAT Tape?
from Master CD's?
from Stored Data?

N/11

maximum

accuracy of 6 microseconds can
Ix achieved. This corresponds to
an image displacement of around
35mnl at a listening distance of 3m.
With suitably accurate loudspeakers, it is easy to demonstrate localisation of this order
from good compact disc recordings. It is equally easy to demonstrate that the localisation does
not change in the slightest as the

ing

a

sound

results.

Higher

harmonicas can he less than a critical band apart and non -musical

beating results.
Musical
instruments
have
evolved empirically to avoid
inharmonicity. and. consequently.
their spectra d)n't exceed [what
the ear can perceive. It the
human ear really did respond further than the conventionally
accepted
limits.
instruments
would have e\()l ed to excite that
response. Before anyone worried
about digital audio. analogue
audio systems would have
evolved to rcpt.( duce the missing
bandwidth. \\ by are there not in
common use microphones. analogue recorders and loudspeakers
which reslxxxl Itevond 20k1-Ii?
In practice. ifs nearly impossible
to pr( >duce a loudspeaker or microphone that reslx>nds much aline
20k11z. While the on -axis response
alight be managed. the directivity
characteristic would Ix so narrow
as to be effectively useless.
Su you have decided to invest
in 24-96 technology. Assuming
rcaliscable
anti -alining and
reconstruction filters. a bandwidth u1 about 41akliz is available. Lets I( )k. at how to provide
a reference sampling -rate clerk
for the A-D convertor. The jitter

specification of the cl(>k should
be such that, in the worst case.
the noise clue to jitter should be
of the same order as the quantising- dither noise floor. Consequently. noise clue to clock jitter
needs to be such that it would
never change the level by more
than one quantising interval.
A full amplitude sinewave at
-i(IkHz is traversing a cool
2.13 million million quantising
intervals a second as it passes
through its own centre line. The
dock jitter has to he less than the
reciprocal of this. which is ab(>ul

0.4'

t where
picoseconds
picosecond is one million millionth of a second). The sample
period is just over 10 microseconds. so the clock period needs
to be accurate to one part in 150
million. This is like measuring the
distance from the Earth to the
1

Sun

within 300m.

Frankly I don't see how this
can Ix done at all, let alone economicall. Thermal noise in the
clock circuitry will prevent such
accuracy being attained. Are we
going to immerse our 24 -bit convertors in cryogenically cooled
containers? I don't think so. In
practice you will get the data rate
of 24 -hit 96kHz. but the information content will he rather less.
Should stake it easy to compress.
And what of the enthusiasts
who stn they can hear the difference between 24 -bit, 9(kHz and
the traditional stuff' Well. unless
they are comparing like with like
using state of the art lines and
speakers. and the tests are triple
blind and statistically significant.
then it's all hearsay.
Even if a difference can be
heard, there are perfectly plausible reasons which do not involve
Ultras( nic hearing. Most power

amplifiers

become

nonlinear

above 20kHz when they run out
of loop gain. Doubling the input
bandwidth will cause internxxluI:tion distortion proxlucts which
can easily heterodyne into the
audio band. Alternatively, all the
audible difference might indicate
is than the 48kHz convertors are
not well engineered. Noise shaping convertors use recursion and
are not inherently phase linear.
The digital decimation filters may
not be phase linear either. Doubling the sampling rate may just
inproye the phase linearity
within the audio hand.
Do we really need to double
the sampling rate as an alternative
to rigorous adherence to known
pychoacoustic requirements? Until
I see some concrete evidence. or
a
theory which holds water,
I remain. yours sceptically. John

\\atkinson

FATS
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-

Fax: (65) 227 0913

BUSINESS REPLY COUPON

For Enquiries, please contact:

Contact Name:

IR EXHIBITIONS

Job Title:

PTE LTD

227 0688, Fcx (65) 227 0913
A-tn: Rosalind Ng -Seah (Ms), Project Director
Ann Tan (Ms), Sales Manager
Tel: (65)

Organbed by:

,

Studio

Sou,:

Company:
Address:

Yes! We wish to EXHIBIT at PAW '98
Our initial requirement

square metres

is

Major Products represented:

J
OR

JBroadcast

Exhibitions Pte Ltd

101 Cecil Street

J
J
J

Audw

JSound Comm

Lighnng

Tong Eng Building

Singapore 069533

l

t

Fax( +area code):

Vtwat Comm
Entertainment, Furnishings. Fittings a Beverage,

#09.03

Jother,

Postal Code:
Tel( +areo code):

Our Products

/

Services are:

dea,e ,pooti

Yes! We wish

to

VISIT PAW '98

My company activity:

Pleine send me more information in due coarse
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Ripe for disaster
The power of a computer should not be overestimated -either in terms of

what it will do or what it will not.

Simon Croft

gets bitten by the Apple

ITS AMAZING to think

No. They never even wrote to me. although
that a mainstream
someone phoned me to say my letter would
desk -top computer is now powerful
enough to host what is commonly called a
be passed onto someone else.
DAW hut could almost be termed 'a studio in
After that. I seriously considered changing
a box'. Multitrack digital recording, nonlinear
platform. I even bought a PC and discovered.
editing. effects processing and automated
'Hey Windows 95 ain't so bad'. But I also lay
mixing can all he yours. in one integrated
out a fair number of magazine pages and the
environment. The biggest Ixmus is cost. since.
computer you need for that is either a Mac.
for the price of an 8 -track tape recorder. you
a Mac or a Mac. Likewise. I don't really want
can buy a computer powerful enough to turn
to see a five -year investment in software
its hand to practically any type of audio prokissed goodbye.
cessing. Okay, you will need more than softsix
For
ware to get a serious system up and running.
but even with dedicated DSP cards and interI
faces, the cost benefits are enormous.
I would like to sound a word of caution.
however. A mainstream computer manufacturer does not operate in the same way as a
professional audio equipment and a computer
0S8 was launched to considerable critical
dealer is in no way geared up to provide the
acclaim towards the end of last year. End of
same level of support as most pro -audio dealmy problem right? Wrong, start of my next
ers. Sadly. most users won't appreciate the
nightmare: I loaded 058 onto my old '100.
difference until something goes wrong with
God it ran slow. (I mean slower than the
their system. At which point they may find
Troggs Tape when someone says. 'So what
that they have to fend for themselves. Comare we going to do then) But having read so
puter companies don't give a damn about
many reports that 0S8 was the cure for all
your session, your deadline or the cost of
your time. as I myself have discovered in
dealing with Apple Computer. For more than
sic months I have been dogged by problems related to unstable operating systems released by Apple.
Back in June of last year.
I wrote to Apple Customer
Relations noting. 'Having
wasted the best part of a
working week in the last
fortnight I want Apple
to he aware that I can
no longer afford to act
as its unpaid beta
tester for operating
systems 7.n (n being
a technical symbol
meaning no invoice able activity arising r
I added, 'I thought
it prudent to buy
0S7.6.
Little
did
I realise that even as
the disk was on its way
For new mixers wit:
to me, the US version of
single -jack inse
7.6.1 had appeared on the
points.
Apple Web site. complete
with a list of fixes that would
make a shareware geek blush.'
Did they write to apologise? No.
Did they refund the money I had spent
on a useless OS? (Listen. not being able to
print is a fairly serious drawback for a writer.)

more than
months
have been dogged
by problems related to
unstable operating systems

106

known diseases, I went and bought a shiny
new G3 233MHz clock Power Mac. Is it fast?
Yes! Is it stable? Er... No, it certainly isn't. In
fact. it crashed yesterday. If you own a G3. or
are thinking of buying one, read this carefully.
My machine came up with an Error 41
(whatever that is) and refused to boot. The
Apple guy on the help line told me that
aspects of the G3 were unstable and told me
to do a clean install. Now that might fix the
immediate situation but it won't make the system any more stable.
So I called Apples Assistance Centre to find
out what they were going to do about this
problem. where a recalcitrant and evasive
young man told me there was no problem
with the G3. adding. its not like it was an xyz
or a PowerBook Whatsit'. (Forgive me if I forget the names of all the other models I had
clearly been fortunate not to buy.)
Under pressure from me to do a little
more than justify. he added that there would
be an 0S8.1 soon. In fact, the American version was already available on the Web site if
I cared to download it. I declined but I did
ask. if there was no problem, what was 8.1

supposed to fix?
At that point he expressed the opinion that
any OS was bound to have a few problems,
with stuff like disk addressing. No he didn't
know when the UK version would be
ailable and no he couldn't even
guarantee that I would get it free
of charge unless I downloaded
it from Apple's Web site. He
added. 'Anyway. we don't
make the operating system, that's Claris'.

Claris -as any fool
knows-is a wholly
owned subsidiary of
Apple. This is the
kind of doublespeak you expect
from used -car dealers. The little oik

even refused to give
a contact name
for anyone else within
Apple to whom I
could appeal. Fortunately, I already know
one: this morning I wrote
to Steve Jobs, CEO of Apple.
l'll let you know how I get on.
Meanwhile, please remember
this: a studio in a box is a fine thing
but if that box collapses you better
have everything backed up-and a fair hit
of time to spare.
me
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MSI2O2 -VLZ

MS14J2 -VLZ

12 -CH

14 -CH

COLLECT 'EM

TRADE 'EM WITH YOUR FRIENDS

VLZ MICRIISERIES: SMALL MINERS WITH WHAT

IT TAKES TO HANDLE SERIOUS PROJECTS.
MS1202-Y11

BOTH MODELS HAVE:
MICRO

Studio -grade mic
preamps with discrete

SERIES

circuitry for high

12U2

headroom low noise
( -129.5 dBm E.I.N.) and
wide frequency response

VLZ

(over 300kHz!).

4 MONO
CHS.

via

metal jacks

requires dozens of input

&

washers plus internal

channels and boatloads

shunting capacitors.

of buses.

High -output headphone

amp can drive virtually
any set of phones to
levels even a drummer can
Aux

I

Master level

control &

pre /post switch.

switch folds Aux
Return effects into
a stage monitor mix via Aux
Return 2 level control.
RCA -type tape inputs 6 outputs.
Peak -reading LED meters with
Level Set LEO combined with
1

Trim Controls on mono

MICRO

channels have 60d0 total
gain range for boosting
weak sound sources and a
10d0 "virtual pad" for

taming hot digital

SERIES
14C2

flu
6 MONO
CHS.

4 S>fERED
CHS.

BOTH

multitrack outputs.
2 Aux Sends

3 -band

equalization

routes
signal to "bonus"
Alt 3 -4 stereo bus
& Control Room

DEALER.
CHECK
THEM

on our exclusive

&Bus

design. Long -wearing
wiper material and tight
polymer lip seals to

-

inputs B outputs
are balanced' to cut

hum &allow extra long cable runs, but can
also be used with
unbalanced electronics.

(Very Low
Impedance)
VLZ

All

-

tape jacks,
'
heaphone jack & inserts.
except RCA

circuitry first
developed for our &Bus
console series dramatically
reduces thermal noised,
crosstalk in critical areas.

3ic

line lumps.

co acc*SEc

3L"3{ lM

use high quality

panel

Since both are

monitoring,
mixdown & metering
flexibility. Select any
combination of Main

Series consoles, they

8Bus

have big-board specs:

greater than
90dBu signal to
noise ratio, less than
0.0115%

distortion,

more dynamic range
than compact discs and

frequency response

Tape Assign To Main Mix

that's only down IdB at

assigns unbalanced RCA
tape inputs to main mix.

60,000

a break.
MS1402 -V11 only: Global
Solo Mode selects PFL or

--

warts or hum -inducing

condenser microphones.
XLR outputs with mic -line
level switch (along with
' /4 "TR5 outputs on to

they walk very tall.

Hz.

Why own an imitation

when you can own the

brand of compact mixer

that serious pros
prefer. Call for info
today.

Solid steel chassis & thick

-

TODAY!

comes to performance,

fiberglass internal circuit
boards resist abuse.

outlet- eating wall

Phantom power so you can

footprints, but when it

AFL solo modes.

Built -in power
no
supplies

OUT

might have small

blockbuster

Besides its obvious use
as a tape monitor, it can
also add an extra stereo
tape or CO feed into a
mix or play music during

protect against dust &
other crud.

gi

1202 -VI1 and 1402-VIZ

Control Room/
Phones Matrix adds

Way cool.

matrix. Handy for both
recording and live

IN STOCK

Our MicroSeries

basically chips off our

phones, Control Room
outputs and meters.
Can be used as extra
monitor or headphone
mix, tape monitor,
or separate submix.

Mute button

applications.

features.

and lowest noise floor.

Alt 3 -4
signals for routing to

Stereo in -place Solo.

a

specs...and the right

Mix, Tape In and

controls.

MSI402 -VLZ ONLY:
6Dmm logarithmic taper faders based

MACKIE

for maximum headroom

Constant loudness pan

outputs

allows fast,

accurate setting of
channel operating levels

with 12kHz High
shelving EQ,
broadband musical
2.5kHz peaking
Midrange & &OHz Low
shelving EQ.

ARE NOW

L!CAL

In -Place Solo

per channel --

ABLE AND

AT YOUR

6 MIC PREAMPS

boost weak effects.

ARE

AFFORD-

14x2

(one globally switchable
pre /post, one post fader), each with 15d0
of gain above Unity to

MIXERS

'DITE

MS1402-Y11

job well requires

combination of useful

Effects Return to Monitor

ttia155NMEE_B!!tit
. .
.

But doing ANY audio

mixer with superb

appreciate.

without

boosting room rumble, mic
thumps, P-pops and
wind noise.

of every

production project

Interference protection

filters (1040/
oct. 075Hz) on mono
mic /line channels
allow use of low- frequency
EQ on vocals

BOTH MODELS HAVE:
Radio Frequency

Low Cut

4 STEREO
CHS.

4 MIC PREAMPS

12x2

t-.)

Channel inserts on

mono

channels.

ftSVtii-.
f1

C

.

outputs feed
monitor speakers
without tying up the

Control Roam

headphone jack.
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Internet
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on BASF

tape

"For music recording
better.

I

I

believe that analog sounds

prefer BASF SM 900 maxima because it represents

the best balance of virtues available in an analog tape.
has a good tone to it and the sound sticks to it

better than other tapes I've used. It's that simple. /7
Grammy' winning producer /engineer Richard Dodd's credits
include work with Tom Petty, George Harrison, Bob Dylan,
The Traveling Wilburys, Francis Dunnery, and Edwin McCain.
Sl1 90( maxima Is a high- cutput analog tape resigned
spec ific illy for multi -track ree )rdi-ig and masterir g with
eytra wide dynamic range. low Noise and low print tarnugh.

BASF

EMTEC Magnetics
c-magnetics.com

